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Abstract

Blue jets and gigantic jets are transient luminous events in the middle atmosphere
that form when conventional lightning leaders escape upward from thundercloud
tops and propagate toward the lower ionosphere. These events are believed to be
initiated by ‘classic’ parent lightning discharges, when they escape upward from
cloud tops. The present study builds upon a previously introduced lightning model
that combines the hypotheses of equipotentiality and overall charge neutrality of
the lightning channel with the fractal approach allowing to describe the stochasticity and branching of the discharge [Riousset, 2006]. The lightning model has
been validated by comparison of the simulated lightning discharge with lightning
mapping observations made by the New Mexico Tech Lightning Mapping Array
(LMA) during a thunderstorm on July 31, 1999. This validation allows us to confidently apply the model to investigation of the conditions for the initiation of jet
discharges, which represents one of the key goals of the research of this dissertation.
Although the various types of intracloud and cloud-to-ground lightning are
reasonably well understood, the cause and nature of upward discharges remains
a subject of active research. Based on the idea first expressed by Petrov and
Petrova [1999] that jets could be the extension of classic lightning discharges initiated within the cloud boundaries, this dissertation demonstrates the fundamental
physical similarities between the various kinds of electrical discharges known to
occur in the thundercloud. In collaboration with colleagues at New Mexico Tech,
a combination of observational and modeling results is reported and indicates two
principal ways in which upward discharges can be produced. The modeling indicates that blue jets occur as a result of electrical breakdown between the upper
storm charge and screening charge attracted to the cloud top; they are predicted
to occur 5–10 s or less after a cloud-to-ground or intracloud discharge produces a
sudden charge imbalance in the storm. A new observation is also presented of an
upward discharge that supports this basic mechanism. Gigantic jets are indicated
iii

to begin as a normal intracloud discharge between dominant midlevel charge and
a screening-depleted upper level charge that continues to propagate out the top of
the storm. Observational support for this mechanism comes from similarity with
‘bolt-from-the-blue’ discharges and from data on the polarity of gigantic jets. Upward discharges are analogous to cloud-to-ground lightning and their explanation
provides a unifying view of how lightning escapes from a thundercloud.
How charge imbalances form in the thundercloud has been first suggested by
Wilson [1921], but their impact on the initiation and early stages of development of
blue and gigantic jets has not been addressed in the refereed literature. To address
this question, a two-dimensional axisymmetric model of charge relaxation in the
conducting atmosphere is developed. It is used in conjunction with the lightning
model to demonstrate how realistic cloud electrodynamics leads to the development
of blue and gigantic jets. This model accounts for the time-dependent conduction
currents and screening charges formed under the influence of the thundercloud
charge sources. Particular attention is given to numerical modeling of the screening
charges near the cloud boundaries. The results demonstrate the important role of
the screening charges in local enhancement of the electric field and/or reduction
of net charge in the upper levels of the thundercloud. This model shows that the
accumulation of screening charges near the thundercloud top produces a charge
configuration leading to the initiation of blue jets, and the effective mixing of
these charges with the upper thundercloud charge may lead to the formation of
gigantic jets.
The visual appearance of the observed jet discharges indicates that these events
may be associated with significant heating of the air in the regions of atmosphere
near cloud tops through which they propagate. Many of the small-scale features
observed in jets can be interpreted in terms of streamers, which are needle-shaped
filaments of ionization embedded in originally cold (∼300 K) air. After appropriate
scaling with air density, these features are fully analogous to those that initiate
spark discharges in relatively short (several cm) gaps at near-ground pressure.
Thus, we develop a model of the streamer-to-spark transition to study this transition from cold, weakly ionized plasma to thermalized spark at various altitudes (or
equivalently, ambient air densities) in the Earth atmosphere. The model is a fully
one-dimensional (1-D) axisymmetric, axially invariant thermodynamics model coupled to a zero-dimensional (0-D) chemical kinetics scheme. In this dissertation, the
model is applied to study the scaling properties of air heating in streamer channels under conditions of constant electric field. The model results on characteristic
heating times τbr appear to be in excellent agreement with the available laboratory
measurements conducted in short discharge gaps at ground and near-ground pressures. The results demonstrate a significant acceleration of the heating at lower
air densities, with effective heating times appearing to scale closer to 1/N than
iv

to 1/N 2 predicted on the basis of simple similarity laws for Joule heating, where
N is the ambient air density. This acceleration is attributed to strong reduction
in electron losses owing to three-body attachment and electron–ion recombination
with reduction of air pressure. The results also indicate that at low ambient air
densities, the channel conductivity and the air temperature increase very rapidly
in comparison with the gas dynamic expansion time (i.e., τbr ≤rs /cs , where rs is the
streamer channel radius and cs is speed of sound). Thus both constant-density and
constant-pressure approximations to channel dynamics commonly used in previous studies at ground pressure lead to nearly identical streamer-to-spark transition
times.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the background information about the structure of the
thundercloud and the physics of the lightning channel necessary to understand the
original work presented in this dissertation. The description of the thundercloud
is used to model the environment in which lightning and jet occur. The remainder
of the chapter is dedicated to the discussion of the scientific questions addressed
in this dissertation, the organization of this dissertation, and the summary of the
specific scientific contributions this dissertation makes.

1.1

Thundercloud, Lightning, Jets, and Streamerto-Leader Transition

This section is devoted to the description of the electrical structure of the thundercloud and of the physics of the lightning discharge. This background information is
extensively used throughout the remainder of the dissertation for the development
of models and analysis of the simulation results.

1.1.1

Tripolar Structure of the Thundercloud

Knowledge of the charge structure of the thundercloud is a necessity in studies of
lightning and jet discharges. This information is needed to derive the electric field
everywhere, especially at the location of the initiation of the lightning channel.
Based on the data from the Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) [Rison et al., 1999],
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we can infer this structure on a global scale. Knowing that a lightning flash preferentially propagates in a region of large charge density [e.g., Williams et al., 1985;
Mansell et al., 2002, and Chapter 2 of this dissertation] allows one to retrieve to
the location of the denser charge regions [Coleman et al., 2003] from the superposition of sequences of lightning discharges obtained with the LMA. The values
of charges in these inferred charge regions can be deduced from balloon soundings
(Figure 1.1). This method provides one with a good quantitative idea of the global
“electrical shape” of the thundercloud. The initiation of the lightning occurs in
regions of intense electric field. Such regions could be of relatively small dimension compared with the size of the charge layers [Dwyer et al., 2005] and hence
would not clearly appear on the lightning inferred cloud structure. That is one of
the reasons why it is difficult to accurately determine the electric field threshold
required for lightning initiation. The only available data are the local values of
charge density and electric field provided by balloon soundings, which might not
be at the exact location of the initiation at the time when the lightning flash starts.
Numerous series of soundings have been done to investigate the electrical structure
of the thunderclouds. Some of these investigations are mainly based on balloon
soundings, other also involve rocket soundings [e.g., Marshall et al., 1995], or radar
data [e.g., Shepherd et al., 1996; Marshall et al., 2001].
From the measurements cited above, the authors deduce the charge structure of
the thundercloud, a common description of which is based on a tripole model [e.g.,
Williams, 1989; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 69]. This model is often regarded as an
adequate approximation of the charge structure involved in lightning discharges in
the convective parts of normally electrified storms. It employs a three-layer charge
Table 1.1. Charge heights and extents for the cylindrical disk model used in [Riousset
et al., 2007a] and reproduced in Chapter 2, and charge amounts required to initiate the
intracloud discharge discussed in Chapter 3.

Charge Layer
Upper positive
Main negative
Lower positive
a

Altitude, km AGLa
6.75
3.75
2.0

AGL, above ground level

Depth, km
1.5
1.5
1.5

Radius, km Charge, C
4.0
48.7
3.0
–51.6
1.5
2.92
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Figure 1.1. Example of cloud structure [Marshall et al., 2005, Figure 1]. Lightning
inferred storm charge structure for a 6-min time interval of LMA data collected during
the descent of the sounding balloon. Yellow/red regions indicate positive charge; the
blue region indicates negative charge. The letters A–D show the initiation points of
the cloud-to-ground (CG) flashes and number 3 and 5 show the initiation points of
intracloud (IC) flashes that occurred in the part of the storm observed by the balloon.
The occurrence times of the flashes are shown in the upper panels, and the red part of
the balloon trajectory corresponds to the time interval of the lightning data.
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Figure 1.2. (a) Inferred cloud structure from Figure 1.1c with charging currents from
[Krehbiel et al., 2004]. (b) Equivalent representation using the tripole model with the
parameters shown in Table 1.1 and used in Chapter 3. The main positive and lower
positive layers are colored in red, and the main negative charge is colored in blue. The
solid red line represents the ambient potential, the solid blue line the ambient electric
field, and the dot-dashed green line the electric field threshold for initiation of lightning.

structure above a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) ground plane. A main
negative charge (QN ) is located at midlevels in the storm, with comparable upper
positive charge (QP ) above the negative and a weaker lower positive charge (QLP )
below the negative (see Figure 1.2). The model can also be extended to include a
negative screening charge (QSC ) at the top of the cloud. An important aspect of
storm charge structure, which is reflected by means of cylindrical disk models and
is important in simulating the lightning produced by the storm, is that the upper
positive and main negative charge regions are distributed horizontally within the
confines of the storm, in a region of low conductivity (see Chapter 5). We give an
illustration of this model in Figures 1.2 and 5.3, which are based on the parameters
suggested by Krehbiel et al. [2004] (Table 1.1).
An obvious advantage of this charge model is its simplicity. Moreover, it has
been successfully applied to reproduce certain features of the thunderstorm such
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as the lightning leader initial velocity [Behnke et al., 2005] or lightning path and
branching [e.g., Riousset et al., 2007a]. Mazur and Ruhnke [1998] use a slightly
modified tripole model to investigate the relationships among cloud charges, potentials and electric fields, and the induced charges, currents, and electric fields
associated with the lightning channel. In this model, the lower positive charge is
enclosed at the lower part of the main negative charge, which is split in two to
better reproduce the updraft region. Recent studies of the cloud structure based
on LMA data [e.g., Marshall et al., 2005] have not confirmed that the lower positive charge is enclosed at the bottom of the main negative layer. This choice
of modeling still remains fairly close to a tripole structure, which the Marshall
et al. [2005] argue to be especially suitable for modeling of isolated thunderstorms.
Furthermore, the tripolar structure tends to be reproduced by recent numerical
models of the global electrification of the thundercloud [e.g., Barthe et al., 2005;
Altaratz et al., 2005].
Not all authors agree on the validity of the tripole model as an accurate description of the thundercloud electrical structure. In particular, Marshall and Rust
[1993] suggest that large thundercloud complexes, so-called mesoscale convective
systems (MCSs), are too complicated to be described by the simple tripole model
(for further information about MCSs, see [e.g., Stolzenburg et al., 1998a]). Investigations based on balloon soundings in the stratiform precipitation region of the
MCSs (represented in the left part of Figure 1.3) led Marshall and Rust [1993] and
Shepherd et al. [1996] to define alternative structures of so-called “Type A” and
“Type B” to describe the charge configuration in this region. A type A structure is
composed of four main regions of charge equally spaced with alternating polarities.
The lowest charge region is negative, and a fifth screening region is added at the
top. A type B structure seems to be associated with either bow-echo MCSs or with
the presence of a well-defined trailing mesovortex at midlevels [Marshall and Rust,
1993]. The type B vertical structures consist of four main regions with alternating
polarities, with the lowest region being negative. The main differences between
the two electrical structures are the following: type B has fewer charge regions and
a positive charge-density layer at 0 o C, and type A is more complex and tends to
have a negative charge-density layer at 0 o C [Marshall and Rust, 1993; Shepherd
et al., 1996].
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updrafts and downdrafts, and the thin solid arrows show divergent outflows. The smaller open arrows represent system-relative
flows, which are mainly horizontal. The mesoscale updraft and downdraft in the stratiform region are depicted by large open arrows
(black and white outlines, respectively). There are four horizontally extensive cloud charge layers in the part of the stratiform
precipitation region farthest behind the convective region, the fifth (lowermost) charge layer being seen in the stratiform region
entirely below the cloud. An additional (negative) charge layer extends from the convective region through the nearest part of
the stratiform region above all the other layers [Stolzenburg et al., 1998a; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 93].
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Stolzenburg et al.’s [1998a] picture of the MCS (Figure 1.3) supports the idea
that the stratiform region of the MCS cannot be described based on the assumption of a tripole structure. How type A and type B structures fit in Stolzenburg
et al.’s [1998a] picture of the thundercloud is unclear however. In the same study,
Stolzenburg et al. [1998a, b, c] also establish that convective regions of MCSs, supercells, and New Mexican thunderstorms, which are three types of thunderstorms,
present similar electric structures. They notice that the convective updraft region
of an MCS (shown in the right part of Figure 1.3), the updraft region of a supercell, and the region near the center of a New Mexican storm (Figure 1.4) could be
accurately described by a tripole structure with an additional negative screening
layer at its top. Within the convective region of the thundercloud but outside of
the updraft (to the left of the updraft diagram in Figure 1.4), the cloud electrical
structure is similar to that described in the stratiform region of MCSs (Figure 1.3),
with possible variability between the three types of thunderstorms. Nevertheless,
it remains consistent with the idea that this region needs more than three charge
layers to be properly described.
Finally, we conclude this section by noting that all interpretations of the measurements converge toward the idea of a stratified structure, but no consensus
exists on the validity of the tripole model as an accurate description of the thundercloud. Yet, some authors argue that a tripole charge model is not unreasonable
for the mature stage of an isolated storm [e.g., Mazur and Ruhnke, 1998]. In
addition, Rakov and Uman [2003, p. 81] question the distinction established by
Marshall and Rust [1993] and justify the classical tripolar charge structure of the
cloud interior by suggesting that those extra charge regions might be related to
transitions between different stages of the thunderstorm evolution. Similarly, Coleman et al. [2003] suggest that the definition of type A and B structures may be
due to a misqualification of charges deposited by previous discharges as charge
centers and reaffirm in their study that the tripole structure is a good electrical
equivalent of the thundercloud. From the above discussion, it appears that the
tripole model (with additional screening layer) is at least accurate in the region
where lightning discharges mainly occur. Therefore, we adopt the tripole structure
for the simulation of lightning and jet-producing clouds in this thesis.
Although the exact physics of the formation of the charge layers is still not fully
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of the basic charge structure in the convective region of a
thunderstorm [Stolzenburg et al., 1998a; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 83]. Four charge
layers are represented in the updraft region, and six charge layers are represented outside
the updraft region (to the left of the updraft diagram). The charge structure shown in
this figure is applicable to the convective elements of Mesoscale Convective Systems
(MCS), isolated supercell storms, and New Mexican air-mass storms. Note that there is
a variability about this basic structure, especially outside the updraft [Stolzenburg et al.,
1998a; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 83].

understood, it is known that each charge layer grows during the early stages of
the thunderstorm and consequently enhances the local electric field. A discharge
process is therefore required to prevent the electric field in the cloud from reaching
unrealistic values. This initiation is achieved through lightning and jet discharges.
The next section is therefore dedicated to a review of the mechanisms governing
their development.

1.1.2

Plasma Nature of Lightning, Blue Jets, and Gigantic
Jets

In this section, we present the physics of the plasma channels in electrical discharges
in the context of lightning, blue jets, and gigantic jets.
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Streamer and Leader: Pertinence to Lightning and Jet Physics
Many forms of lightning develop within the thundercloud (in particular, intracloud
lightning: IC, cloud-to-ground discharge: CG, bolt-from-the-blue: BFB [e.g., Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2001]). They develop within and out of the thundercloud (see Chapter 4) by means of the well-documented leader process [Uman,
2001, p. 82]. The head of the highly ionized and conducting leader channel is normally preceded by a streamer zone looking as a diverging column of diffuse glow
and filled with highly branched streamers [Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, pp. 203,
253]. Figure 1.5 provides illustration of the leader-streamer corona system, and
Table 1.2 summarizes the typical electric field thresholds for streamer and leader
discharges at ground pressure.
The same leader-to-streamer corona is believed to constitute most of the visible
part of blue jets and gigantic jets [e.g., Pasko and George, 2002; Riousset et al.,
2006a; Raizer et al., 2006, 2007; Krehbiel et al., 2008]. Blue and gigantic jets
belong to a class of transient luminous events (TLEs). These jets are vertically
extensive optical flashes developing from the top of the thundercloud upwards and
have been the object of numerous undocumented reports about unusual largescale luminous phenomena above thunderclouds. Blue jets were discovered first
by Wescott et al. [1995] and then gigantic jets were later reported by Pasko et al.
[2002]. The video recording taken at the Arecibo Observatory, Puerto Rico, of a
gigantic jet propagating upwards from a thundercloud top to an altitude of about
70 km, i.e., above the altitude of 42 km, usually regarded as the upper limit for
Table 1.2. Electric field thresholds at ground pressure [Pasko, 2006, and references
therein].

Threshold Name
Thermal Runaway
Conventional Breakdown
Negative Streamer Propagation
Positive Streamer Propagation
Relativistic Runaway
Leader Propagation

Notation
Ec
Ek
−
Ecr
+
Ecr
Et
±
El or Eth

Value
∼260 kV/cm
∼32 kV/cm
∼-12.5 kV/cm
∼4.4 kV/cm
∼2 kV/cm
∼±1 kV/cm
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Transition region:
300 K<T<1500 K
Corona front:
Active streamer heads
High space charge field
Avalanches + photoionization

Leader channel:
T>1500 K
Complete detachment
of negative ions
E~1 kV/cm
Leader corona:
Streamer filaments
T~300 K
Attached electrons
Low conductivity
E~5 kV/cm

Figure 1.5. Sketch of the leader/leader-corona system, with the main characteristics of
the different discharge regions [Comtois et al., 2003].

blue jets, established conclusively for the first time the existence of a direct path
of electrical contact between a thundercloud and the lower ionosphere, as was first
theoretically suggested by Wilson [1921] over 80 years ago. Blue and gigantic
jets are believed to be initiated by ‘classic’ parent lightning discharges [Petrov and
Petrova, 1999; Krehbiel et al., 2008]; therefore, the description of the leader physics
provided hereafter is also relevant to the early stages of the development of jets.
In the remainder of this section, we review essential physical processes involved
in the formation and propagation of leader discharges. Although the current understanding of the leader process is still far from complete [e.g., Raizer , 1991, p. 370;
Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, pp. 84–85; Uman, 2001, p. 79; Rakov and Uman, 2003,
p. 136; Pasko, 2006], this information provides important physical background for
the formulation of the lightning model presented in the next chapter.
Concept of a Streamer
Raizer [1991, p. 334] defines the streamer as “a moderately, one can even say,
weakly ionized thin channel formed from the primary avalanche in a sufficiently
strong electric field”. Some types of gas discharges are produced based on the
streamer phenomenon only, but streamers also serve as precursors to the more
complicated leader phenomena, which is discussed later in this chapter. A classic
distinction is usually made between the streamer head (or active region), where
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the luminous emission and the ionization process occur, and the streamer tail (or
passive region). The streamer head contains a net electrical charge, which defines
its polarity [Gallimberti et al., 2002]. Owing to its weak ionization, a streamer has
low conductivity, with a voltage drop along its path often quoted as ∼5 kV/cm
for positive streamers and ∼−10 kV/cm for negative streamers at ground pressure
[Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, pp. 156–158, 2000, p. 84; Pasko and George, 2002].
Gallimberti et al. [2002] summarize the streamer head and the streamer body
characteristics. Those values are given at ground level and reproduced in Table 1.3.
We note however that these values must be scaled with altitude. Pasko [2006]
reviews useful similarity relationships using the neutral density N (or, equivalently,
the total pressure p assuming constant temperature of the neutral gas). The scaling
factors are shown in the third column of Table 1.3, where N0 denotes the neutral
density at sea level.
In both positive and negative streamer discharges, the strong field near the tip
is created mainly by the charge in the streamer head. In this region, electrons
are accelerated and get enough energy to ionize air molecules by electron impact.
The streamer head also represents a source of UV photons, which are able to
ionize neutral gas ahead of the streamer head [e.g., Liu and Pasko, 2004, and
Table 1.3. Streamer characteristics at ground level [Gallimberti et al., 2002; Pasko,
2006].

Parameter

Value

Streamer head
Head radius
10–30 µm
Rotational temperature
330 K
Vibrational temperature
≥ 1000 K
Electron energy
5–15 eV
Electric field in front of the head 100–150 kV/cm
Electron density
1015 cm−3
Streamer channel
Channel radius
10–30 µm
Electron density
1013 − 1015 cm−3

Similarity
relationship
−1

∝(N /N0 )
0
∝(N /N0 )
0
∝(N /N0 )
0
∝(N /N0 )
+1
∝(N /N0 )
+2
∝(N /N0 )
−1

∝(N /N0 )
+2
∝(N /N0 )
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Figure 1.6. Positive (or cathode directed) streamer. (a) Streamer at two consecutive
moments of time, with secondary avalanches moving towards the positive head of the
streamer, and wavy arrows showing photons that generate seed (i.e., initial) electrons
for avalanches. (b) Lines of force of the field near the streamer head. Adapted from
[Raizer , 1991, p. 335; Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 33].

references therein]. The radiation is mostly absorbed, but its intensity is high
enough to provide an initial electron density of 105 –106 cm−3 in a range of a couple
of millimeters in front of the streamer tip. The electrons so-produced gain energy
due to the strong local electric field (Figures 1.6b and 1.7b), generating the electron
avalanches. Because the number of avalanches developing simultaneously is large,
they create in front of the plasma tip a new plasma region leading to spatial
extension of the streamer [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 33].
In a positive streamer (Figure 1.6a), electrons are avalanching towards the
streamer head and neutralize positive charges in there to create a new section of
the streamer body. Meanwhile, a positive charge density appears at the other end
of the avalanches, which becomes the new streamer head [Bazelyan and Raizer ,
2000, p. 33].
Negative streamers propagate in a similar way to positive ones. The different
charge sign at the streamer tip introduces a few differences however. Unlike in
positive streamers, electrons drift away from the streamer tip. The negative charges
in the streamer tip move rapidly in this strong field and join the positive charges
of the avalanches ahead to form a plasma region. There, electrons at the front
of the plasma region move away, repelled by the negative head, while electrons in
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Figure 1.7. Negative (or anode directed) streamer. (a) Streamer at two consecutive
moments of time, with secondary avalanches moving away from the negative head of the
streamer (bubble shapes), and wavy arrows showing photons that generate seed (i.e.,
initial) electrons for avalanches. (b) Field in the vicinity of the head. Adapted from
[Raizer , 1991, p. 338].

the back (hence, in a weaker field) do not separate from ions and form with them
a quasi-neutral plasma, which extends the streamer body (Figure 1.7a) [Raizer ,
1991, p. 335].
Concept of a Leader
It is known that the electric field in a thunderstorm hardly exceeds 1.5 kV/cm
[e.g., Marshall et al., 1995]. This field is insufficient for the propagation of positive
or negative streamers [Pasko, 2006]. Thus, the lightning breakdown must be of
another nature. The lightning body extends as “a thin, highly conductive, highly
ionized channel [...] from the strong field region along the path prepared by the
preceding streamers;” this channel carries the potential along the discharge much
more efficiently than a streamer, and is known as a leader. This description, written
by Raizer [1991, p. 364] for long-gap discharges, equally applies for lightning. The
voltage drop in a leader is much less than that of a streamer; Mansell et al. [2002]
quote the value of 5×10−3 kV/cm in their stochastic lightning model.
The leader channel is not uniform. One can usually distinguish the main body,
the transition region and the leader tip (see Figure 1.5). Most of the ionization
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occurs in the latter, where the gas is also gradually heated and the conductivity
increased. The plasma in the rest of the channel is usually in a quasi-stationary
state at high temperature of a few thousands of Kelvins [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000,
p. 75; Gallimberti et al., 2002]. Although the main difference between positive and
negative streamers lies in the direction of the electron avalanches at the tip of the
channel [Raizer , 1991, pp. 336 and 338], the difference between leaders of different
polarities is far more complex. In particular, the propagation mechanisms and
streamer zone structure of a negative leader are much more complicated than those
of a positive leader and are still poorly understood [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000,
pp. 84–85; Gallimberti et al., 2002]. Below we provide a summary of characteristics
for positive and then for negative leaders.
The plasma in the leader body (or thermalized leader) is heated up to thousands
of Kelvins, and consequently the conductivity of the channel is highly increased (to
∼104 Ω−1 m−1 [Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 227]). Therefore, the leader head approximately carries the same potential as at the point where the discharge has been
initiated. From this point of view, the leader can be considered roughly equipotential or with a very low voltage drop (∼5×10−3 kV/cm, see [Mansell et al., 2002] and
Table 1.4). Hence, the leader channel is analog to a metallic wire placed in a nonzero ambient field: it becomes polarized by the ambient field (i.e., the thundercloud
electric field in the case of a lightning discharge). The resulting accumulation of
charge at the tip of the leader enhances the surrounding electric field above the
Table 1.4. Leader characteristics at ground level [Helsdon et al., 1992; Gallimberti
et al., 2002; Mansell et al., 2002; Comtois et al., 2003].

Parameter
Value
Leader head (Transition region)
Temperature
330 K < T < 1500 K
Leader channel
Temperature
> 1500 K
Luminous diameter
0.5–4 mm
Thermal diameter
0.2–1 mm
Voltage drop
∼0.5–1×10−3 kV/cm
Linear charge density
∼1 mC/m
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Figure 1.8. Development of a positive leader. Panels (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)
represent different stages of the development; 1, leader tip; 2, leader channel; 3, streamer
zone. See text for details.

threshold required for initiation of streamers. The plot of the electric field lines
around the tip of leader of positive polarity (Figure 1.8a) clearly illustrates this
process. Their convergence towards the leader head indicates the increase of the
E-field in this region. Consequently, streamers continuously develop in the region
surrounding the tip with a generation frequency on the order of 109 s−1 [Bazelyan
and Raizer , 2000, p. 71] (Figure 1.8b). The charge density associated with streamers leads to self-consistent reduction of the electric field in the leader streamer zone
to values comparable to the streamer propagation threshold. Besides, currents of
all streamers starting from a leader tip are summed up (Figure 1.8d), leading to
Joule heating of the region ahead of the tip (Figure 1.8e) and therefore to an increase of its thermal energy. This energy input provokes a temperature increase
of the gas molecules, a hydrodynamic expansion, a reduction of the gas density,
and finally the detachment of the negative ions due to both the increase of the
gas temperature and the low reduced electric field, defined as the ratio of electric
field over the neutral density. These processes are discussed in detail in the con-
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text of streamer-to-spark transition at various pressures in Chapters 7 and 8. The
aforementioned effects tremendously increase the conductivity at the leader head,
permitting further propagation of the leader channel (Figure 1.8f). This mechanism, the so-called current contraction in the front region of a leader channel, is
not quite clear yet, especially quantitatively. One may assume the existence of
ionization–thermal instability [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, pp. 53–64 and p. 255;
Gallimberti et al., 2002; Rakov and Uman, 2003, pp. 136 and 226].
A plasma spot formation is represented in Figure 1.8c. It is polarized in Figure 1.8d. The existence of this plasma spot has been shown for negative leader
development (see further discussion in this section), but is still uncertain for positive leaders. Even if present, the electric field in the streamer zone of positive leader
(≲5 kV/cm [e.g., Pasko, 2006]) is not strong enough to allow negative streamer development toward the leader head and consequently to modify the mechanism of
development of the positive leader (recall that a field on the order of −12.5 kV/cm is
needed for the propagation of negative streamers [e.g., Pasko, 2006]). A streak picture of a positive leader discharge [Gallimberti et al., 2002] shows that the leader
tip and the leader streamer zone advance at roughly constant velocity (∼2×104
m/s for a typical laboratory leader [e.g., Lalande et al., 2002]).
The initial stages of the development of a negative leader are the same as those
of a positive leader and the values of the electric field for their initiations are also
similar: ∼1 kV/cm [e.g., Raizer , 1991, p. 375; Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, pp. 253;
Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 322]. The temperature of the leader body is increased up
to several thousands of Kelvins; the electric field is also increased around the leader
tip (Figure 1.9a) up to values exceeding the propagation threshold for negative
streamers (∼–12.5 kV/cm). Consequently, negative streamers develop to form the
leader corona (Figure 1.9b). A plasma spot arises near the external boundary
of the negative streamer zone (Figure 1.9c). The physical nature of the plasma
spot is not understood at present. Under the effect of the ambient electric field,
the plasma body becomes polarized (Figure 1.9d). The positive plasma dipole end,
which is directed towards the main leader tip, serves as a starting point for positive
streamers. We note that positive streamers require only 5 kV/cm fields for their
propagation [e.g., Raizer , 1991, p. 335]) and can therefore easily propagate toward
the negative leader head in streamer zone fields on the order of 12.5 kV/cm. The
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Figure 1.9. Development of a negative leader. Panels (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g),
(h) and (i) represent different stages of the development. 1, leader tip; 2, primary leader
channel; 3, negative streamers in the streamer zone; 4, space stem or plasma spot; 5,
negative streamers of the streamer zone associated with the negative space leader; 6,
space leader developing from the plasma spot; 7, positive streamers of the streamer zone
associated with the positive space leader; 8, negative end of the space leader; 9, positive
end of the space leader; 10, leader step; 11, burst of negative streamers. See text for
details. Note that the streamer zones are not reproduced in panels (f) and (g) for the
sake of clarity.

negative streamers can develop on the other end of the plasma body thanks to the
field enhancement around it (Figure 1.9e). A current contraction process similar to
that for positive leaders probably occurs at the tip of the plasma spot, allowing the
development of a secondary leader, known as volume or space leader [Bazelyan and
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Raizer , 1998, pp. 254–255, 2000, pp. 85–88; Rakov and Uman, 2003, pp. 136–137].
The leader main channel slowly advances towards the space leader. The positive
end of the space leader develops towards the main leader and the negative end
propagates in the opposite direction (Figures 1.9f and 1.9g). Normally, the positive
streamer zone of the positive space leader almost immediately reaches the main
negative leader. Therefore, the junction between the main negative leader and the
positive space leader is very quick, and develops in a way similar to the final stage of
development of positive leader [Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, p. 212]. When the space
leader comes into contact with the main channel, they form a common conducting
channel. A process of partial charge neutralization and redistribution occurs and
results in the modification of the potential of the former space leader. The latter
acquires a potential close to that of the former main negative channel. This process
resembles a miniature lightning return stroke, accompanied by a rapidly rising and
just as rapidly falling current impulse in the channel. During this stage, the optical
emission of the channel strongly increases, giving the impression to the observer
that the channel moves by steps (Figure 1.9h). What causes this strong emission is
still unclear, even if some processes such as the temperature rise, or the ionization
in the channel cover may be suggested. Finally, the negative end of the former
space leader turns into the new leader head, a burst of negative streamers develops,
and the process is repeated (Figure 1.9i) [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, pp. 83–89
and p. 255; Gallimberti et al., 2002; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 136].
The description presented above has been reconstructed from streak photographs
of laboratory negative leader discharges [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 85; Rakov
and Uman, 2003, p. 136]. The first negative discharge of a lightning or of any
laboratory experiment is usually referred to as the “stepped” leader and is often
said to be discontinuous in opposition to the continuous nature of the positive
leader discharge. The motion of a negative leader is continuous, but secondary
positive leaders, also continuous, produce a stepwise effect, which originates in
the terminology “stepped” leaders [Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, pp. 255–256; 2000,
p. 87].
The previous section introduces the physical concepts behind the atmospheric
processes modeled and discussed throughout this dissertation. Next, we discuss
the issues addressed in this work, its organization, and contributions to knowledge.
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1.2

Problem Formulation

This dissertation addresses some of the unanswered questions pertaining to lightning and jet physics. The present study builds upon a previously introduced
lightning model that is able to reproduce the stochasticity and branching of the
lightning channel, and respects the fundamental principles of the leader equipotentiality and overall charge neutrality [Riousset, 2006]. The lightning model is
further validated, refined and applied in this dissertation work to shed a new light
on important processes in lightning and jets.
Shortly after the discovery of blue jets by Wescott et al. [1995], Petrov and
Petrova [1999] hypothesized that blue jets could be a visible manifestation of regular lightning escaping from the thundercloud top upward. A unified theory of
lightning and jets still remained to be developed and supported by observations.
The development of this theory constitutes an important part of the studies presented in this dissertation.
The work on the unified theory of lightning and jet discharges reveals the
importance of local and global electric charge imbalances in the thundercloud.
Their existence has been demonstrated as early as in 1921 by C.T.R. Wilson, but
their impact on the initiation and early stages of the development of blue and
gigantic jets remained to be understood and is also addressed in this dissertation.
Finally, Section 1.1.2 emphasizes that the propagation of the leader channel is
associated with significant heating of air in the plasma channel. The mechanisms
behind the heating of the plasma channel are still the topic of active research, and
much remains to be understood. In particular, how the heating characteristics
scale with altitude, and particularly at the altitudes of known propagation of blue
and gigantic jets, is an open question that is discussed in the last part of this
dissertation.

1.3

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 1 starts with a general description of the thundercloud and of the physical
processes creating the lightning and jet discharges. This chapter permits the building of the background for understanding the lightning model detailed in Chapter 2,
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the model of thundercloud and charge relaxation in Chapter 5, and the model of
streamer-to-spark1 transition developed in Chapter 7. These models can be represented using a flowchart format, and such flowcharts are provided in Appendix A.
More specifically, Chapter 2 is devoted to the description of a stochastic model
of the lightning leader trees, whose results are presented in Chapters 3 and 4. In
Chapter 3, we test the performance of the model through the modeling of a representative intracloud discharge produced by a common New Mexico thunderstorm.
This study additionally allows us to explain how and why lightning channels develop within regions of higher charge density. In Chapter 4, we explore the reasons
behind the escape of the lightning channel from the thundercloud in the form of
classic cloud-to-ground lightning, bolt-from-the-blue lightning, and blue and gigantic jets. This work leads to the formulation of a unified theory of lightning
and jet discharges based on the concepts of local and global charge imbalances
inside the thundercloud. The theory is complemented by discussions specific to
inverted-polarity thunderstorms in Appendix B.
These charge imbalances are further investigated in Chapters 5 and 6. A model
of thundercloud charging, including cloud conductivity and charge relaxation in a
conducting atmosphere is developed in Chapter 5, and applied to investigate the
formation of charge imbalances in the thundercloud in Chapter 6. In particular,
we study the mechanisms likely to be responsible for the initiation of blue and
gigantic jets. Supplementary material pertaining to the modeling of Maxwellian
relaxation of charges in a conducting medium is provided in Appendix C.
Chapters 7 and 8 examine the heating processes relevant to streamers and
transient luminous events. We present a model of heating of the air in a streamer
channel from ambient temperature (∼300 K) to breakdown temperature (∼5000 K)
in Chapter 7. The model accounts for the effects of gas dynamics and chemical
kinetics of the discharge, and for the vibrational–translational relaxation of N2
molecules. We report the results of modeling the streamer-to-spark transition
based on this model in Chapter 8. We also compare the results obtained with two
1

The word “spark” usually refers to the electrical breakdown between two still points. It is
a high-conductivity, high-temperature thermalized plasma, whose last stage can be regarded as
an arc-flash [e.g., Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, p. 8]. In contrast, the term leader conventionally
designates a progressing channel. Note that the terminology is not clearly established at present,
and use of these terms may vary from one author to another.
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different schemes for the chemistry of positive ions and test the results against
both experimental data from [Černák et al., 1995] and [Larsson, 1998] and from
previous numerical modeling by Naidis [1999, 2005].
Finally, the results presented in this dissertation are summarized in Chapter 9.

1.4

Scientific Contributions

The research accomplished as part of the doctoral studies makes several contributions to the fields of atmospheric electricity and gas discharge modeling, which can
be summarized as follows:
1. A unified theory of lightning and jet discharges is developed based on the
concept of bi-directional, overall neutral and equipotential lightning leaders.
A three-dimensional fractal model of lightning is applied to model typical
lightning and jet discharges using realistic cloud configurations emphasizing
charge imbalance as a principal factor that allows the formation of leader
with high enough potential that enables it to escape from the thundercloud.
2. A new two-dimensional (2-D) axisymmetric model of Maxwellian charge relaxation in the conducting atmosphere is developed to understand the dynamic formation of the screening charges at the thundercloud boundaries.
The results emphasize the role of the screening charges in the magnification
of the electric field near the cloud top and/or the formation of charge imbalances. Blue and gigantic jets are successfully modeled in the framework of
the fractal model of lightning using realistic cloud configurations produced
by the Maxwellian relaxation model.
3. A streamer-to-spark transition model is developed that allows studies of gas
dynamics and chemical kinetics involved in heating of air in streamer channels for a given air density N under assumption of constant applied electric
field E. The model closely agrees with results of experimental measurements
of streamer-to-spark transition times τbr at ground and near-ground air pressures. It is demonstrated that for the air densities N corresponding to a
broad altitude range of 0–70 km in the Earth atmosphere, the kinetic effects
lead to a significant acceleration of the air heating in streamer channels, with
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effective heating times appearing to scale closer to 1/N than to 1/N 2 , which
is predicted on the basis of simple similarity laws for Joule heating assuming constant channel conductivity. This acceleration is attributed to strong
reduction in electron losses due to three-body attachment and electron–ion
recombination processes with reduction of air pressure.
The model presented in Chapter 2 and the results presented in Chapter 3 have
been published in the form of a full-length paper in the Journal of Geophysical
Research–Atmospheres [Riousset et al., 2007a]. This work builds upon previous
work [Riousset, 2006] recently published in the form of a book by LAP publishing
[Riousset, 2010]. The theory developed in Chapter 4 has been published in Nature
Geoscience [Krehbiel et al., 2008]. Mr. Jérémy Riousset equally contributed to the
conception of the physical mechanisms and to the formulation of all results related
to the modeling, and carried out all lightning simulations presented in [Krehbiel
et al., 2008]. The numerical modeling of the formation of the screening charge
near the thundercloud boundaries described in Chapter 5 and its impact on the
initiation and early stages of development of blue and gigantic jets presented in
Chapter 6, have been published as part of the special issue of the Journal of Geophysical Research–Space Physics [Riousset et al., 2010a], related to the 2009 AGU
Chapman Conference on the Effects of Thunderstorms and Lightning on the Upper
Atmosphere. The last part of this work, related to air heating in streamer channels, constitutes a subject of a paper to be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical
Research [Riousset et al., 2010b].

Chapter

2

Three-Dimensional Fractal Model of
a Lightning Discharge
The material covered in this chapter has been published in the form of a full length
article in the Journal of Geophysical Research–Atmospheres [Riousset et al., 2007a].
Chapter 1 is devoted to the description of the thundercloud charge configurations
and of the mechanisms behind the formation of lightning leader channels. This
chapter is devoted to the description of the fractal model developed by Riousset
et al. [2007a]. Following the discussion about the thunderstorm cloud electric
structure presented in Section 1.1.1, we employ a tripole charge configuration as
an essential part of the fractal model of lightning propagation.

2.1

Lightning Models in the Refereed Literature

The leader process as a propagation mechanism of cloud-to-ground lightning was
determined photographically as early as the 1930s by Schonland, Malan and coworkers in South Africa (as summarized by Uman [1984, p. 5, 2001, pp. 7, 83]).
This basic mechanism is now known to be also valid for intracloud discharges
[Ogawa and Brook , 1964; Proctor , 1981, 1983; Uman, 1984, p. 10; Liu and Krehbiel ,
1985; Shao and Krehbiel , 1996; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 322]. The understanding
of the internal physics of the leader process is still far from complete, however [e.g.,
Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, pp. 84–85;Gallimberti et al., 2002; Pasko, 2006, and
references therein]. The complexity of the phenomenon and the lack of a complete
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theory on lightning propagation led some authors to consider only the bulk effects
of the lightning discharges in the development of cloud electrification models [e.g.,
Ziegler and MacGorman, 1994; Krehbiel et al., 2004]. The model presented in
[Riousset et al., 2007a] continues a long-lasting effort started in the 1950s directed
towards a theoretical description of the interaction between the lightning channel
and the surrounding thunderstorm electric field [e.g., Kasemir , 1960, and references
therein].
Kasemir [1960] models the lightning channel as an equipotential, overall neutral, prolonged spheroid placed in the thundercloud electric field. The spheroid
is vertical and lies on the main axis of the system, which is assumed to possess
a rotational symmetry. The induced linear charge density in the channel is derived based on the surrounding ambient potential of the thundercloud. Mazur and
Ruhnke [1998] revisit Kasemir ’s [1960] model with the same assumptions of overall neutrality and equipotentiality in order to investigate the relationships among
cloud charges, potentials, and electric fields, and the induced charges, currents,
and electric field changes associated with the lightning channel. The linear charge
density in the channel is no longer derived analytically based on the assumption
of spheroid channel but is determined numerically to account for the geometry of
the channel used in their model. This work utilizes a tripolar-like charge model
to study the development of cloud-to-ground and intracloud discharges, but the
system remains axisymmetric and does not allow for branching or horizontal development. Unlike Kasemir ’s [1960] model, in which the estimation of the potential is
done for a channel of fixed length, Mazur and Ruhnke [1998] introduce a dynamical
variation of the channel length to simulate the discharge progression.
In their three-dimensional simulations of electric fields within a thunderstorm,
Hager et al. [1989] introduce a deterministic lightning model, which allows branching of the discharge channels. In this model, whenever some component of the
electric field reaches a predefined breakdown threshold, the conductivity between
the corresponding mesh points is taken to infinity. As the conductivity tends to
infinity, the potential is adjusted throughout the domain, so that in the breakdown
region, the potential is constant. This adjustment of the potential, which does not
account for the overall neutrality of the discharge, often leads to cascades; in the
process of equilibrating the potential between two nodes, the electric field between
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an adjacent pair of nodes reaches the breakdown threshold [Hager et al., 1989].
Recently, Behnke et al. [2005] applied the principles of Mazur and Ruhnke’s [1998]
model to investigate the evolution of initial leader velocities during intracloud lightning. Instead of Mazur and Ruhnke’s [1998] model of a thundercloud, the authors
use a more realistic model derived from lightning mapping and electric field sounding observations of actual storms. As in the work by Mazur and Ruhnke [1998],
Behnke et al. [2005] ensure the overall neutrality of the channel by adequately
shifting the electric potential of the channel.
Helsdon et al. [1992] use Kasemir ’s [1960] equipotential, spheroid, overall neutral representation of the lightning in their model of storm electrification. The
problem is solved in a two-dimensional (2-D) Cartesian domain, with no hypothesis concerning the symmetry of the channel. To overcome the difficulty of deriving
a linear charge density in 2-D, Helsdon et al. [1992] derive an analytical expression
for the linear charge density carried by a channel of the designated spheroid geometry. In this model, the lightning propagates with no branching along the field
lines defined by the ambient field configuration regardless of the electric field due
to the lightning channel itself. Helsdon et al. [2002] extend the previous model to
a 3-D geometry. The channel is again neutral and equipotential and propagates
bi-directionally between the grid points of the three-dimensional Cartesian space,
with essentially the same limitations as in the 1992 model. Other models based
on the same concepts have been developed but are not described here for the sake
of brevity. A review of those can be found in [Poeppel , 2005, pp. 1–5].
A significant limitation of the aforementioned models is related to the deterministic character of the propagation of the model lightning. Indeed, none of these
models is able to reproduce the observed morphology of the highly distorted and
branched path of the lightning in a realistic way. This issue cannot be resolved
at present using a microscopic approach to the lightning propagation because of
insufficient knowledge of the related processes and also because of the lack of computational power. Instead, Petrov and Petrova [1993] use Niemeyer et al.’s [1984]
dielectric breakdown model to introduce stochasticity in the modeling of the lightning discharge. The original model by Niemeyer et al. [1984] is further discussed,
refined and improved in [Satpathy, 1986; Niemeyer et al., 1986; Wiesmann and
Zeller , 1986; Niemeyer and Wiesmann, 1987; Niemeyer et al., 1989; Femia et al.,
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1993]. The idea of these models is to simulate the observed macroscopic behavior of the leader by using a probabilistic approach rather than by describing its
internal physics. Such models have been successfully applied to reproduce other
atmospheric phenomena such as sprites [e.g., Pasko et al., 2000, 2001]. Petrov and
Petrova’s [1993] model use a dipole electrode representation of a thundercloud in a
2-D Cartesian space. The links between grid points resembling lightning channels
are initiated from a central circular region in the simulation domain where the
potential is constant. The model uses unusually high electric field values for the
discharge initiation threshold and employs a variable voltage drop along the channel to simulate its resistivity. Petrov et al. [2003] further extend this model to a
3-D Cartesian geometry to predict the probability of lightning strikes to practical
structures. As in their previous model, the potential at a point of a new link at the
moment of its connection with the discharge remains unchanged for the remainder
of the simulation. No assumptions concerning the channel neutrality are employed
and no charge densities are derived.
Mansell et al. [2002] also extend Niemeyer et al.’s [1984] model to a 3-D Cartesian geometry. In addition, they add bi-directional propagation of the model lightning trees, and integrate it in a numerical thunderstorm model. As in Petrov
and Petrova [1993], the channel is resistive but with a fixed voltage drop between
adjacent channel grid points. As in the work by Kasemir [1960], Mansell et al.
[2002] assume the overall neutrality of the channel, which is ensured by favoring
the development of a part of the bi-directional tree having a charge deficit. In
particular, if the overall net charge carried by the discharge trees after an iteration
is positive (respectively negative), then the threshold field needed for advancement
of branches of negative (respectively positive) polarity is lowered to enhance their
development until neutrality is achieved [Mansell et al., 2002].
The aforementioned channel-based simulations of lightning only model the
leader part of the discharge. Nonetheless, it is well known that a streamer zone, not
described in the previous models, develops at the leader tip and plays an important role in leader advancement [e.g., Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 71]. Because
of its high conductivity, the leader is analogous to an equipotential metallic wire,
which gets polarized when placed in the thundercloud ambient electric field. The
resulting accumulation of charge at the tip of the leader enhances the surrounding
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electric field above the threshold required for initiation of streamers. Consequently,
streamers continuously develop in the region surrounding the tip with a generation frequency on the order of 109 s−1 [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 71]. The
charge density associated with streamers leads to a self-consistent reduction of the
electric field in the leader streamer zone to values comparable to the streamer initiation threshold [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, pp. 56–71]. In addition, currents of
all streamers starting from a leader tip are summed up, heating the region ahead
of the tip and therefore increasing its conductivity, permitting further propagation of the leader channel [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, pp. 53–64 and p. 255;Rakov
and Uman, 2003, pp. 136 and 226]. The exclusion of the direct modeling of the
streamer zone in existing models is justified by the lack of knowledge of the detailed physics of this region as well as by the computational expenses involved in
a thorough description of it.
Kupershtokh et al. [2001] propose to introduce the streamer zone in probabilistic
lightning models using a cellular automata approach. Kupershtokh et al.’s [2001]
model does not deal with the underlying physics of the process. Thus, from this
point of view it remains close to Niemeyer et al.’s [1984] original model. The previous models consider only two states for any grid point in the domain–a conducting
state, if the point is crossed by the leader, and a dielectric state otherwise. The use
of a cellular automata approach described in [Kupershtokh et al., 2001] allows the
introduction of a third, streamer state, reproducing the streamer zone. Moreover,
Kupershtokh et al. [2001] introduce time in their model to overcome the absence
of an actual timescale in the Niemeyer et al.’s [1984]-based models. The model
developed in [Kupershtokh et al., 2001] has not yet been applied to the modeling
of leader development in realistic thundercloud configurations.
Agoris et al. [2004] also introduce leader–streamer zone effects but still based
their model on the “classical” Niemeyer et al.’s [1984] dielectric breakdown model.
In addition, they use a timescale for the propagation of streamer and leader bounds.
The formation time for each streamer segment likely to propagate the discharge
is derived using the assumption of a Weibull probability distribution function and
compared with the time step of the current iteration (defined as the average of
the times of formation of all candidate streamer bounds). Hence at each step, if
the time of formation of a candidate streamer link is smaller than the time step of
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the current iteration, then the link is added to the existing tree. Unlike the leader
streamer corona mechanism described above, the formation of leader channels is
considered to be done at constant velocity compared with streamer propagation
(and therefore with a constant time step). Its driving mechanisms are the same
as in [Femia et al., 1993], except that candidate leader bounds are now defined
between the leader channels and points occupied by a streamer link. This model
is run in a 2-D Cartesian simulation domain and no charge considerations are
accounted for at any stage of the development of either streamer or leader channels.
Agoris et al.’s [2004] model is applied to the study of Franklin rod height impact
on the striking distance and produces results in good agreement with experiments.
In Kupershtokh et al.’s [2001] model as well as in any other model based on
approaches proposed by Niemeyer et al. [1984], the channel propagates through
grid points of a discretized 2-D or 3-D simulation domain. Therefore, the channel
propagation often takes unrealistically sharp angles. This issue is addressed by
Helsdon and Poeppel [2005]. These authors propose to avoid grid dependency
in a 3-D geometry by deriving the direction of the lightning propagation based
on the location of random free electrons near the leader tip, and no longer in
terms of the probability introduced by Niemeyer et al. [1984]. Stochasticity in
this model is therefore introduced by the location of the free electrons, which is
derived using a Monte Carlo technique [Helsdon and Poeppel , 2005]. The channel
is assumed to be equipotential and the linear charge density is derived using the
theory for unbranched conductors [e.g., Mazur and Ruhnke, 1998]. Helsdon and
Poeppel [2005] are able to identify numerical parameters of the model leading to
the realistic behavior of the channel (e.g., branching, arresting of propagation,
etc.), and the model produces positive leaders developing in the negative charge
regions, and negative leaders propagating in the positive charge center, generally
consistent with observations.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a new fractal model of lightning derived from Niemeyer et al.’s [1984] dielectric breakdown model. The model is
three-dimensional and uses Kasemir ’s [1960] equipotential hypotheses to describe
the channel properties. Special emphasis is placed on obtaining self-consistent solutions preserving complete charge neutrality of discharge trees at any stage of the
simulation. This model is applied to the investigation of changes in the configu-
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ration of the thunderstorm electric field by an intracloud lightning discharge. The
model results are directly compared with an intracloud discharge detected by the
LMA.
The study of cloud-to-ground discharges involves the modeling of additional
processes (e.g., the development of the return stroke), which requires further discussion and validation. This chapter and the following one focus on an intracloud
discharge.

2.2

Formulation of the Fractal Model

The thundercloud and lightning discharge are modeled in a 3-D Cartesian domain.
The domain is discretized using equidistant grids (specific parameters are given in
Section 3.1).
The thundercloud charge distribution is based on a tripole model [e.g., Williams,
1989; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 69, and Chapter 1 of this dissertation]. This model
is often regarded as an adequate approximation of the charge structure involved
in lightning discharges in the convective parts of normally electrified storms. It
employs a three-layer charge structure above a perfectly electrically conducting
(PEC) flat ground plane. A main negative charge (QN ) is located at midlevels in
the storm, with comparable upper positive charge (QP ) above the negative and a
weaker lower positive charge (QLP ) below the negative, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The model can also be extended to include negative screening charge (QSC ) at the
top of the cloud, but this extension is not implemented in our study of intracloud
discharges. An important aspect of storm charge structure is that the upper positive and main negative charge regions are spread in horizontally extended regions
within the confines of the storm as is further described below.
The particular charge configuration used in Chapters 2 and 3 closely follows the
approach of Krehbiel et al. [2004] and Behnke et al. [2005]. Each charge layer is assumed to have a cylindrically symmetric disk shape with dimensions chosen based
on observations of a storm over the Langmuir Laboratory on July 31, 1999, as determined by Krehbiel et al. [2004] and summarized in Table 3.1 (see [Marshall et al.,
2005] for results concerning the initiation conditions of cloud-to-ground lightning
discharges in this storm). In the study by Krehbiel et al. [2004], charging currents
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Figure 2.1. A cross-sectional view in the y-z plane at x=6 km of the model thundercloud
with upper positive (P), central negative (N) and lower positive (LP) charge layers.
Electric field lines produced by the model cloud are also shown for reference.

I1 and I2 are introduced between the upper and lower dipolar structures (i.e., QN –
QP and QN –QLP , respectively) that reproduce the average lightning rates of both
cloud-to-ground and intracloud flashes, as determined by the three-dimensional
Lightning Mapping Array (LMA). The charging currents are I1 =+1.5 A between
the main negative and upper positive, and I2 =–90 mA between the main negative and lower positive charge regions. The resulting variation of the electric field
profiles with space and time along the axis of the modeled charge structure reproduce the basic features of balloon-borne electric field soundings through the storm
[Krehbiel et al., 2004].
In the present study, the above charging currents are applied until the conditions for initiation of an intracloud discharge between the main negative and
upper positive charge regions are satisfied (discussed later in this section). The
charge brought by the currents is uniformly distributed in cylindrical disk volumes
with dimensions specified in Table 3.1 (see also Figure 2.1). The values of the
thundercloud charges at the time of the lightning initiation are also included in
Table 3.1 for reference. The charge density of the model thunderstorm at the time
of discharge initiation is discretized on the grid points of the simulation domain
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and referred to as the ambient charge density ρamb . From the charge density, the
ambient electric field and potential (E⃗amb and φamb ) are determined at all grid
points within and on the boundaries of the simulation domain.
The potential on the side and upper boundaries is calculated so that the contributions of all the charges within the simulation domain as well as the ground
images of these charges are accounted for. Those boundary conditions are further
referred to as “open boundaries.” The ground is assumed to be a perfect conductor
with potential φgnd =0 V. Consequently, the electric potential at the boundaries
prior to the discharge can be obtained directly from the following expression [e.g.,
Liu and Pasko, 2006]:
φ(⃗
r) = φamb (⃗
r) =

ρiamb (r⃗i′ ) ′
1
1
ρamb (r⃗′ ) ′
dV
+
dV
4πε0 ∭V ′ ∣⃗
4πε0 ∭V ′ ∣⃗
r − r⃗′ ∣
r − r⃗i′ ∣

(2.1)

where r⃗ defines the coordinate vector of a point at a boundary and φ(⃗
r) the total
potential at this point. The quantity ρamb (r⃗′ ) refers to the ambient charge density at point r⃗′ , and ρi (r⃗′ ) designates the ground image of the ambient charge
amb

i

distribution at point r⃗i′ . Having calculated potential values on the boundaries, we
numerically solve Poisson’s equation ∇2 φamb =−ρamb /ε0 using a successive overrelaxation (SOR) algorithm [e.g., Hockney and Eastwood , 1981, p. 179] to calculate
φamb and E⃗amb =−∇φamb inside of the simulation domain. The development of
discharge trees starts when the cloud charges reach values such that the ambient
field exceeds a predefined initiation threshold Einit for a lightning discharge by
10% somewhere in the simulation domain (the related charge values are shown
in Table 3.1). From this moment on, the ambient charge distribution remains
unchanged.
The exact value of the initiation threshold (i.e., of the electric field Einit required
to initiate the lightning) is not well established, nor are the mechanisms of the
lightning initiation [e.g., Marshall et al., 1995; Dwyer , 2003; Behnke et al., 2005,
and references therein]. A general consensus exists in the present literature that
values around ∼1–2 kV/cm at sea level represent a reasonable estimate of fields
needed for lightning initiation [e.g., Gurevich and Zybin, 2001; MacGorman et al.,
2001; Behnke et al., 2005; Helsdon and Poeppel , 2005; Mansell et al., 2005; Marshall
et al., 2005]. For the purposes of modeling discussed in this dissertation, we adopt
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a value Einit =2.16 kV/cm similar to that used in recent studies of Krehbiel et al.
[2004] and Marshall et al. [2005].
We note that the field value ≃2.16 kV/cm at sea level is the minimum field
needed to balance the dynamic friction force in air on a relativistic electron with
∼1 MeV energy [e.g., McCarthy and Parks, 1992; Gurevich et al., 1992; RousselDupré et al., 1994; Lehtinen et al., 1999; Gurevich and Zybin, 2001]. We emphasize however that similarly to previous work [e.g., Pasko and George, 2002]
we use 2.16 kV/cm only as a reference field, making no direct association of the
relativistic runaway phenomenon and lightning initiation in our model. The intracloud discharge develops as a bi-directional leader from the inception point.
Although controlled by different processes, the propagation of the positive or negative branches is known to require nearly identical electric fields [e.g., Raizer , 1991,
p. 375; Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, p. 253; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 322]. This
±
propagation threshold, denoted Eth
, is about 1 kV/cm in large laboratory gaps

(several tens of meters long) [Raizer , 1991, p. 362] and can be substantially lower in
the case of lightning leaders [Gallimberti et al., 2002, and references therein]. Both
±
the lightning initiation Einit and propagation Eth
thresholds represent input param-

eters in our model. In the framework of the present work, the increases or decreases
in these thresholds would lead to corresponding increases or decreases in thundercloud charge values and densities and would not affect any principal conclusions
derived from the present study. In the remainder of this dissertation, we simply
±
assume the same initiation and propagation thresholds Einit =Eth
=±2.16 kV/cm,
+
where Eth
is positive and represents the propagation threshold of positive leaders,
−
and Eth
is negative and represents the propagation threshold of negative leaders.

These values are given at sea level, and it is assumed that they vary proportionally
to the neutral atmospheric density N at other altitudes. Practical considerations
have led us to define every altitude z in our model with respect to the ground level
(i.e., z=0 is always referred to as ground level). Sea level is the usual reference
for neutral atmospheric density N however. Because ground level and sea level do
not always coincide (e.g., when considering measurements in New Mexico thunderstorms), it is judicious to introduce explicitly the difference between ground
level and sea level and to denote it as zgnd . Therefore, the initiation and propagation thresholds can be derived at any altitude z above ground using the following
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representation:
±
Einit (z) = Eth
(z) = ±2.16

N (z+zgnd )
[kV/cm]
N0

(2.2)

where N0 is the value of the neutral density at sea level.
As already noted above, the model thundercloud achieves a maturity state
sufficient for initiation of the model intracloud discharge discussed in Chapter 3
when the corresponding ambient electric field exceeds the initiation threshold field
by 10% somewhere in the simulation domain. As a result of this process, a region of
high electric field exceeding the initiation threshold by 0 to 10% is created around
the central vertical axis of the simulation domain between the upper positive and
central negative charge layers. The inception point is chosen randomly in this
region with no weighting based on the ambient electric field magnitude. Thus,
every point at which Eamb ≥Einit has equal probability to initiate the discharge.
The leader channel propagates iteratively from this starting point; at each step,
one and only one link is added (at either the upper or the lower end of the tree)
and the potential is updated to ensure the overall neutrality of the channel. To
illustrate the procedure, we start from an existing channel and describe each step
required to achieve the next stage of the development of the discharge tree.
We first define the total potential φ, which can be viewed as the ambient
potential due to thundercloud charges modified by the presence of the lightning
trees up to the current stage of development. Further propagation of the channel
requires the knowledge of φ inside of the domain. How φ is determined is discussed
later in this section. At this point, we assume that the total potential has already
been established and show how the next segment of the discharge tree is added. By
the choice of the new link, we introduce stochasticity in the model. Starting from
the existing channel, a new link is chosen among the candidates, which are defined
as the possible links between the channel points and the neighboring points where
±
the local electric field exceeds Eth
. For each candidate link i, the local electric field

Ei is calculated as Ei =(φstart−φend )/l, where φstart and φend are the total potentials
at the tips of the candidate link, and l is the length of the link. Consequently,
a positive or negative leader will be able to propagate through a candidate link i
+
−
if Ei ≥Eth
or Ei ≤Eth
, respectively. Examples of candidates originating from two
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Figure 2.2. Channel extension in a 2-D geometry. (a) Channel links (solid lines) and
link candidates (dashed lines); (b) Probability associated with each link. (The values of
the probabilities given on this plot are arbitrary and are shown only for two representative
points on the existing discharge tree for the purposes of illustration. Actual values are
derived based on the analysis of potential differences involving all grid points of the
existing discharge tree–see text for details.)

representative points on an existing discharge tree are shown in Figure 2.2a. The
existing tree is represented using solid lines, and the candidate links are represented
by dashed lines. Figure 2.2a is plotted in 2-D for the sake of clarity, and an
extension to the 3-D geometry actually used by the model is straightforward. The
probability pi of the channel growth associated with candidate link i is assigned
as follows [e.g., Wiesmann and Zeller , 1986; Femia et al., 1993]:
pi =

± η
∣Ei − Eth
∣
± η
∑i ∣Ei − Eth ∣

(2.3)

where η is called the probability sensitivity. The value of η has been derived by
Popov [2002] to be 1 for streamer discharges in air. No similar derivation exists
for the case of leader discharges. For all calculations presented in this dissertation,
we adopt η=1, which is a common choice in existing fractal models [e.g., Niemeyer
and Wiesmann, 1987; Mansell et al., 2002]. The probability associated with each
link can be represented as a portion of a segment of unity length (see Figure 2.2b).
By picking randomly a point between 0 and 1 on this segment, we select the new
link. Therefore, this procedure accounts for both the propensity of the channel to
develop in regions of strong electric field and for the stochastic nature of the leader
development.
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Once the new link has been selected, the potential needs to be redefined in the
channel, inside of the domain and at its boundaries. This potential adjustment,
which has formerly been used for simple deterministic models [e.g., Mazur and
Ruhnke, 1998], is the salient component of the model compared with the previous
fractal modeling of the lightning discharge [e.g., Mansell et al., 2002], and must
account for the overall neutrality of the discharge tree and its equipotentiality,
which is achieved in the following way. From the principle of superposition, the
total potential in the presence of a conducting tree at each point M inside the
simulation domain can be written as φ(M )=φamb (M )+φcha (M ), where φcha (M ) is
the potential due to the charges induced on the channel. In particular, for points
P on the channel, φcha (P )=φ0 –φamb (P ) to make the channel an equipotential
characterized by the constant potential φ0 . A simple iterative procedure is used
to determine the value of channel potential φ0 that minimizes the net charge on
the channel as described below in this section. The updated values of φcha after
the addition of a new link are derived by solving Laplace’s equation ∇2 φcha =0
using the SOR algorithm with Dirichlet’s conditions (i.e., fixed potential) on the
interior and exterior boundaries defined hereafter. The grid points occupied by the
channel serve as an interior boundary, and the potential φcha (P ) at these points is
fixed and set to φ0 –φamb (P ) as detailed above. The values of the potential on the
boundaries of the simulation domain define the exterior boundary. They are taken
from potential solutions obtained after the previous link was added and are also
assumed fixed. Having applied Poisson’s equation to the new result for φcha , but
now including the points on the channel in the calculation of the Laplacian, we can
estimate the charge density ρcha associated with the channel as ρcha =−ε0 ∇2 φcha .
Because ∇2 φcha =0 everywhere outside the grid points that belong to the discharge
trees, ρcha is confined only to the grid points on the channel. The total charge
Qcha on the channel can then be obtained by performing an integration of ρcha
over the volume V of grid points associated with the discharge trees as follows:
Qcha =∭V ρcha (⃗
r)dV . In addition, the electric dipole moment p⃗ of the discharge
trees is derived for diagnostic purposes as: p⃗=∭V r⃗ρcha (⃗
r)dV [e.g., Zahn, 1987,
p. 139].
The value of φ0 to achieve overall neutrality of the channel, namely Qcha =0 C,
is determined by applying a bisection method [e.g., Press et al., 1992, p. 353].
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This root-finding algorithm requires that the solution is known to lie inside a
given interval. For the present model, the total potential φ0 of the channel will
necessarily lie between the minimum and the maximum of the ambient potential.
Because the algorithm quickly converges to the solution, we simply use the extrema
of φamb to bound the solution instead of attempting to estimate φ0 based on its
value at the previous stage of the channel development.
Having determined φ0 and φcha as described above, the effect of the channel is
known everywhere in the simulation domain following addition of each new link. In
particular, the determination of ρcha enables us to update the contribution of the
channel to the potential at the simulation domain boundaries. This contribution is
calculated using (2.1) with φamb , ρamb , and ρiamb respectively replaced by φcha , ρcha ,
and ρicha , where ρicha is the ground image of the channel charge. The recalculated
values are used for the boundary conditions during the next step of the discharge
development. Thus, the update of the simulation domain boundary conditions is
always one link behind with respect to advancement of the channel. This delay
is due to the impossibility of determining the effect of a link on the boundary
conditions prior to its establishment. Because the difference is only that due to
the addition of a single link, the errors introduced by this approach are expected
to be small. Typically, for the simulation results presented in the next chapter, a
link modifies the total potential at the boundary by less than 1%. Even though
the changes are small (≤1%) during every step of the model execution, we fully
recalculate the potential at the side and upper boundaries after each addition of a
new link for maximum accuracy.
Finally, recalling that φamb has been previously derived inside of the domain
and at its boundaries, the potential at any point M of the domain can be obtained
using the principle of superposition φ(M )=φcha (M )+φamb (M ). At this stage, all
requirements are fulfilled and model execution proceeds to development of the next
link. This procedure is repeated until no candidate links for further extension can
be found or until a channel link reaches the ground. In the next chapter, we focus
on studies of intracloud discharges, which are more probable for the thundercloud
charge configuration specified at the beginning of this section.
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2.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, a three-dimensional model of intracloud lightning discharge is
described, based on Kasemir ’s [1960] hypotheses of equipotentiality and neutrality
of the channel, and on the dielectric breakdown model proposed by Niemeyer
et al. [1984]. This model is applied in Chapter 3 to the study of the development
of intracloud discharges, and is used in the framework of the theory of charge
imbalances developed in Chapter 4 to explain the physical similarities between
lightning and jet discharges.

Chapter

3

Modeling of an Intracloud Discharge
in a New Mexico Thunderstorm and
Comparison with LMA Observations
In this chapter, we apply the model introduced in Chapter 2 to simulate an intracloud lightning discharge. The simulation results give insight into the fundamental
mechanisms of the propagation of the lightning channel and provide a quantitative
validation of the lightning leader model. The results presented in this chapter are
published in [Riousset et al., 2007a].

3.1

Results of Modeling of an Intracloud Discharge

In this section, we report results from a representative simulation run corresponding

to

an

intracloud

12 km×12 km×12 km

discharge.

simulation

The
domain,

results
which

are
is

obtained
discretized

in

a

using

41×41×61 equidistant grid points. Hence, the spatial resolution is 300 m in the
horizontal x- and y-directions and 200 m in the vertical z-direction. We note that
the ground level for lightning simulations is different from the reference altitude
for the LMA measurements (which is usually within 10 m of the mean sea level
[Rison et al., 1999]). As discussed in the Chapter 2, our model uses ground level
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as the zero altitude (z=0 km) reference point. To ease direct comparison with
LMA results, all plot results produced by our model are shifted by adding zgnd to
z such that all altitudes in Figures 2.1 and 3.1 through 3.4 are given with reference to sea level. After ∼32.5 seconds of application of charging currents I1 and I2
with magnitudes defined in Chapter 2, the conditions for lightning initiation are
fulfilled (i.e., the electric field at one of the points inside of the simulation domain
exceeds Einit threshold by 10%). These currents produce cloud charge density ρamb
in the two upper charge layers on the order of ±1 nC/m3 . These values are smaller
than those inferred from measurements by Williams et al. [1985] or Coleman et al.
[2003], but still are of the same order of magnitude. The positions, dimensions and
integral charge values corresponding to each charge layer at this moment of time
are summarized in Table 3.1.
Figure 2.1 shows a cross-sectional view of the model thundercloud (in the y-z
plane positioned in the center of the simulation domain at x=6 km). The upper and
lower positive charge layers are identified by the letters ‘P’ and ‘LP’ respectively,
and the central negative charge layer is identified by the letter ‘N’. In addition, Figure 2.1 also illustrates the electric field lines produced by this charge configuration
just before the initiation of the discharge. The electric field lines converge toward
the negative charge center and diverge from the upper positive one, consistent
with expectations. At the lower boundary, the field is normal to the equipotential
ground surface, also consistent with field theory.
If equipotential boundaries with potential equal to φgnd were used, then the field
line pattern would be conspicuously modified close to the side and top boundaries,
where the field lines would be normal to the edges of the domain. This modification
is best seen if the number of field lines in Figure 2.1 is increased (Figure 3.1b),
Table 3.1. Charge values, heights and extents for the cylindrical disk model.

Charge Layer
P
N
LP
a AGL,

above ground level

Altitude
Depth
a
(km AGL ) (km)
6.75
1.5
3.75
1.5
2.00
1.5

Radius
(km)
4.0
3.0
1.5

Charge
(C)
48.7
-51.6
2.92
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Figure 3.1. Electric field line pattern of the thundercloud with parameters specified in
Table 3.1 in a simulation domain with (a) equipotential boundaries; (b) open boundaries.
(c) Comparison of the electric field magnitudes using equipotential (dashed line) and
open boundary conditions (solid line) at an altitude of 9.8 km.

and the resulting field line pattern compared with that of the same thundercloud
when equipotential boundaries are employed (Figure 3.1a). The magnitude of
the electric field would also be modified by the use of equipotential boundary
conditions. A comparison of the y-span of the field magnitude at 9.8 km altitude
(in the middle of the upper positive charge layer) and at the center of the simulation
domain at x=6 km (Figure 3.1c) shows that the use of equipotential boundary
conditions introduces a noticeable error, in particular close to the boundaries.
In particular, at y=0 km, the field magnitude is ∼3.2×103 V/m using the open
boundary simulation domain, and ∼1.2×104 V/m using equipotential boundaries.
Hence equipotential boundaries are not suitable for narrow simulation domains
such as the one employed in this study. We additionally note that in both cases,
the field magnitude is much greater than the fair weather field magnitude at the
same altitude ∼4.7 V/m [Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 9].
Figure 3.2 shows an example of a fully developed discharge. The discharge trees
are projected on the x-y, y-z and x-z planes (shown, respectively in panels (b), (d)
and (e) of Figure 3.2). Panel (c) in Figure 3.2 shows a histogram representing the
numbers of grid points occupied by the discharge links as a function of the altitude.
Finally, the altitude of each new link at each step is plotted in the upper panel (i.e.,
panel (a) of Figure 3.2). The sequence of steps in our model can be considered
as resembling the temporal development of lightning flashes in the actual LMA
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Figure 3.2. Representation in Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) data form of a simulated intracloud discharge. We use the same formatting as for the LMA data shown
in Figure 3.3. In panel (c), the total number of grid points crossed by the discharge
(497) corresponds to the sum of the number of grid points crossed by the upper branches
(299) and lower branches (199) minus one because, the initiation point is counted twice,
being part of both the upper and lower branches. Adapted from [Riousset et al., 2007a,
Figures 4, 6, and 7].
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measurements. The step number gives the sequence of creation of new links in
the model, and a color-scale similar to actual LMA data is used. For this run,
ground level is set at 3 km above sea level (the approximate altitude of the ground
for measurements of the lightning activity near Langmuir Laboratory in central
New Mexico). The topographic profile at the location of the LMA observations is
presented in [Rison et al., 1999, (Figures 3, 4 and 6)] and justifies the assumption
of a flat ground plane at the above altitude, due to the relatively small variations
of the ground elevation (≤1 km) in comparison with the altitudes of the charge
centers and that of the development of the intracloud discharge (between 6 and
11 km, see Figure 3.3). The simulated discharge is initiated at an altitude of
7.6 km above sea level (4.6 km above ground level), ∼1.5 km radially away from
the central vertical axis of the simulation domain. The developing leader initially
extends vertically without showing much branching structure between ∼7.0 and
∼9.2 km before spreading horizontally in the volume of the main negative and
upper positive charge layers (at altitudes around 6.5 and 10 km, respectively).
In addition, we show the contours of the charge centers in panels (b) and (e) by
dashed gray lines. Inspection of this figure shows that the negative leaders are
essentially contained in the upper positive charge layer while positive leaders are
mainly “trapped” in the central negative charge layer.
Figure 3.3 presents an actual intracloud lightning event detected by the LMA
over Langmuir Laboratory on July 31, 1999 at 22:23 (local time). This event is
similar to the bilevel discharge first reported by Rison et al. [1999]. We note that
the inception point of the discharge is at an altitude of ∼8.0 km on the southeastern
edge of the storm. The discharge then propagates vertically between altitudes
around 7.0 and 9.0 km, where horizontal propagation then becomes dominant.
Figure 3.4a shows the model discharge of Figure 3.2 in a 3-D representation,
and Figures 3.4b and 3.4c compare respectively the total electric field and potential
before and after the flash at the center of the simulation domain, along the vertical
axis. The propagation threshold given by (2.2) is also shown for reference in
Figure 3.4b. A positive value of the electric field indicates an upward directed
field.
Figure 3.5a shows the evolution of the discharge tree total potential φ0 . The
charge carried by the positive leaders is illustrated in Figure 3.5b. We note that
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Figure 3.3. An actual bilevel intracloud flash measured by the LMA during the thunderstorm on July 31, 1999 at 22:23 (local time).

negative leaders carry an equal amount of negative charge, and the charge shown
in Figure 3.5b can be interpreted as the total charge transferred by the discharge.
Figures 3.5c and 3.5d illustrate the evolution of the discharge dipole moment as
the simulation progresses. Figure 3.5a shows a rapid increase of the channel potential at the early stages of the discharge development, from an initial value of
−47.5 MV at the inception point, followed by a smoother increase after which φ0
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Figure 3.4. (a) 3-D view of the intracloud discharge shown in Figure 3.2 after 496
steps; (b) Electric field before the flash (solid line), and after (dashed line) along the
central vertical axis of the simulation domain. The electric field initiation threshold is
shown for reference by dash-dotted lines; (c) Electric potential before (solid line), and
after (dashed line) the discharge development along the same axis.

reaches the final value of ∼41.5 MV. Figure 3.5c shows a progressive growth of
the charge transferred by the discharge that reaches value ∼37.5 C by the end of
the simulation. The magnitude of the dipole moment p⃗ shown in Figure 3.5d also
smoothly increases reaching ∼122 C⋅km. Figure 3.5b shows that p⃗ is predominantly
vertical and directed downward. This trend is consistent with the development of
the trees, because the horizontal components of p⃗ (i.e., px and py ) become more
and more negligible compared with the vertical component pz .
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Figure 3.5. Parameters of the simulated discharge shown in Figure 3.2 at each step of
the development: (a) Channel potential φ0 ; (b) Charge carried by the positive leaders
Q+cha ; (c) Magnitude of the discharge electric dipole moment p = ∣⃗
p∣; (d) x-, y- and zcomponents of the dipole moment p⃗.

A comparison of the total charge in the system before and after the development of the discharge trees allows us to check the charge conservation. The
system remains approximately neutral, with differences between absolute values
of positive and negative charges not exceeding ∼30 mC during different stages of
the model execution. This difference is mainly due to numerical noise and is negligible compared with the charge in the cloud or in the upper and lower channel
structures. As already noted above, the amount of charge carried by the positive
and negative leaders is ∼37.5 C, which constitutes ∼75% of thundercloud charges
of each polarity (i.e., 51.6 C) as shown in Table 3.1.

3.2

Discussion

Advanced fractal modeling accounting for the charge neutrality of the discharge
is reported by Mansell et al. [2002]. Although both this model and ours make
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use of similar hypotheses (namely neutrality of the channel and equipotentiality
or quasi-equipotentiality of the channel), the treatments of the channel neutrality
and of the boundary conditions differ and constitute two salient improvements of
our model.
Unlike other fractal models referenced in Chapter 2, our model modifies the
channel potential as the discharge propagates. Previous models involving the
charge neutrality of the channel have employed mathematical artifacts to ensure
electric neutrality of the discharge, e.g., by varying the propagation thresholds
[Mansell et al., 2002]. In contrast to these models, we have chosen to develop a
solution involving a physics-based potential variation. This solution avoids the
introduction of additional parameters such as the percentage of charge imbalance
allowed during the simulation run and the range of variation of the propagation
thresholds. Furthermore, it ensures the neutrality at each stage of advancement of
the discharge.
The treatment of the boundary conditions also represents a significant improvement compared with previous lightning models. Although simple, fixed Dirichlet’s
and/or Neumann’s conditions have commonly been used in previous modeling [e.g.,
Mansell et al., 2002], the choice of a similar Dirichlet’s condition at the ground
but open boundary conditions on the upper and side boundaries (see Chapter 2)
allows us to simulate an open domain in order to obtain a better modeling of the
mirror charges. Also, this solution lets us place the boundaries closer to the charge
centers, hence yielding an increased resolution in the simulation domain, which is
of major importance for further advancement of lightning simulation studies.
The simulation run described in Section 3.1 is typical for intracloud discharges
produced by our model. As is discussed in this section, it shows many similarities
with the bi-level discharge observed during the thunderstorm over Langmuir Laboratory on July 31, 1999, which is reproduced in Figure 3.3. Comparability between
fractal modeling and lightning mapping data is mentioned by Mansell et al. [2002].
This chapter further develops the comparison between actual and model lightning
discharges and introduces a quantitative evaluation of the simulation results.
The LMA observations (Figure 3.3) show the initial 2–3 km vertical propagation followed by two distinct regions of roughly horizontal propagation at altitudes
of ∼6.5 and ∼9.5 km. The upper region corresponds to the propagation of the
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negative leaders in the thundercloud positive charge, and the lower one to that
of the positive leaders in the main negative charge. The propagation altitudes of
the model discharge are mostly defined by the chosen positions of the model thundercloud charges, which are inferred directly from observations of actual lightning
discharges following the conclusions in [Coleman et al., 2003]. Consequently, the
model discharge (Figure 3.2) develops in the two upper charge layers at altitudes
matching the altitudes of propagation of the actual discharge (Figure 3.3).
Comparison of Figures 3.2 and 3.3 shows that both the simulated and measured
discharges are not initiated on the axis of the inferred storm charges, although they
both propagate in a rather symmetric manner toward and in the upper positive
and central negative charge layers. It is recalled that the x- and y-directions in our
simulation are arbitrary and do not necessarily correspond to East-West and NorthSouth directions in Figure 3.3. Thus, no conclusions should be drawn from the
horizontal position of the initiation point; it should merely be noticed instead, that
our initiation algorithm produces realistic horizontal displacement of the initiation
point with respect to the axis of the storm charge layers. The random initiation
algorithm employed in the simulation uses the idea that the lightning is probably
not initiated immediately upon the threshold being exceeded at some point in the
cloud, but after the threshold is over-exceeded over some larger horizontal area.
Initiating the discharge once the threshold is exceeded by 10% somewhere in the
simulation domain allows the growing charges QLP , QN and QP to create such a
region around the central vertical axis. The lightning is then initiated randomly
within this area of high electric field (exceeding the initiation threshold Einit ).
The initiation point should be regarded primarily as an indicator of the locations of strongest vertical fields. In realistic situations, the initiation point is also
expected to depend on the non-uniformity of the actual storm charges. It is quite
improbable that the actual thundercloud has the perfect cylindrical symmetry assumed by the model. Therefore, a non-uniform charge distribution is considered
as a primary factor, which would lead to the lightning being initiated away from
the center of the charge region as in the case of Figure 3.3.
Tests have also been conducted with non-random initiation (the related results
are not shown in this work for the sake of brevity). In this case, the discharge
is always initiated at the point of maximum electric field magnitude. Due to the
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cylindrical geometry of the modeled thundercloud, this point is always on the main
axis of the inferred charge layers at an altitude of 7.6 km. The same initial 2–3 km
vertical extension of the tree followed by the horizontal propagations at altitudes
around 6.5 and 10.0 km is observed. The main difference is that the discharge
takes a more symmetric form because the horizontal shift of the initiation point is
suppressed. Quantitatively, the values for the channel potential, transferred charge,
linear charge density and dipole moments remain very close to those discussed
for the simulation presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.4 with parameters shown in
Figure 3.5.
When the contours outlining the positions of the charge layers are superimposed with the discharge channels, as in Figure 3.2, it becomes obvious that simulated trees tend to propagate more or less through the full extent of the parent
storm charges. A similar effect is observed for dielectric breakdown in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) [Williams et al., 1985]. This property has also been suggested for real intracloud discharges [e.g., Shao and Krehbiel , 1996; Coleman et al.,
2003] and has been noticed in previous fractal modeling of lightning [Mansell et al.,
2002]. The complexity of the charge structures involved in both observations and
Mansell et al.’s [2002] simulation results makes it difficult to interpret the full extent of the effects of net charges on the development of the channel. In particular,
although Mansell et al.’s [2002] results show that the leader channels penetrate
regions of net charge, the use of a simpler thundercloud charge structure in our
model demonstrates that the discharge tends to be strongly limited or confined
to such charge regions. This approach is comparable to Williams et al.’s [1985]
experiments in charged and uncharged polymethylmethacrylate to test the effects
of net charge on propagation of discharge trees (see also Mansell et al.’s [2002]
numerical modeling interpretation of these experiments). This phenomenon can
be explained by considering the dramatic changes in the field configuration prior
to the discharge (represented in Figure 2.1) caused by the development of the
lightning leader tree. In the leader breakdown process, the electric field lines are
along the potential gradient between the channel potential and the surrounding
ambient potential (see Figures 1.8 and 1.9). Specifically, when a conducting leader
channel approaches and progresses into a region of intense charge, the field lines
will connect the negative (respectively positive) charges induced on the channel
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and the surrounding positive (respectively negative) charges of the charge regions.
Due to the large horizontal extension of the charge centers, the field lines become
primarily horizontal and the field intensity is also increased in this direction. Because the discharge path is mainly driven by the direction of the local electrostatic
field, both in actual [Williams et al., 1985] and simulated clouds, it is expected
that the upper and lower ends of the discharge tree would propagate horizontally
inside of the charge layers.
A comparison of panels (a), (b) and (c) of Figures 3.2 and 3.3 reveals a far
greater number of points for the propagation of the simulated positive leaders when
compared with the actual measurements. Rison et al. [1999] note that negative
breakdown in positive charge regions is inherently noisier at radio frequencies than
is positive breakdown in a negative layer. The LMA primarily detects the negative
breakdown in the positive charge region. In the negative charge regions, VHF
radiation is produced primarily by recoil-type breakdown in which negative leaders
re-ionize the channels formed by positive leader breakdown [Shao and Krehbiel ,
1996; Shao et al., 1996]. It appears that the LMA is locating such recoil activity in
the negative charge regions. Recoil processes are not accounted for in our model.
The model thus simulates what the LMA detects due to negative leaders, but not
positive leaders. Yet, comparison of positive and negative leader trees in Figure 3.2
reveals that positive trees developing in the lower portion of the discharge occupy
fewer grid points than negative ones. This effect is purely numerical (i.e., is not
related to physical differences between different types of leaders observed in LMA
data). Indeed, the upper positive and central negative charge centers have different
radii (4 and 3 km, respectively) but are discretized using grids with identical grid
size. Thus, to extend through the entire volume of each charge layer, the discharge
2
should require (πRP2 dP )/(πRN
dN ) times as many steps in the positive as in the

negative charge region. Here, RP , dP designate, respectively, the radius and depth
of the upper positive charge layer, and RN , dN refer to the same quantities for the
central negative charge region. Using values tabulated in Table 3.1, we calculate
this ratio to be ∼1.78, which is in good agreement with the ratio derived ∼1.51
from Figures 3.2c.
Comparison of Figures 3.2d and 3.3d emphasizes a major difference in the horizontal development of the simulated discharges compared with that of the mea-
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sured ones, namely the horizontal structure of the simulated trees looks far more
complex. As noted previously, LMA measurements appear primarily to detect negative polarity, recoil-type breakdown associated with positive leaders. Therefore
the LMA map of negative leaders closely matches the map of modeled negative
channels but the LMA map of positive leaders has a different and simpler pattern than that of the modeled positive channels (see Figure 3.2). Additionally,
inspection of Figure 3.2 shows little difference between horizontal developments
of positive and negative trees. The present version of the model does not include
any differences between positive and negative leaders, and their streamer zones in
particular, and an extension of the model to account for related effects represents a
subject of future studies. It is also most likely that the details and complexities of
the storm charge structure, which are not reproduced in our model (but have been
studied by Poulos et al. [2008]), are largely responsible for the observed discharge
structure shown in Figure 3.3.
The calculated value of the charge carried by the leader trees is estimated at
every step of the simulation and is plotted for positive branches in Figure 3.5b. The
value at the end of the discharge development, ∼37.5 C is of particular interest and
can be compared with the values obtained from both observational and modeling
studies. From multi-station electric field change measurements, Krehbiel [1981]
determined that the charge transfer during the first twelve intracloud discharges
in a small developing Florida thunderstorm steadily increased from about 3 C for
the initial intracloud discharge to 21 C for the twelfth discharge (see also [Krehbiel
et al., 1984a]). In addition, the charge transfer for an energetic intracloud discharge
in a fully developed storm is estimated to be about 50 C [Krehbiel et al., 1984b;
Shao and Krehbiel , 1996]. Helsdon et al. [1992] quote typical values for the charge
transferred ranging between 0.3 and 100 C. Shao and Krehbiel [1996] estimate
charge transfer to be 8.5 and 49 C for two intracloud discharges in Florida based on
interferometer data and single-station electric field change measurements. Rakov
and Uman [2003, p. 325] list the charge transfer values between 21 and 32 C for
an intracloud discharge in a New Mexico thunderstorm. Previous fractal modeling
of intracloud discharges estimates the charge transfer between 36.3 and 52.4 C
[Mansell et al., 2002, Figures 7 and 8]. Our model results are generally consistent
with values documented in the literature.
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The average linear charge density of discharge trees in our model can also be
estimated and compared with previously published values. This calculation is done
by summing the absolute value of the charge carried by channels of each polarity
and dividing it by the total length of the channels (∼147 km), leading to an estimate
∼0.5 mC/m. This value is below but still is in a reasonable agreement with a value
of 1 mC/m referred to by Helsdon et al. [1992] and Mazur and Ruhnke [1998].
It is in also in good agreement with the linear charge densities between 0.7 and
8.7 mC/m estimated by Proctor [1997] for intracloud flashes with origin similar to
that of the simulated discharge presented in this chapter.
Figure 3.5a shows the evolution of the channel potential during the development
of the discharge trees. Being initiated just above the central negative layer, the
initial channel potential φ0 is strongly negative (≃–47.5 MV). In the early stages
of the development (∼30 steps), while the breakdown tree is developing vertically,
φ0 rapidly increases to approximately 0 MV. This change in potential is required
to maintain channel neutrality in an asymmetric potential environment. In particular, the induced charge density along a linear, vertical equipotential channel is
proportional to the difference between the channel potential and the ambient thundercloud potential at the same altitude. To maintain overall charge neutrality in
the presence of an asymmetric potential profile, the leader potential changes as the
breakdown increases in vertical extent [e.g., Mazur and Ruhnke, 1998; Bazelyan
and Raizer , 2000, pp. 152–153; Behnke et al., 2005, Figures 5 and 6]. For the
simulation of this study, the negative and upper positive charges are nearly equal
and opposite and the lower positive charge is relatively weak, so that the ambient
potential profile becomes approximately symmetric when the channel potential
φ0 reaches about 0 MV (Figure 3.4c). Beyond ∼30 iteration steps, the channel
has entered the upper positive charge region and starts developing horizontally
(Figure 3.2a). The channel potential continues to increase at a slower rate due
to changes in the neutral midpoint location as the discharge develops, but more
importantly due to substantial changes in the ambient potential profile and as the
thundercloud becomes increasingly discharged. The channel potential at the end
of the simulated discharge is about +41.5 MV, indicative of the potential of the
discharged storm at the end of the discharge (Figure 3.4c).
The regions of intense charge correspond to wells of ambient potential [Coleman
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et al., 2003], i.e., extrema of the ambient potential bounded by strong potential
gradients. For the simulation of this study, the potential wells are at altitudes of
6.6 km and 10.2 km (Figure 3.4c). Equation (2.3) emphasizes that the discharge
develops into regions where the difference between the channel potential φ0 and the
surrounding potential (i.e., the ambient potential as modified by the presence of
the channel) is maximized. The region where the discharge is initiated is a region
of large potential gradients; therefore the discharge rapidly propagates “downhill,”
that is to say in the direction of the strongest gradients, into and within the
potential wells. The wells extend largely in horizontal directions (5–6 km), but
are fairly narrow in the vertical direction (1–2 km). Thus, when the channel
reaches the bottom of a well, further propagation in the z-direction would require
it to go “uphill,” i.e., towards a decreased potential difference, but horizontal
propagation allows the development of the discharge trees into the region where
the difference between the channel potential and the surrounding potential is still
large. In other words, the discharge starts developing horizontally due to greater
potential gradients in the horizontal direction than in the vertical direction. Similar
dynamics are observed by Coleman et al. [2003] for discharges detected by the
LMA.
The altitudes of the potential extrema are slightly different than the altitudes
of the charge centers (10.2 km versus 9.75 km for the upper positive charge, respectively, and 6.6 km versus 6.75 km for the negative charge). As noted by Coleman
et al. [2003], the extrema in the vertical potential profile occur where the vertical
component of the electric field Ez happens to pass through zero (Figure 3.4b).
The zero crossings are influenced by the presence of multiple charge layers as well
as by their locations, polarities and charge contents, causing the altitudes of the
potential extrema to be different from those of the isolated charge centers. An
important question is where the lightning-deposited charge will be centered. In
terms of grid points involved in the simulated discharge, the number of grid points
occupied by a discharge channel peaks at altitudes of 10.0 km and 6.8 km in the
upper positive and midlevel negative regions, respectively (Figure 3.2c). These
peaks are thus displaced somewhat from the altitudes of the potential wells, closer
to or at the charge centers themselves. A more detailed understanding of these
effects is the subject of continued study.
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The overall symmetry of the thunderstorm charge configuration in our model
suggests that the resulting discharge electric dipole moment would be essentially
vertical. The QP and QN charge layers form a normal polarity dipole in the upper
part of the cloud in which leaders of opposite polarities propagate. It is therefore expected that the fully developed channels would form an opposite polarity
dipole (i.e., vertical and preferentially downward-directed). Results presented in
Figure 3.5d are consistent with these expectations. Figure 3.5d also indicates that
the dipole moment of the discharge is dominated by its vertical component during
the full period of propagation of the leader channels. The magnitude of the dipole
moment of the fully developed discharge is calculated to be ∼122 C⋅km, as compared with the observational values reported by Krehbiel [1981] of 13–102 C⋅km
for the initial intracloud discharges in a developing storm and ∼200 C⋅km for the
energetic intracloud discharge in a fully developed storm, and inferred dipole moment changes of 17 C⋅km and 147 C⋅km for the two intracloud discharges studied
by Shao and Krehbiel [1996]. The results are also consistent with modeling results
by Mansell et al. [2002], whose simulations estimate ∣⃗
p∣=173–241 C⋅km.
The model also allows direct investigation of the reduction of the electric field
inside of the thundercloud due to the growth of the discharge trees. The results
shown in Figure 3.4b demonstrate that the simulated intracloud leader structure
significantly reduces the electric field in the cloud. In particular, the fractional
decrease of the electric field by ∼80% at an altitude around 8 km is in reasonable
agreement with the values ∼60% and ∼75% measured by Winn and Byerley [1975]
and Stolzenburg et al. [2007], respectively. This reduction is especially pronounced
at altitudes ∼6.5 km and ∼10.0 km, where most of discharge trees develop (see
Figure 3.4b). The field is lowered far below the propagation threshold. Our results
therefore demonstrate that under model conditions discussed in this chapter the
bulk charge carried by the integral action of positive and negative lightning leaders
is sufficient to significantly reduce the value of the electric field in the thundercloud.
Alternatively, these results also suggest that the location of the charge deposited
by the lightning leader channels can be inferred from the location of strong field
reduction in balloon sounding data.
Results of the present study demonstrate the ability of the model to produce
realistic intracloud discharges. In so doing, our results further support and expand
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upon the idea that lightning propagates through regions of net charge in a thunderstorm, and indicate the extent to which the two are coupled. The simulations
also demonstrate that branching occurs primarily within the charge regions and,
except for the leaders connecting the charge regions, the breakdown is effectively
confined to these charge regions.
A simple explanation for the propagation of lightning through regions of net
charge rests on the assumption that discharges will tend to minimize the overall
electrical energy of a storm, and that this will not be accomplished if the lightning
deposited charges are displaced from the centers of the storm charges themselves
(or from the potential wells). Vonnegut [1983] raises the question of the simplicity
of the relationship between the lightning and storm charges for a phenomenon as
complex as lightning. The issue is partly resolved by the laboratory experiments
of Williams et al. [1985] and by the recent observational studies by Coleman et al.
[2003] and Rust et al. [2005]. These studies clearly establish the existence of a
close relationship between the lightning and storm charges and show that lightning
charge deposition partially explains the complex charge structures observed by insitu measurements [Rust and Marshall , 1996; Stolzenburg et al., 1998c]. Complete
validation of the hypothesis, however, requires simulation of the physics of the
process as in the present study and the study by Mansell et al. [2002].
The present study tests the above ideas by (a) using lightning data to infer
a realistic storm charge structure, (b) growing the charge structure to the point
where it would be expected to produce lightning, (c) simulating the lightning with
physical models, and (d) comparing the results. The fact that the results compare
favorably shows not only that the modeling has been successfully implemented,
but more importantly just how lightning responds to the storm charge distribution. Further studies and development of the model are expected to advance these
ideas further yet. The results of Figure 3.4b demonstrate that the simulated intracloud leader structure reduces the overall electric field inside the thundercloud.
At the same time, the field will be locally enhanced in the vicinity of the lightning
channels, which can be investigated with further refinements of the model.
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3.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, we use a realistic thundercloud charge distribution to show that
the model developed in Chapter 2 is able to reproduce a realistic pattern of an
intracloud discharge (in particular, the altitude of initiation and extensive horizontal propagation of leader channels) comparable to an actual discharge observed
over Langmuir Laboratory on July 31, 1999. In addition, it is shown that the parameters of the discharge such as the carried charge, dipole moment and average
linear charge density associated with the leader trees, are in good agreement with
previous modeling and related measurements reported in the refereed literature.
The model of lightning discharge is applied to study the reduction of electric field
in the thunderstorm due to the growth of the bipolar structure of leader trees
resembling development of an intracloud lightning discharge. This study suggests
that the polarization charges carried by the leader trees can lower the net charge in
the different charge layers of the thundercloud and can decrease the total electric
field significantly below the lightning initiation threshold.

Chapter

4

Unified Theory of Lightning and Jet
Discharges: Role of the Charge
Imbalance
Chapter 2 introduces our fractal model of lightning and Chapter 3 demonstrates
the validity of the model, while detailing the fundamental mechanisms by which
the lightning leader channels propagate. In this chapter, we apply the same model
in various cloud configurations to investigate the conditions under which cloud-toground lightning discharges, bolt-from-the-blue discharges, and blue and gigantic
jets are formed. This work has been the subject of a paper that was published in
Nature Geoscience [Krehbiel et al., 2008].

4.1

Observations of Blue and Gigantic Jets

Blue jets develop upwards from cloud tops to terminal altitudes of about 40 km at
speeds of the order 100 km/s and are characterized by a blue conical shape [Wescott
et al., 1995, 1998, 2001; Lyons et al., 2003]. Blue starters are distinguished from
blue jets by a much lower terminal altitude. They protrude upward from the cloud
top (17–18 km) to a maximum 25.5 km in altitude [Wescott et al., 1996, 2001].
Blue jets were originally documented and classified as such during airplane-based
observations [Wescott et al., 1995]. An earlier (October 21, 1989) observation of
a phenomenon closely resembling blue jets using the payload bay TV cameras of
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the space shuttle was reported by Boeck et al. [1995]. The storm, which produced
this event, appeared to be a supercell storm with a thick anvil that obscured
the illuminated cloud except along the side and at a central location, presumably
an overshooting turret [Boeck et al., 1995]. Ground observations of blue jets are
believed to be difficult due to transmission of blue light through the atmosphere
resulting in severe Rayleigh scattering [Wescott et al., 1998; Heavner et al., 2000,
p. 74]. Several ground-based video recordings of blue jets, which also electrically
connected a thundercloud with the lower ionosphere, have recently been reported
[Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003; Pasko, 2003]. This type of event is now termed
gigantic jets [Su et al., 2003]. Recent photographic [Wescott et al., 2001] and video
[Pasko et al., 2002] observations of blue jets at close range have clearly shown the
small-scale streamer structure of blue jets, earlier predicted in [Petrov and Petrova,
1999]. Petrov and Petrova [1999] were first to propose that blue jets correspond
qualitatively to the development of the streamer zone of a positive leader and
therefore should be filled with a branching structure of streamer channels. These
ideas have been further discussed and developed in [Pasko and George, 2002; Pasko,
2006; Riousset et al., 2006a, 2007b; Krehbiel et al., 2007a, b, c, 2008], and are
accepted as an underlying hypothesis for the modeling studies of this chapter.

4.2

Lightning and Jets: New Observations and
Unified Charge Imbalance Theory

Discharges that escape the storm are possible when the breakdown is triggered
between adjacent unbalanced charge regions, such as occur in the lower and upper
parts of storms [Mazur and Ruhnke, 1998; Coleman et al., 2003; Raizer et al.,
2006]. Thus, breakdown triggered between the midlevel negative and lower positive
charges usually escapes the storm downward to become a negative cloud-to-ground
(−CG) discharge (Figure 4.1b) [Marshall et al., 2005]. The ability of the discharge
to continue through the lower positive charge region is aided by the presence of an
overall negative charge imbalance in the storm, which biases the storm potentials
negatively and imparts a strongly negative initial potential (‘×’ in Figure 4.1c) to
the downward developing leader.
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Figure 4.1. Basic scenario leading to blue jet formation. (a) Lightning-inferred charge structure [Marshall et al., 2005] and
model-estimated charging currents in a normally electrified storm over Langmuir Laboratory on July 31, 1999, including the
expected screening charge at the upper cloud boundary (dashed line). (b,c) Vertical electric field (Ez ) and potential (V ) profiles
before and after a negative cloud-to-ground discharge, showing how the discharge increases V and Ez in the upper part of the
storm, and the assumed breakdown threshold vs. altitude. (d,e,f) Simulated and predicted occurrence of an upward discharge
6 s after the negative cloud-to-ground discharge. Here ×’s denote Ez and V where each discharge is initiated. The net charge
content of each layer in C is indicated next to the charge region in panel (d) [Krehbiel et al., 2008].
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Normally electrified storms tend to develop an overall negative charge imbalance with time as a result of the screening negative charge flowing to the cloud
top (ISC in Figure 4.1a) [Wilson, 1921]. The negative charge is intermittently lowered to ground by negative cloud-to-ground discharges, thereby helping charge the
global atmospheric electric circuit [Krehbiel , 1986]. Simple electrodynamic model
calculations [Krehbiel et al., 2008, Supplementary Information] show that the effect of a negative cloud-to-ground lightning is to suddenly change the storm net
charge from negative to positive. As a result, the cloud potential quickly shifts
toward positive values (Figure 4.1c) and the electric field is enhanced in the upper
part of the storm (Figure 4.1b) [Wilson, 1956]. Continued charging can lead to
a discharge being triggered in the upper part of the storm within a few seconds
(Figure 4.1e,f) that would be expected to escape upward above the cloud top. The
upward discharge would have the same polarity as the upper storm charge, namely
positive for a normally electrified storm producing negative cloud-to-ground lightning. The triggering is suppressed if the screening charge is mixed into the upper
storm charge, but if such mixing is weak or absent, then upward discharges are
predicted to occur commonly. The fact that jets are infrequent implies that mixing
of the screening charge is normally strong in storms.
That an upper level discharge, once triggered, would propagate upward above
the cloud top is illustrated in Figure 4.1d using results from the stochastic lightning simulation model introduced in Chapter 2 [see also Riousset et al., 2007a].
The breakdown channel escapes upward because of the strong positive potential
(∼150 MV) in the upper part of the storm, which is imparted to the developing
leader channel, coupled with the lack of a potential barrier for upward propagation (Figure 4.1f) [Raizer et al., 2006]. Figure 4.2 shows observations of an upward
jet that agree with the basic mechanism described above. The observation was
obtained with a three-dimensional very high frequency (VHF) lightning mapping
array [Rison et al., 1999] during the Severe Thunderstorm Electrification and Precipitation Study (STEPS 2000) [Lang et al., 2004], and was only recently discovered
in the STEPS data. Until then no upward discharges had been seen or confirmed
in the VHF mapping data. The jet occurred in a decaying storm system that had
an inverted electrical structure [Rust et al., 2005] and was producing intracloud
(IC) discharges between an upper layer of negative charge and positive charge below
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Figure 4.2. Upward negative jet from an inverted polarity storm on June 12 UTC during STEPS 2000. (a-d) VHF mapping
observations of the jet (bold black sources) and preceding intracloud discharge, projected onto the closest vertical radar scan
through the storm (panel a; line in plan projection, panel b). The jet developed ∼2 km above the echo top, beginning immediately
above where the intracloud discharge locally removed positive charge from the lower storm level (b). Plan radar scans show that
the radar top was essentially constant at ∼11.5 km altitude above the flash and in the vicinity of the jet. (e) Numerical simulation
of the jet discharge. The net charge content of each layer in C is indicated next to the charge region. Red regions correspond to
the positive charge centers, and blue regions represent the negative charge center. [Krehbiel et al., 2008].
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the negative. It was initiated midway between the upper negative charge and
expected positive screening charge at the upper cloud boundary, 10 s after an
intracloud discharge selectively removed positive charge from immediately below
the initiation location (Figure 4.2b,c,d). The jet lasted 120 ms and propagated
4 km upward in the first 60 ms (v=7×104 m/s) to 13.5 km altitude, 2 km above
the radar-detected echo top (Figure 4.2a). Its development was characteristic of
an upward negative leader [Rison et al., 1999; Behnke et al., 2005] that would have
been visible above the cloud top. The polarity is confirmed by low frequency (LF)
electric field measurements of another, similar jet that occurred later in the same
storm. Both discharges may have been similar to the optical ‘gnome’ observed
later during STEPS [Lyons et al., 2003].
The STEPS jet is well-simulated using a cylindrical disk charge configuration
in which the lower positive charge is reduced relative to the upper negative charge,
and capped by a thin positive screening charge (Figure 4.2e). Except for the
polarities being reversed, the observations are fully consistent with the model of
Figure 4.1. The intracloud discharge locally unbalanced the storm charge in the
vicinity of the initiation region and the upward breakdown occurred 10 seconds
later, directly above the unbalanced region (Figure 4.2b).
Other jets should have been detected by VHF mapping systems by now, but
have not been. A possible explanation is that most blue-type jets are due to
positive upward breakdown [Pasko and George, 2002; Wescott et al., 2001; Raizer
et al., 2007] that radiates weakly at VHF [Rison et al., 1999; Coleman et al., 2003].
This inference agrees with optical observations of blue jets (BJs) as occurring in
negative cloud-to-ground lightning-producing storms and being preceded by increases in negative cloud-to-ground discharge activity in the storm [Wescott et al.,
1995, 1998, 2001]. The breakdown likely starts as a leader that transitions within
a few kilometers of exiting the cloud top to a streamer-dominated form [Pasko and
George, 2002; Petrov and Petrova, 1999] that could continue to higher altitude.
The downward negative breakdown that would accompany an upward positive blue
jet (+BJ, Figure 4.1d) has not been identified in VHF mapping observations to
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date.1
A second mechanism exists for producing an upward discharge that may explain
the occurrence of gigantic jets (GJs) [Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003]. Gigantic
jets extend to higher altitude than blue jets (BJs) [Wescott et al., 1995; Boeck
et al., 1995] and have a different appearance. The continuous positive leader-like
propagation of optically observed blue jets [Wescott et al., 1995, 1998, 2001] is
contrasted with the impulsive rebrightening of gigantic jets [Pasko et al., 2002],
resembling negative leader processes. The estimated polarity of the gigantic jet
observed by Pasko et al. [2002] was an issue of considerable uncertainty and debate [Sukhorukov and Stubbe, 1998; Pasko and George, 2002; Raizer et al., 2007].
Subsequent additional evidence indicated that the gigantic jet was produced by
a normally electrified storm and was of negative polarity [Mathews et al., 2002].
The rebrightening events were accompanied by LF sferics corresponding to the
upward transfer of negative charge, and the appearance of the gigantic jet in video
was preceded 0.8 s earlier by an energetic positive narrow bipolar pulse (+NBP)
characteristic of the onset of an upward negative intracloud flash [Mathews et al.,
2002; Thomas et al., 2001; Rison et al., 1999]. The inferred negative polarity agrees
with subsequent measurements of gigantic jet sferics [Su et al., 2003]. This point
has since been confirmed by both ground observations of gigantic jets by Cummer
et al. [2009] and satellite observations by Kuo et al. [2009]. In particular, Cummer
et al. [2009] have been able to clearly determine the electromagnetic signature of
the jet they observed and conclude that it had negative polarity.
The only way a negative gigantic jet (−GJ) could be produced by a normally
electrified storm is that it originate in the midlevel negative storm charge. Evidence
for how this can happen is provided by observations of ‘bolt-from-the-blue’ (BFB)
lightning discharges (Figure 4.3a). VHF mapping observations show that boltfrom-the-blue discharges begin as regular, upward-developing intracloud flashes in
normally electrified storms [Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2001; Behnke et al.,
2005]. Instead of terminating in the upper positive charge, however, the breakdown
1

Since the publication of this work, such VHF observations have been made. Rison et al.
[2009] observed negative channels in the upper positive region of New Mexico thunderstorm of
normal polarity without their positive counterpart in the central negative regions, leading the
authors to conclude on the necessary development of these discharges in the form of upward
positive blue jets.
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Figure 4.3. Two ‘bolt-from-the-blue’ (BFB) discharges. (a) Lightning mapping observations of a negative bolt-from-the-blue discharge, superimposed on a vertical radar
scan through the storm. The lightning began as an upward intracloud discharge between midlevel negative charge (red sources) and upper positive charge (blue sources),
then exited the cloud and went to ground as a negative leader, well away from the
storm. ‘△’ denotes the negative cloud-to-ground strike point. (b) A cloud-enshrouded
bolt-from-the-blue lightning that started to develop upward above the storm top before
branching horizontally back into the upper part of the storm and turning downward to
ground, causing a negative cloud-to-ground discharge on the lower right. The photograph
of was taken with a 38 s time exposure from Langmuir laboratory at 3230 m altitude,
30 km distance from the storm, using an IR-modified 6-megapixel Canon 300D digital
SLR fitted with a Nikon 35 mm/2.0 lens set at f/5.6. ISO-setting was 100, without noise
reduction [Krehbiel et al., 2008].
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continues horizontally out the upper side of the storm and turns downward to
ground. Although the lightning channel outside the cloud appears to originate in
the upper positive charge, this visible section of the lightning is the negative counterpart of the positive leaders developing in the main negative charge region. This
bright leader continues to be of negative polarity and the resulting cloud-to-ground
stroke lowers negative charge to ground from the storm midlevel. The mapping
observations show that bolt-from-the-blue discharges are surprisingly common in
normally electrified storms.
The fact that bolt-from-the-blue discharges occur reveals a charge imbalance in
which the upper positive charge is depleted in magnitude relative to the midlevel
negative charge, most likely by mixing with the upper screening charge. In exiting
the cloud and turning toward ground, bolt-from-the-blue discharges appear to
be ‘guided’ by inferred positive screening charge attracted to the lateral cloud
boundaries by the midlevel negative charge. This result is supported by simulation
experiments, which find that substantial lateral charge is required to make the
discharge turn downward to ground (Figure 4.4e). In the absence of guiding charge,
the preferred discharge mode is upward, as indicated by the simulation of a negative
gigantic jets in Figure 4.4f.
Thus, upward discharges can occur as a result of an intracloud flash that encounters depleted upper positive charge and propagates out the top of the storm.
That such a discharge can exit the storm top and start developing upward is indicated by a bolt-from-the-blue photograph (Figure 4.3b). Once initiated, the upward discharge can become ‘gigantic’ because it has as its source the main negative
charge of the storm, capable of producing highly energetic discharges. Negative
gigantic jets are thus the upward analog of a downward negative cloud-to-ground
discharge, with the role of the lower positive charge in triggering the discharge
replaced by screening-depleted upper positive charge. In both cases, the lightning
simulations show that continued propagation of the breakdown channels into the
negative charge region maintains the channel potential at a sufficiently high negative value for the opposite end of the discharge to propagate through the potential
well [Coleman et al., 2003] associated with the lower or depleted upper positive
charge (e.g., Figure 4.1c).
At present, gigantic jets have been recorded primarily at low latitudes and in
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storms extending to high altitudes (∼15 km or more) [Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al.,
2003]. This observation is possibly due to tropical clouds reaching high altitudes
while remaining normally electrified [Williams et al., 2006]. Optical observations
of blue jets also show them emanating at similarly high altitudes from clouds
[Wescott et al., 1995, 1998]. Other things being equal, blue jets would be more
readily initiated in taller storms due to the decrease in breakdown threshold with
altitude (Figures 4.1b,e).
Figure 4.4 summarizes the results of simulating different types of discharges
in normally electrified storms. In all cases, the type results from a competition
concerning where breakdown is triggered first. Intracloud discharges usually win
this competition because they occur between the two strongest charge regions during a storm convective stages (Figure 4.4a). Negative cloud-to-ground discharges
(Figure 4.4b,e) occur as descending precipitation generates lower positive charge
[Williams, 1989] or as the storm accumulates net negative charge, and can go either directly to ground or indirectly as a bolt-from-the-blue discharge. Negative
gigantic jets (Figure 4.4f) provide an alternative way of relieving the midlevel negative charge, by discharging it to the upper atmosphere rather than to ground.
Positive blue jets do the opposite, namely transport positive charge upward (Figure 4.4d). Thus, positive blue jets contribute to the charging of the global electric
circuit, and negative gigantic jets discharge the circuit. Mixing of the screening
charge at the cloud top with the upper level storm charge impedes the triggering
of blue jets but encourages bolt-from-the-blue and gigantic jet-type discharges.
The degree of mixing therefore likely plays a fundamental role in the occurrence
and frequency of jet phenomena. Strong mixing appears to be the norm, as evidenced by the occurrence of bolt-from-the-blue discharges. Storms can get into
the mode of producing blue jet-type breakdown [Wescott et al., 1995; Lyons et al.,
2003]. The model calculations indicate that this regime can be the result of increased negative cloud-to-ground lightning production that drives the net storm
charge positive, or to decreased mixing in stratiform regions [Krehbiel et al., 2008,
Supplementary Information]. In addition, the Figure 4.2 observations show that
blue jets can be instigated by intracloud discharges. Finally, blue jet-type discharges are not necessarily confined to be lower-altitude cousins of gigantic jets,
because both experience a similar, upwardly unconstrained potential environment
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once they escape the cloud top.
The results of this study illustrate both the symmetries and asymmetries of
the possible discharge types in convective storms [Williams et al., 2006]. Although
upward jets are symmetric analogs of downward cloud-to-ground discharges, they
are substantially asymmetric in terms of their rate of occurrence. The discharge
types are somewhat independent of polarity, giving rise for example to inverted intracloud and positive cloud-to-ground discharges in inverted polarity storms [Lang
et al., 2004; Rust et al., 2005], as well as to the negative jet of Figure 4.2. Boltfrom-the-blue discharges have not been observed in inverted storms, but it is possible that positive gigantic jets (+GJs) could be produced by such storms (Figure B.1). A recent paper–currently under review–by van der Velde et al. [2010]
present multi-instrumental observations of a positive gigantic jet produced by a
winter thunderstorm in Europe. The storm that produced this positive gigantic
jet also produced positive cloud-to-ground lightning and sprites, which are most
common in inverted-polarity thunderstorms. This observation provides confirmation of the prediction made in this work of the existence of upward positive gigantic
jets. Taken together, the upward breakdown types provide a set of scenarios that
can be tested by further observations.

4.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, we develop a self-consistent theory of lightning and jet discharges
based on the concept of bi-directional, overall neutral and equipotential lightning
leaders. The fractal model of Chapter 2 is applied to simulate typical lightning and
jet discharges using realistic cloud configurations emphasizing charge imbalance as
a principal factor allowing the formation of a leader with high enough potential
that enables it to escape from the thundercloud. A new observation of an upward
discharge observed by the lightning mapping array in a STEPS 2000 thunderstorm
[Lang et al., 2004] is also presented and successfully modeled. Finally, we develop
a set of scenarios based on a single unified theory that are able to explain the
development of classic lightning discharges and jet-type events observed to date.
These scenarios also predict new cases expected to occur in both normal and
inverted polarity thunderstorms. One of these, namely the occurrence of a positive
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gigantic jet has been recently observed, i.e., after the publication of this work in
[Krehbiel et al., 2008].

Chapter

5

Two-Dimensional Model for Studies
of the Thundercloud Screening
Charges in the Conducting
Atmosphere
In this chapter, a two-dimensional axisymmetric model of charge relaxation in
the conducting atmosphere is developed. The model accounts for time-dependent
conduction currents and screening charges formed under the influence of the thundercloud charge sources. Particular attention is given to numerical modeling of
the screening charges near the cloud boundaries. This model is used in Chapter 6
in conjunction with the lightning model introduced in Chapter 2 to demonstrate
how realistic cloud electrodynamics lead to the development of blue and gigantic
jets. The chapter consists of two parts: the first is devoted to a review of the
fundamental principles of the charge relaxation in a conducting medium, and the
second is dedicated to a detailed formulation of the quantitative model of charge
relaxation as applicable to thundercloud dynamics in a realistic atmosphere. The
output of the relaxation model is used to formulate inputs for lightning modeling
using the approach described in Chapter 2. The results presented in this chapter
have been published in [Riousset, 2010].
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5.1

Fundamental Principles of Maxwellian Charge
Relaxation

In Chapter 4, it is demonstrated how charge imbalances in the thundercloud lead
to the development of various types of lightning discharges, including upward directed electrical discharges, so-called blue jets [Wescott et al., 1995; Sentman and
Wescott, 1995; Boeck et al., 1995; Wescott et al., 2001] and gigantic jets [Pasko
et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003; van der Velde et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008a, b;
Kuo et al., 2009]. The phenomenology of the different types of upward discharges
observed to date has been recently reviewed by Mishin and Milikh [2008] and
Pasko [2008, 2010]. In addition to local and global thundercloud charge imbalances created by cloud-to-ground or intracloud discharges prior to the initiation of
jets, Krehbiel et al. [2008] also emphasize the role of the screening charge forming
around the thundercloud boundaries in the development of both kinds of jets. The
screening charge is responsible for two effects. First, it reduces the net overall
charge content in the upper part of the storm by offsetting and mixing with the
upper storm charge, as first suggested by Wilson [1921]. The screening charge
results from electrical conduction currents to the cloud boundary and forms relatively rapidly around the upper boundary because of the significant increase in
the atmospheric conductivity with altitude. When strongly mixed with the upper
storm charge, the screening charge produces a charge imbalance that enables intracloud discharges to escape upward or outward from the storm as gigantic jets
or bolt-from-the-blue discharges. The second effect is that, when not mixed or
otherwise removed, the screening charge enhances the electric field immediately
below the upper cloud boundary, by virtue of constituting an additional concentrated charge region. This last hypothesis was initially explored with Krehbiel
et al.’s [2004] model to demonstrate how the enhanced electric field at the top of
the thunderstorm explains the development of blue jets and is further investigated
with an improved version of this model in [Krehbiel et al., 2008, Supplementary
Information].
The electrodynamic model of the study by Krehbiel et al. [2008] represents the
effects of the cloud being embedded in a conductive atmosphere by determining
the current density Jz =σ(ztop )Ez that would occur in the clear air immediately
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above the cloud top. The current density is calculated from the electric field Ez
on the axis of a cylindrical disk model due to the interior storm charges and from
the atmospheric electric conductivity σ(z=ztop ), where z is the vertical coordinate
representing the altitude. The current density is assumed to be constant over the
effective area A of the cloud-top charge disk and to thereby cause a total current ISC =Jz A that would accumulate at the upper cloud boundary as a screening
charge. The presence of the screening charge in turn reduces the electric field above
the storm top, which in the absence of interior charging causes the exterior field to
relax exponentially with time with a time constant ε0 /σ. This model constitutes
a one-dimensional approach for modeling atmospheric charge relaxation that is
approximately correct for the parallel-plate cylindrical-charge model of the study.
In the present work, the charge relaxation process is modeled more accurately
and in more detail using a fully two-dimensional axisymmetric model that takes
into account the increase of atmospheric conductivity σ(z) with altitude z in and
around the cloud boundaries. In addition to describing the dynamical formation of
the screening charge, the model provides a complete picture of the interior and exterior electric field, charges, and potential. The model also introduces self-consistent
reassignment of the net charge contents in the cloud charge layers as a result of
the occurrence of a sequence of lightning discharges. The relaxation determination
employs a macroscopic approach similar to that used by Pasko et al. [1997] and
does not involve or require explicit treatment of atmospheric ions [e.g., Helsdon
and Farley, 1987]. Results of the cloud electrodynamic model are used as the basis for three-dimensional simulations of individual lightning discharges [Riousset
et al., 2007a], as an initial means for self-consistently determining the complete
electrical evolution of a storm. The 2-D electrostatic formulation employed in this
work does not allow the incorporation of dynamical cloud processes such as charge
advection, storm top divergence, or deformation of charge layers by an updraft,
but their potential effects are discussed in Chapter 6.
The two effects of the charge relaxation process, namely the magnification of
electric field and dissipation of the upper storm charge can be illustrated by means
of two examples, presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The distributions of electric
charges in the examples are purposely exaggerated and simplified in comparison
with realistic distributions to accentuate the effects discussed later in this chapter
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Figure 5.1. Charge dissipation in a conductive medium as a function of the altitude. (a) Geometry of the illustrative example.
(b) Cross-sectional view of the charge density distribution at t∼15.8 s. The positive charge (+) has almost disappeared and the
negative charge (–) has only slightly dissipated. Letters A–E indicate the loci of observation of the evolution of the electric field and
charge density in panels (c) and (d), respectively. In panel (d), Bth and Dth indicate the analytically calculated approximations
of the evolutions of the charge densities at points B and D. The total charge Q in the simulation domain is represented using a
solid purple line with corresponding scale shown on the right vertical axis. (See Supplementary Video 1 in [Riousset et al., 2010a]
for the animated version of panel (b) plot.)
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Figure 5.2. Formation of the screening charge at the boundary of a cylindrically symmetric thundercloud with reduced conductivity. (a) Geometry of the illustrative example. (b) Cross-sectional view of the charge density distribution at t∼2.15 s. The
screening charge develops much faster on the upper boundary of the cylinder than on the lower one due to the exponential increase
of conductivity with altitude z. Points A–I indicate the locations where the temporal evolution of the electric field and charge
density are shown in panels (c) and (d), respectively. The total charge in the simulation domain Q is represented using a solid
purple line with corresponding scale shown on the right vertical axis. (See Supplementary Videos 2a and 2b in [Riousset et al.,
2010a] for the animated version of panel (b) plot.)
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and the following one in connection with the development of blue and gigantic jets.
Figure 5.1 illustrates how, when two equal and opposite polarity charges are
placed in an infinite conductive medium with conductivity increasing with altitude,
the overall system develops an excess of charge of the polarity of the lower charge
due to the differences in relaxation time scales of charges at different altitudes
[Wilson, 1921]. To simulate open boundary conditions, we adopt a formulation
similar to that described in [Liu and Pasko, 2006]. For the case when conductivity
increases with altitude, the timescale of the charge dissipation τσ (z) is given by
z

τσ (z)=ε0 /σ(z)=(ε0 /σ0 ) e− h , where ε0 , σ(z), σ0 , and h are the free space permittivity, the conductivity of the medium as a function of the altitude z, the conductivity
at sea level, and the conductivity characteristic height, respectively [e.g., Brown
et al., 1971; Pasko et al., 1997, Appendix B]. Because σ increases with z, the upper
positive charge (+) in Figure 5.1 dissipates faster than the lower negative charge
(–), yielding an excess of negative charge in the system. In the example shown,
τσ (25.6 km)=τσ+ =2.45 s for the upper positive charge and τσ (12.8 km)=τσ− =20.8 s
for the lower negative charge. Figure 5.1b shows a cross-sectional view of the
charge density after 15.8 s, i.e., after ∼6.5τσ+ and ∼.75τσ− . By this time, the positive
charge has almost completely dissipated, whereas the negative charge is comparatively mostly intact. The system develops an excess of negative charge after a few
seconds as evidenced by the curve Q versus t shown in Figure 5.1d. Figure 5.1d also
compares the charge densities at the centers of the two charge regions (points B
and D in panel (b)) with the analytical results ρ(z, t)=ρ0 (z) e

−

σ(z) t
ε0

for an isolated

charge in a uniformly conducting medium, and shows excellent agreement with the
numerical results. The example illustrates a simple, plausible way in which storms
develop a strong charge imbalance, leading to the occurrence of negative cloudto-ground discharges (–CG) and to the formation of gigantic jets, as proposed by
Krehbiel et al. [2008].
The second example, presented in Figure 5.2, illustrates the effects of embedding the charges in a cloud. Screening charges develop at the cloud boundaries due
to conductivity gradients between the clear air outside the storm and the storm
cloudy interior. The screening charges develop at different rates in the upper and
lower part of the storm and enhance the electric field just inside the cloud boundary. These effects can be demonstrated using the same geometry as in Figure 5.1
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with the difference that the dipole is now enclosed in a non-conducting dielectric
cylinder. For purposes of illustration, the cylindrical dielectric region has a height
(25.7 km) that is significantly greater than the altitude scale of the conductivity
variation (h=6 km). Figure 5.2b shows the charge density distribution after 2.15 s.
At this point, screening charges have had enough time to accumulate around the
upper boundary of the zero-conductivity region [e.g., Holzer and Saxon, 1952] but
not around the lower boundary, due to an approximate 70% conductivity difference
between these two regions. The evolution of the charge densities at the upper and
lower boundary points B and H in Figure 5.2b is shown in panel (d) and demonstrates the rate difference. As a result, a dipolar structure is formed between the
upper positive charge at location D and the screening charge near point B that
increases the electric field at point C between the two charge regions (curve ‘C’
in panel (c)). The local field increase is one of the fundamental effects leading to
blue jet initiation discussed in [Krehbiel et al., 2008]. In both the Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2 examples, the screening process continues until sufficient charge has accumulated to neutralize externally the electric field of the source charge [Wilson,
1956; Brown et al., 1971].
The effects discussed above provide additional insight into the initiation of blue
and gigantic jets and are referred to in this chapter and in Chapter 6. Both blue
and gigantic jet discharges are believed to be initiated in a conventional leader
form [e.g., Krehbiel et al., 2008]. Consequently, we use the 3-D Cartesian model
of lightning discharge described by Riousset et al. [2007a] and in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation to model initial development of leaders in specified charge configurations. The same first-principle techniques are used to determine both the lightning
charge development and the charge relaxation presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
These techniques are more fully described in Section 5.2 below.
Classic, normally electrified thunderstorms have a dominant midlevel negative
charge region (N) situated between a comparable upper positive charge region (P)
above the negative charge, and lesser lower positive charge (LP) below the negative charge [e.g., Williams, 1989]. The three charge regions are illustrated in
Figures 5.3a and 5.3b by blue and red rectangles, respectively. The charges and
electric fields build up steadily with time as a result of the storm charging currents
until a breakdown threshold is reached. The charging currents are believed to orig-
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inate from convection-driven graupel-ice collisions in the presence of supercooled
water droplets [e.g., Williams, 1989; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 85] and continue to
be a topic of active research. Exceeding the breakdown threshold initiates a lightning discharge. Following initiation, bi-directional discharges develop, producing
different lightning types depending on where the triggering happens to occur first
[Krehbiel et al., 2008]. The discharges suddenly reduce the net charges within the
charge regions. The slow and fast time-varying charges in the thunderstorm cause
the dynamical formation of induced free charges in the atmosphere and result in
the development of so-called Greifinger and Greifinger [1976] boundaries. In an
atmosphere with conductivity increasing with altitude, a Greifinger and Greifinger
[1976] boundary separates the regions dominated by displacement current below
the boundary and conduction current above the boundary. The location of this
boundary depends on the electrodynamics of the thunderstorm in the troposphere.
Fast charge rearrangements due to a lightning discharge result in downward moving
boundaries and the slow charge build-up due to the storm charging currents leads
to the formation of screening charges accumulating at the upper cloud boundary
[e.g., Pasko and George, 2002], that can mix with the charge in the upper levels of
the cloud. As described on a conceptual level earlier in this section, the screening
layer can favor the development of either blue or gigantic jets, depending on the
extent to which the screening charge is mixed with the upper storm charge [Krehbiel et al., 2008]. After the jets are initiated as regular lightning leader channels,
they convert to non-thermal, streamer zone dominated form at higher altitudes
[Petrov and Petrova, 1999; Kuo et al., 2009].

5.2

Formulation of the Charge Relaxation Model

To investigate the temporal electrodynamics of thunderclouds leading to the formation of jets, we have developed a 2-D axisymmetric model in which the storm
charges are situated inside a cloud of zero electrical conductivity, with the storm
as a whole being embedded in a conducting atmosphere of increasing conductivity
with altitude. The model has radial and vertical domain extents of Lr =64.5 km
and Lz =72.25 km, respectively, and is discretized using equidistant grids of 500 m
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Figure 5.3. Geometry and conductivity distribution inside and nearby the model cloud
employed for the simulation of (a) blue jets and (b) gigantic jets. Dashed green lines
±
represent the electric field threshold Eth
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and 250 m in the r- and z-directions (see Figures 5.3a and 5.3b and Table 5.1).
The thundercloud is assumed to have a classic tripolar charge structure (see
Chapter 1 and [e.g., Williams, 1989]) enclosed in a dielectric cylinder of radius rc
and vertical extent zc (Table 5.2) representing the limits of the cloud. The tripole
is placed above a perfectly electrically conducting flat ground plane positioned
at altitude z=zgnd (Table 5.1). The charge regions are modeled as axisymmetric
cylindrical disks centered at altitudes zLP , zN , zP , and characterized by radii RLP ,
RN , RP , vertical extents dLP , dN , dP (Table 5.2), and net charge contents QLP , QN ,
QP , respectively.
The storm charges are assumed to be generated by charging currents I1 and
I2 between the N- and P-, and between the LP- and N-regions, respectively, as
indicated in Figure 5.3. The source charges are uniformly distributed within each
disk and their temporal variation produces time- and space-varying induced free
charges ρf and electric potentials φ both inside and outside the storm. The basic
set of equations relating ρf and φ to the source charge densities ρs are:
∇2 φ = −

ρs + ρf
ε0

(5.1)

Table 5.1. Parameters used in the simulations.

Name
Symbol Units
Ground altitude
zgnd
(km)
2-D axisymmetric domain
Dimensions
Lr
(km)
Lz
(km)
Discretization steps
δr
(m)
δz
(km)
3-D Cartesian domain
Dimensions
Lx
(km)
Ly
(km)
Lz
(km)
Discretization steps
δx
(m)
δy
(m)
δz
(m)

+BJ
3

–GJ
0

64.5 64.5
72.25 72.25
500
500
250
250
18.5
18.5
21.0
500
500
250

18.5
18.5
21.0
500
500
250
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∂ρf
ρs + ρf
− ∇σ ⋅ ∇φ = −σ
∂t
ε0

(5.2)

where σ is the atmospheric conductivity. The total charge density is ρt =ρs +ρf .
The above equations express Gauss’s Law and conservation of charge, in which the
⃗ E=−σ∇φ
⃗
conduction current J⃗ is assumed to be ohmic and replaced by J=σ
in
(5.2).
The conductivity σ at any location (r, z) in the simulation domain is expressed
by:
r − rc
z − zc ⎞
z + zgnd ⎛
1 − tanh (
) 1 − tanh (
)
⎜
⎟
α
α
⎜1 −
⎟
σ(r, z) = σ0 e h
×
⎟
2
2
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ⎜
⎝
⎠
(I)
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
(II)

(5.3)

where the parameter α determines the thickness of the conductivity transition
Table 5.2. Geometrical and electrical parameters of the model thundercloud.

Name

Symbol Unit +BJ –GJ
Charge layer geometry
Lower positive
altitudea
zLP
(km)
2.0
4.5
radius
RLP
(km)
1.5 2.75
depth
dLP
(km)
1.5
1.5
a
Central negative altitude
zN
(km) 3.75
7.5
radius
RN
(km)
3.0 4.25
depth
dN
(km)
1.5
3.0
a
Upper positive
altitude
zP
(km) 6.75 14.0
radius
RP
(km)
4.0
4.5
depth
dP
(km)
1.5 2.75
Cloud boundaries
Radius
rc
(km)
5
5.5
a
Height
zc
(km)
9
14
Boundary thickness
α
(km) 0.15 0.75
Charging currents
Upper charging current
I1
(A) +1.5 +3.0
Lower charging current
I2
(mA)
–90 –250
a altitude

above ground level
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region between the cloud interior and the surrounding clear air. The conductivity
outside the cloud increases exponentially with altitude z (term (I) in (5.3)) with
an altitude scaling factor h=6 km and a conductivity at sea level σ0 =5×10−14 S/m
[e.g., Pasko et al., 1997, and references therein]. Inside the cloud the conductivity
is reduced to zero (term (II) in (5.3)), with a smooth transition at the boundary
of width ∼2α. Two values of alpha are used in the simulations, 0.15 and 0.75 km
(Table 5.2), so that the transition region typically contains several (3 to 7) grid
points.
Few conductivity measurements have been made inside electrified clouds [MacGorman and Rust, 1998, p. 171, and references therein]. Because atmospheric
ions quickly attach to cloud particles, clouds have a low electrical conductivity
[e.g., MacGorman and Rust, 1998, pp. 170–172; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 91;
Rycroft et al., 2007]. Tests of the sensitivity of the simulation results for both gigantic jets and blue jets to the assumed cloud conductivity (zero and 10% of clear
values – see discussion in [e.g., MacGorman and Rust, 1998, p. 172]) have shown
that the results differ only by a slight increase in the charging current required to
produce the same charge magnitudes.
The degree to which the screening charge is mixed with the interior, upper
positive storm charge is an important factor in the production of blue and gigantic jets. The study by Krehbiel et al. [2008] indicates that blue jets occur most
favorably in the absence of mixing, whereas gigantic jets are favored by strong
mixing. The two scenarios are currently simulated in the model by having the
upper boundary screening charge region overlap or not overlap the upper positive
storm charge (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3).
With σ given by (5.3), we can solve the system (5.1)–(5.2) for the two unknowns
φ and ρf . Poisson’s equation (5.1) is solved using a red-black parallel Successive
Overrelaxation Method (SOR) [Niethammer , 1989; Zhang et al., 2005], and the
continuity equation is solved using a parallel version of the classic Lax scheme
[e.g., Potter , 1973, pp. 57 and 67].
The charging currents are chosen to reproduce typical intracloud (IC) and
cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning rates in storms believed to produce the two types
of jets. Blue jets (BJs) have been observed in electrically active continental storms
that produce significant negative cloud-to-ground lightning (–CG) [e.g., Lyons
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et al., 2003]. In contrast, gigantic jets (GJs), because they also discharge the
N-charge region, are predicted to be suppressed by negative cloud-to-ground lightning [Krehbiel et al., 2008]. The video recording of a gigantic jet observed from
Puerto Rico by Pasko et al. [2002] shows the occurrence of several intracloud lightning discharges in a rapid succession prior to the jet initiation, implying an active
main charging current I1 . The Puerto Rico event occurred on September 14, 2001
approximately 200 km northwest of Arecibo observatory above a tropical oceanic
thunderstorm [Pasko et al., 2002]. Such systems typically produce little cloud-toground lightning [e.g., MacGorman and Rust, 1998, pp. 188 and 297] suggesting a
relatively small I2 compared with I1 . It should be emphasized that the choice of
specific values for the charging currents in the simulations do not alter the overall
physical interpretation of the electrodynamics of jet-producing storms discussed
here.
To model the bulk effect of lightning discharges on the thundercloud electrodynamics, three types of discharges are accounted for: (1) cloud-to-ground discharges
(CG), which reduce the net charge content of the LP- and N-regions by 50% each,
(2) intracloud discharges (IC), which cause a reduction of min(∣QN ∣, ∣QP ∣)/2 of the
net charge in the N- and P-layers, and (3) blue jet discharges (BJ), which are assumed to produce a 50% reduction in the screening charge QSC and upper positive
charge QP . These are the parameterizations used in the studies by Krehbiel et al.
[2004, 2008]. For the gigantic jet simulations, where strong mixing is simulated by
overlapping the screening charge with the upper positive charge, intracloud discharges are assumed to discharge the N- and P-layers by min(∣QN ∣, ∣QP + Qmix ∣)/2,
where Qmix represents the amount of free induced screening charge (corresponding
to ρf in (5.1)–(5.2)) that is present within the confines of the upper positive charge
region. In addition, a fourth type of lightning discharge, the gigantic jet discharge,
is introduced and assumed to reduce QN , QP and QSC each by a factor two, as
detailed below in this section.
A discharge is assumed to occur when the electric field exceeds a predefined electric field threshold for initiation and propagation of positive and negative leaders,
±
Eth
=2.16×N (z+zgnd )/N0 kV/cm, where N (z) and N0 are the neutral densities at

altitude z and at sea level, respectively [e.g., Marshall et al., 1995; Riousset et al.,
2007a, and references therein]. Discrimination between the different types of dis-
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charges is based on their initiation altitudes. Breakdown that results from the
electric field threshold being exceeded between the LP- and N-charge regions leads
to a negative cloud-to-ground discharge (–CG) in the model that removes 50%
of the charge content of the N- and LP-layers, causing net negative charge to be
removed from the cloud (or, equivalently, positive charge to be added). Initiation
that occurs between the N- and P-charge regions generates either an intracloud
discharge or gigantic jet depending on the dynamic charge imbalances in the cloud
and the geometrical structure of the charge regions. Finally, if the initial breakdown occurs above the P-layer, then the model leads to the development of a blue
jet event.
A particularly important aspect of the investigations has been to determine
when an intracloud discharge continues on out of the cloud to become a gigantic jet,
in which case it behaves like a cloud-to-ground discharge and removes net negative
charge from the cloud (–GJ), or if the discharge remains confined within the cloud
and produces equal and opposite charge changes and zero net change to the overall
storm charge. This determination is made on an a posteriori basis by using the
fractal discharge model to simulate successive intracloud discharges until events
are found that escape the cloud. From such simulations, an approximate empirical
criterion has been developed and used in standalone simulations employing only the
2-D electrodynamic model. Whether an intracloud discharge becomes a gigantic
jet depends largely on the relative magnitude of the negative QN charge and the
mixing-depleted upper positive charge (QP +Qmix ). The fractal simulations indicate
that gigantic jets occur when the charge ratio ∣QP +Qmix ∣/∣QN ∣≲0.50. This condition
compares to the nominal criterion assumed for cloud-to-ground discharges which is
that ∣QLP ∣/∣QN ∣<1, and a similar criterion for blue jets. We emphasize that gigantic
jets have a more stringent criterion because the discharge has to propagate through
two charge regions rather than one, with the unmixed screening charge being of
negative polarity and therefore being repulsive to the escape. Finally, when a
gigantic jet is determined or estimated to have occurred, the discharge is assumed
in the electrodynamic model to reduce each of the three affected charges (QN , QP ,
and QSC ) by half of their original values.
The specific values of the fractional reduction of net electric charge in the
charge layers following a discharge are based on both observational and modeling
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results and produce discharges with charge transfers that agree well with the estimates available in the referred literature. Intracloud discharges transfer a few tens
of Coulombs between the N- and P-regions [e.g., Krehbiel , 1981; Krehbiel et al.,
1984a, b; Helsdon et al., 1992; Shao and Krehbiel , 1996; Rakov and Uman, 2003,
p. 325], and cloud-to-ground discharges lower similar amounts of charge to the
ground in agreement with values reported in [Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 146]. The
model gigantic jet presented in Chapter 6 removed ∼26 C net negative charge from
the storm, consistent with estimates by Su et al. [2003]. The fractal model employed in this study has been shown to reproduce well the aforementioned charge
transfers [Riousset et al., 2006b, 2007a, and Chapter 6 of this dissertation]. When
reported to the typical net charge content of the thundercloud charge regions [e.g.,
Uman, 2001, p. 60; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 79], the so-obtained estimates of
the fractional charge reduction following a discharge are in a reasonable agreement
with the values employed by the thundercloud dynamics model.
During model calculations, the side and top boundaries of the simulation domain are maintained at ground potential (Dirichlet boundary conditions). This
hypothesis is fully justified for the ground and ionospheric boundaries [e.g., Pasko
et al., 1997] and introduces an error <10% on the side boundary, decreasing as
one approaches the center of the simulation domain at r=0, i.e., in the region of
primary interest. The choice of boundary conditions as well as the choice of a 2-D
axisymmetric model is related to the need for a large simulation domain and a very
fine time resolution (0.4 ms<ε0 /σmax , where σmax is the maximum conductivity in
the simulation domain), which involves a computational time that currently does
not allow 3-D modeling.
At the moment of jet initiation, a “still picture” of the charge configuration
is taken and converted to 3-D Cartesian coordinates to be used for simulation
of the leader trees using the fractal model. The lightning simulation employs
the stochastic model described in Chapter 2 in a reduced-size domain enclosing
the cloud and its nearest surroundings (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2). The use of a
simulation domain with reduced size requires Dirichlet open boundary conditions.
The open boundary conditions employed in the present work follow procedures
also described in Chapter 2.
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5.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, we developed a new 2-D axisymmetric model of charge relaxation
in the conducting atmosphere. We also provide a discussion of the fundamental
principles of Maxwellian charge relaxation in a conducting medium. These principles are applied to explain the formation of the screening charges at the boundary
of the cloud. In Chapter 6, we investigate the role of the screening charge in the
development of blue and gigantic jet discharges through self-consistent modeling.

Chapter

6

Self-Consistent Modeling of
Thundercloud Screening Charges:
Implications for Blue and Gigantic
Jets
In this chapter, the two-dimensional axisymmetric model of charge relaxation in
the conducting atmosphere introduced in Chapter 5 is used in conjunction with
the probabilistic lightning model developed in Chapter 2 to demonstrate how realistic cloud electrodynamics leads to the development of blue and gigantic jets.
The model accounts for time-dependent conduction currents and screening charges
formed under the influence of the thundercloud charge sources. Particular attention
is given to numerical modeling of the screening charges near the cloud boundaries.
The modeling results demonstrate the important role of the screening charges in
local enhancement of the electric field and/or reduction of net charge in the upper
levels of the thundercloud. The charge relaxation model presented in this work
confirms the previous results obtained with a simpler model by Krehbiel et al.
[2008], specifically that the accumulation of screening charges near the thundercloud top produces a charge configuration leading to the initiation of blue jets, and
the effective mixing of these charges with the upper thundercloud charge may lead
to the formation of gigantic jets. The material presented in this chapter has been
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published in [Riousset et al., 2010a].

6.1

Results of Modeling of Storm Dynamics and
Jet Initiations

In this section, we present results from simulation runs leading to blue and gigantic
jet events. The examples illustrate the limiting cases of no mixing between the
screening and upper positive charges, and nearly complete mixing. These cases give
rise to blue jets and gigantic jets relatively early and repeatedly in the simulations.
In actual storms, the mixing is somewhere between the two limits. In addition, potential gigantic jets appear to be converted to bolt-from-the-blue (BFB) discharges,
which are relatively common in normally electrified storms [Thomas et al., 2002;
Krehbiel et al., 2008].
Figure 5.3 shows the charge geometry and electric field profiles for two different
storms at the time of initiation of a blue jet (Figure 5.3a) and a gigantic jet
(Figure 5.3b). For clarity of presentation, each figure is focused on the cloud and
shows only a small part of the 2-D simulation domain. In both panels, the vertical
arrows indicate the charging currents I1 and I2 . The dashed green lines represent
±
the lightning initiation and propagation threshold Eth
and the solid blue lines

show the electric field at the time of initiation of the jets. The modeled storm of
Figure 5.3a has charging currents of [I1 , I2 ]= [+1.5, –0.09] A and a charge structure
in which the upper positive charge is separated from the upper cloud boundary and
screening charge, so that no mixing occurs between the two. At ∼300 seconds into
the simulation, the initiation threshold is crossed at z=11.25 km, in the enhanced
electric field region between the P-layer and screening charge and allowing for the
development of an upward blue jet (Figures 6.1a and 6.2).
The storm of Figure 5.3b has a greater vertical extent and an upper cloud
boundary centered within the P-layer to simulate mixing with the screening charge.
The charging currents are also larger, at [+3.0, –0.25] A. The presence of the
screening charge within the P-layer results in the net P-charge becoming depleted
with time relative to the N-charge (Figure 6.1b). The depletion is such that, ∼46 s
into the simulation, an intracloud discharge initiated at the base of the P-region
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Figure 6.1. Model-calculated temporal variations of the storm charges leading to initiation of: (a) a blue jet discharge between the upper positive layer and the screening
charge layer at t=299.4 s; (b) gigantic jet discharges between the central negative layer
and upper positive charge layer reduced by the screening charge. The first gigantic jet
occurs at t∼46 s. Sudden vertical jumps in the curves correspond to occurrence of intracloud discharges unless marked otherwise. Asterisks indicate that the gigantic jets could
instead be bolt-from-the-blue discharges.

escapes the cloud as a gigantic jet (Figure 6.3).
Figure 6.1a shows the temporal evolution of the blue jet-producing storm of
Figure 5.3a. The storm begins with a series of eight intracloud discharges between
the N- and P-regions, seen as sudden changes in QN and QP (solid blue and red
traces, respectively). During this time the lower positive charge QLP (dotted red
trace) increases to the point where a negative cloud-to-ground discharge is initiated
(at ∼172 s) that changes the overall storm charge Q∑ (the sum of the four charges
QLP , QN , QP , and QSC ) from a net negative to net positive value (black trace).
The IC/CG sequence is repeated over the next ∼2 min, after which point a positive
blue jet (+BJ) is initiated (Figure 5.3a). The blue jet occurs ∼4 s after the second
negative cloud-to-ground discharge and is initiated by virtue of the negative cloudto-ground lightning effectively adding positive charge to the storm, which suddenly
increases the electric field in the storm upper levels (see Figure 4.1b). The additional 4 s of charging following the charge-imbalancing negative cloud-to-ground
discharge causes the blue jet breakdown to be initiated
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90
before the next intracloud discharge, which are occurring at ∼20 s intervals. The
blue jet causes net positive charge to be removed from the storm, bringing the
overall storm charge back close to neutrality. The blue jet also discharges part
of the negative screening charge QSC (dotted blue line). We note that the accumulation of screening charge QSC above the cloud top facilitates the initiation
of the blue jet. As a consequence of the screening charge being reduced by the
blue jet, the next cloud-to-ground flash in the sequence does not initiate a blue
jet. The screening charge does not start to rebuild until after the third negative
cloud-to-ground discharge causes the storm to develop a net positive charge again.
Similar results have been obtained using the 1-D model introduced in [Krehbiel
et al., 2004, 2008, Supplementary Information].
Figure 6.2a shows the total charge density ρt over the entire 2-D simulation
domain at the instant of initiation of the blue jet, and Figure 6.2b shows the
magnitude of the electric field at the same instant of time. The zoomed-in view
of Figure 6.2c shows how the induced free charges of panel (a) largely consist of
screening charges accumulated at the cloud boundary. Because of being spatially
distributed, the negative component of the screening charge QSC of Figure 6.1a is
calculated in the model as: QSC =∭V ρf (⃗
r)dV , where for simplicity the integration
volume V consists of the entire half space above the lowest altitude zbottom ≃12.5 km
of the upper positive charge region. The integral is dominated by the screening
charges on the top and lateral upper cloud boundaries.
Figure 6.2c also shows a plane projection of the three-dimensionally modeled
jet developing under the conditions given by the two-dimensional charge relaxation model. The initiation occurs at z=11.25 km and the discharge develops
bi-directionally from that point on, propagating through the screening charge at
the top of the cloud, and further developing towards the ionosphere. The simulation is stopped when the discharge exits the simulation domain (through the
y=0 km boundary in the present situation, topping at ∼21 km). Although not
modeled in the present work, it is expected [e.g., Petrov and Petrova, 1999; Pasko
and George, 2002; Krehbiel et al., 2008] that the streamer corona of the thermalized
leader section of the jet would expand up to higher altitudes, consistent with published observations of blue jets [e.g., Wescott et al., 1995; Sentman and Wescott,
1995; Boeck et al., 1995; Wescott et al., 2001].
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Figures 6.1b and 6.3 present analogous results for the gigantic jet-producing
storm of Figure 5.3b. The larger values of the charging currents (I1 =3.0 A versus 1.5 A; I2 =–0.25 A versus –90 mA) cause the intervals between the initiations
of intracloud lightning discharges to be shorter (every ∼13 s) and the first negative
cloud-to-ground discharge to be initiated after ∼140 s (Figure 6.1b). In addition,
the higher altitude of the storm causes the screening charge to form relatively
rapidly and the storm to accumulate a substantial net negative charge (–40 C)
40 s into the simulation. By this time, the strong mixing of the screening charge
produce an approximate 2:1 charge imbalance between the N- and P-charge regions, giving rise to a gigantic jet ∼46 s into the simulation, as the third discharge
of the storm. The net effect of the gigantic jet is to release ∼26 C of negative
charge from the storm, similar to a negative cloud-to-ground discharge but upward in the atmosphere rather than downward to ground. Under the assumptions
(a) that gigantic jets remove only half of the N-charge and (b) continued strong
mixing, the 3-D discharge model predicts about every other intracloud lightning
discharge to produce an upward negative gigantic jet (–GJ). The first negative
cloud-to-ground lightning discharge briefly interrupts the gigantic jet sequence by
providing an alternative way of releasing the accumulated negative charge.
The numerous occurrences of gigantic jets in the simulation suggest that many
discharges initiated in the midlevels of a thundercloud are able to escape. Such
behavior is observed in New Mexico thunderstorms, as they commonly develop
bolt-from-the-blue (BFB) dominated regimes [Thomas et al., 2002]. Under these
circumstances, bolt-from-the-blue lightning discharges become the main discharge
process for releasing excess negative charge. The 2-D axisymmetric geometry of
the relaxation model does not permit the development of asymmetric, locally enhanced lateral screening charge leading to the development of bolt-from-the-blue
discharges [e.g., Krehbiel et al., 2008, Figures 3 and 4e]. Instead, midlevel-initiated
escaping discharges develop into gigantic jets. Therefore the repeated occurrence
of gigantic jets in Figure 4b is to be expected, and should be compared with a
BFB-dominated regime in light of the above argument.
Figure 6.3a shows the total charge density ρt over the entire 2-D simulation
domain at the instant of initiation of the gigantic jet, and Figure 6.3b shows the
magnitude of the electric field at the same instant of time. The focused view of
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Figure 6.2c shows how the induced free charges of panel (a) are mixed with and
largely contribute to the depletion of the P-layer. In this case, the portion QSC
of the free induced charges mixed with the upper positive layer is calculated as
QSC =Qmix =∭VP ρf (⃗
r)dV , where the volume of integration VP is restricted to the
volume occupied by the P-region itself. Thus, QSC represents the charge content
of the additional layer formed by accumulation of screening charge at the cloud
top for the blue jet case, and the amount of screening charge Qmix mixed with QP
for the gigantic jet case.
Figure 6.3c shows a plane projection of the three-dimensional model of the
first gigantic jet discharge at ∼46 s. The discharge is initiated at z=12.5 km and
develops bi-directionally within and through the N- and P-layers, respectively. The
discharge escapes upward and, as in the blue jet case, the simulation is stopped
as the jet reaches a boundary of the simulation domain (in this case, the side
boundary at y=0 km). As expected for blue jets but not modeled here, the streamer
corona of the leader part of gigantic jets is expected to propagate upward toward
the ionosphere, consistent with published observations of gigantic jets [e.g., Pasko
et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003; Kuo et al., 2009].

6.2

Discussion

In this section, we provide a physical interpretation of the results presented above.
In the simulations of blue and gigantic jets, the driving sources of all electrical discharges are the charging currents I1 and I2 . Krider and Musser [1982],
Williams [1989] and MacGorman and Rust [1998, pp. 53–54] reported precipitation currents at the cloud base and at ground from 2–3 nA/m2 up to 12 nA/m2
or more. From the observationally inferred cross section of modeled thunderclouds
2
(πRLP
∼7.0 and 25 km2 for simulation geometries of Figures 5.3a and 5.3b, re-

spectively), the above current densities correspond to a lower altitude charging
current I2 ranging from ∼15 mA up to 300 mA. The values of I2 used in the simulations (90 and 250 mA) and given in Table 5.2 are therefore in good agreement
with observational data. Simulations employing the assumed values of I2 also give
cloud-to-ground lightning flashing rates that are well within the range of observed
values.
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Few if any direct measurements are available for the main charging current I1 ,
but the current can be estimated from intracloud lightning rates in the storm. Observational data and electrodynamic simulations show that intracloud discharges
transfer up to 20–40 C per flash [Uman, 1969, pp. 96–101; Krehbiel , 1981, p. 143,
Tables 8 and 16, and Figure 3.2.31; Uman, 1987, pp. 235–237; Rakov and Uman,
2003, p. 325]. A modest intracloud lightning flashing rate of one per 20 s (3 min−1 )
would therefore require a charging current I1 =1–2 A; higher flash rates such as
are common in large storms (possibly with decreased charge transfer per flash)
would require correspondingly larger charging currents. The values of I1 used in
the simulations (1.5 and 3.0 A) are consistent with such flashing rates.
The model-assumed storm charge densities are on the order of a few nC/m3
(i.e., a few C/km3 ), and are consistent with in-situ balloon measurements (e.g.,
2–6.7 nC/m3 in [Marshall and Stolzenburg, 1998]). The resulting electric field
profiles and magnitudes, ≲105 V/m (or 1 kV/cm), reasonably match those observed
in thunderclouds [e.g., Marshall et al., 1995, Figure 3; Marshall and Stolzenburg,
2001, Figure 2]. The modeled results constitute slight underestimates of the actual
±
field strengths because the assumed threshold values Eth
are breakeven values and

do not attempt to incorporate an enhancement factor for initiating breakdown,
which is not well known.
The conductivity of the moist air within a cloud is decreased due to ion attachment to hydrometeors [e.g., Brown et al., 1971; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997,
p. 798; Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 91] compared with that of the surrounding dry,
clear air. Consequently, a conductivity gradient appears at the cloud boundary
(equation (5.3)) that causes a screening charge to form at the boundary [e.g., MacGorman and Rust, 1998, p. 71]. The location and thickness of the transition from
higher to lower conductivity depends on factors such as overturning [e.g., Holton,
2004, p. 377] and storm maturity (a description of the thunderstorm evolution can
be found in [e.g., Wallace and Hobbs, 1973, p. 351]).
Weak mixing between the upper-level screening charge and the cloud interior,
due, for example, to weak overturning, causes a well-defined screening charge to
accumulate around the upper cloud boundaries, as seen in Figures 5.2b and 6.2c.
The screening charge is of negative polarity and locally enhances the electric field
above the upper positive charge layer (Figure 5.2c). This field enhancement ul-
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timately results in breakdown occurring in the uppermost part of the cloud that
escapes the storm upward and becomes a blue jet. For the simulated storm of Figure 5.3a, no mixing takes place between the screening and upper positive charges
and breakdown occurs quickly in the storm, at ∼11 km altitude ∼300 s into the
simulation. The jet is triggered ∼4 s after a negative cloud-to-ground discharge
that transfers an estimated 20.9 C of negative charge to ground, leaving the storm
with an overall net positive charge. The negative cloud-to-ground flash suddenly
increases the electric field in the upper storm levels and enables the next breakdown
event to occur above the positive charge region (giving rise to the jet) rather than
below the positive charge region (which would have resulted in another intracloud
lightning discharge).
At the time of the jet initiation, the lower positive, midlevel negative, upper positive, and cloud-top screening charges are QLP =+9.7 C, QN =–35.8 C,
QP =+71.5 C and QSC =–23.3 C, respectively, corresponding to a net positive charge
Q∑ =+22.1 C. That the breakdown would result in an upward-escaping discharge is
expected from QP being more than three times larger than QSC , and this difference
is confirmed by the three-dimensional fractal modeling. Continued upward propagation is supported by the unconstrained potential profile above the cloud top
(see Figure 4.1f) and by the quasi-exponential decrease of the breakdown threshold
with increasing altitude (Figure 5.3).
Blue jet breakdown can also occur without the storm having a net positive
charge [Krehbiel et al., 2008], as confirmed by other simulations of this study.
Although a positive charge imbalance helps, the most important factor is that an
unmixed screening charge be present, without which the electric field strengths
required to trigger breakdown are not reached. It is basically the same reason why
lower positive charge is necessary for negative cloud-to-ground discharges to be
initiated. That blue jets occur infrequently in storms, as suggested by the limited
number of observations reported to date [e.g., Wescott et al., 1995; Sentman and
Wescott, 1995; Boeck et al., 1995; Wescott et al., 2001; Lyons et al., 2003; Chen
et al., 2008b], implies that mixing of the screening and upper positive charges is
normally strong, as would be expected in convective storms.
The opposite situation, that of strong mixing, results in the upper positive
charge becoming depleted, and produces a substantial imbalance between the P-
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and N-charges that enables gigantic jets to occur. Such a situation is expected
to occur at or near overshooting tops, in which strong updrafts can loft charged
particles high in the storm favoring mixing with the screening charge and leading to
the charge structure described in Figure 5.3b. In effect, the upper positive charge is
being relaxed away, as in the Figure 5.1 example. At the time of the initial gigantic
jet in Figure 5.3b (t=46.0 s), QSC =Qmix =–20.4 C of screening charge has mixed
with an upper positive charge QP =+67.2 C, resulting in +46.8 C net charge in the
upper positive region. By contrast, QN =–99.3 C, constituting an approximate 2:1
charge imbalance, and producing the first gigantic jet in the fractal simulations.
In a one-dimensional study of bi-directional breakdown processes, Mazur and
Ruhnke [1998] observed that the upward negative leader of intracloud lightning
could continue beyond the upper thundercloud boundary, in the manner of a gigantic jet as discussed above. They consequently recognized a possible relationship
with prior observations of lightning extending from cloud tops to the stratosphere.
They attribute their modeling results to the simplified one-dimensional representation of the leader channel in their model that does not allow for horizontal
branching to pass through the upper positive charge region. The simplified model
of Mazur and Ruhnke [1998] assumes a charge imbalance but the authors do not
discuss the physical conditions related to the imbalance, nor do they recognize the
role of the screening charge in allowing and/or enabling upward discharge.
Gigantic jets are observed most often above tropical oceanic storms [e.g., Pasko
et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2008a, b; Kuo et al., 2009], and only one
observation of gigantic jet over land has been reported to date [van der Velde et al.,
2007]. Tropical oceanic thunderstorms typically reach to higher altitudes than do
their continental counterparts and produce overall less lightning [MacGorman and
Rust, 1998, p. 297]. This weaker lightning activity is believed to be related to
the production of gigantic jets as discussed hereafter. Negative cloud-to-ground
discharges are the primary means by which normally electrified storms release the
excess negative charge resulting from the upper-level screening currents. Storms
that have a deficit of normally-initiated negative cloud-to-ground discharges, coupled with strong mixing, would be favored to return their negative charge upward
into the atmosphere by means of negative gigantic jets (or similarly, go indirectly to
ground as negative bolts-from-the-blue). In addition, storms that reach relatively
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high altitudes have their screening charges form relatively rapidly (τrelax =17.2 s at
14 km altitude) and the upper positive charge to be depleted relatively quickly,
further favoring the occurrence of gigantic jets.
Similar to blue jets, the decrease in electric field threshold with altitude supports upward propagation of gigantic jets. We further note that a weak value
of I2 limits the occurrence of negative cloud-to-ground discharges, depriving the
thunderstorm of its primary mechanism for eliminating the accumulating negative
charge. Figure 6.1b shows intracloud activity prior to the occurrence of the jet, consistent with the observations of optical flashes recorded by Pasko et al. [2002, Supplementary Information, available at http://pasko.ee.psu.edu/Nature/] prior
to the September 14, 2001 gigantic jet event and more recently by the ISUAL
instrument [Kuo et al., 2009].
To illustrate gigantic jet initiation in the model, the screening charge is allowed
to form in the region of the upper positive charge (Table 5.2), leaving little screening charge that is not mixed with the upper positive charge. Depending on the
degree of convective overturning, actual storms will have a partially unmixed negative screening charge above the positive that will serve to impede upward escape.
In this case, lightning mapping observations indicate that the discharge escapes
sideways out of the cloud to ground as a negative bolt-from-the-blue discharge
[e.g., Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2001]. Positive lateral screening charge
[e.g., Krehbiel et al., 2008] (or, possibly, upper positive charge caught in a lateral
downdraft) then turns the discharge to ground. Although the screening charge
only partially overlaps the upper positive charge, in the presented model, only a
small fraction of the screening charge is not mixed with the upper positive region,
leading to relatively easy occurrence of gigantic jets. Bolt-from-the-blue discharges
are commonly observed in normally electrified storms and appear to be directed
downward by positive screening charge that would form laterally around the midlevel negative charge [Krehbiel et al., 2008]. The cylindrically symmetric charge
structures of this study do not produce bolt-from-the-blue discharges in the fractal
simulations, indicating that asymmetrical screening charge accumulations and/or
additional positive charge need to be present for bolt-from-the-blue lightning to
occur. Tropical oceanic storms may be the primary producer of gigantic jets by
virtue of having a tall ‘stovepipe’ structure with strong convective overturning
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and the upper positive charge having a large vertical separation from the lateral
screening charges associated with the midlevel negative charge.
Because of being two-dimensional, the electrodynamic model does not readily allow coupling of the results of the 3-D fractal lightning simulations back into
the model to further investigate the interactions between lightning and charge
structure. Future 3-D versions of the model would enable such studies and also
allow the electrodynamic techniques developed in this study to be incorporated
into 3-D cloud models. The present 2-D modeling demonstrates that charge structures are produced as an inevitable consequence of the cloud being embedded in a
conductive atmosphere, for which expected charge accumulations are sufficient to
produce blue- and gigantic-jet type breakdown. Although there may be other ways
for creating jet-producing charge configurations, they are not necessary to the development of blue and gigantic jets. Meteorological processes such as high-altitude
collisional particle charging, upper-level divergence, or wind shear from upstream
charge regions may supplement or reduce the role of mixing in the formation of
the needed charge configurations. In particular, storm-top divergence may play an
additional or alternative role in advecting screening charge away from the upper
cloud boundary, making it easier for gigantic jets to escape. Conversely, strong
horizontal wind shear would primarily affect the screening charge rather than the
upper positive charge and therefore would be a detriment to blue jets by preventing
the screening charge from enhancing the upper level electric field, and to gigantic
jets by preventing the screening charge from depleting the upper positive charge
region. In addition, advection of the upper positive charge into the anvil would
result in intracloud discharges developing into the anvil instead of going to ground
as bolt-from-the-blue discharges or to the lower ionosphere as gigantic jets. In
view of these issues, mixing has to be considered as having a strong effect on jet
occurrences. The common occurrence of bolt-from-the-blue discharges provides
clear evidence that the upper positive charge is depleted relative to the midlevel
negative charge, which could be a result of mixing processes.
Observations of blue jets [Wescott et al., 1995; Sentman and Wescott, 1995;
Boeck et al., 1995; Wescott et al., 2001] and later gigantic jets [Pasko et al., 2002; Su
et al., 2003] reveal a fine filamentary structure of these events identified as streamer
channels [Pasko and George, 2002, and references therein]. The development of
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such channels without a lightning leader would require an unrealistic amount of
charge near the cloud top [Pasko and George, 2002; Riousset et al., 2006a; Raizer
et al., 2007]. The modeling scenarios reported in the present work show how a
lightning leader can propagate upward from the cloud, providing a stem above
the thundercloud (z=20 km or higher) for development of the streamer corona up
to the lower ionosphere, quantitatively demonstrating the idea first expressed by
Petrov and Petrova [1999] and further developed in [Krehbiel et al., 2008].

6.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, we employ the model developed in Chapter 5 to simulate realistic
thundercloud dynamics resulting in the initiation of blue and gigantic jets. Our
results emphasize the role of the screening charges in the magnification of the electric field near the cloud top and/or the formation of charge imbalances. Blue and
gigantic jets are modeled based on the concept of bi-directional, overall neutral
and equipotential lightning leaders using realistic cloud configurations produced
by the Maxwellian relaxation model. We demonstrate how the prior occurrence of
intracloud discharges can prevent the development of a blue jet until a cloud-toground discharge enhances the excess of positive charge in the cloud by bringing
negative charge to ground. The screening charge gradually developing at the cloud
top leads to discharge initiation near the cloud upper boundary, but is insufficient
to contain the lightning leader channel within the cloud resulting in occurrence of
upward propagating blue-jet events. We also show that in thunderstorms for which
convective overturning near the cloud top is sufficiently strong, the screening layer
that allowed for blue jet initiation, gets mixed with the storm upper positive charge
region, reducing the net positive charge in this region and causing a substantial
charge imbalance between the two main layers of the thundercloud. Quantitative
modeling of resulting discharge reveals that the leader channels cannot be contained in the volume enclosed within the cloud boundary and eventually escape
upward to form a gigantic jet.

Chapter

7

Model of Air Heating in Streamer
Discharges Under Constant Applied
Electric Field
In this chapter, we formulate a new 1-D, axisymmetric, air-density-dependent
model of the streamer-to-spark transition. The model accounts for self-consistent
effects of the dynamic expansion of the heated air on the reduced electric field E/N
and resultant plasma kinetics in the streamer channel. In addition to ionization
kinetics, involving the production and interaction of electrons and different types
of positive and negative ions, the model accounts for self-quenching of N2 (A3 Σ+u )
excited molecules, and associative ionization processes involving N2 (A3 Σ+u ) and
′

N2 (a 1 Σ−u ) species. The model also includes energy input in vibrational excitation
of nitrogen molecules N2 (v) and the vibrational–translational relaxation processes,
and accounts for the effects of gains in electron energy in collisions with vibrationally excited N2 (v) on the rate constants of processes involving electron impact
collisions. The model is applied in Chapter 8 to perform a systematic study of gas
dynamics and chemical kinetics involved in heating of air in streamer channels for
a given air density N under assumption of constant applied electric field E.
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7.1

Physics and Modeling of the Streamer-toSpark Transition

The observed phenomenology of a subset of the recently recorded transient luminous events (TLEs) in the middle atmosphere, which originate from thundercloud
tops [e.g., Wescott et al., 2001; Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al., 2003; Krehbiel et al.,
2008; Cummer et al., 2009; Riousset et al., 2010a], indicate that these events,
so-called blue and gigantic jets, may be related to conventional lightning leader
processes as initially proposed by Petrov and Petrova [1999]. Wescott et al. [2001]
have reported a two-minute time exposure color photograph of a jet event taken
from St. Denis, Réunion Island in the Indian Ocean. The corresponding inverted
black and white image from [Wescott et al., 2001] is reproduced in Figure 7.1a
and shows details of faint streamers diverging from the main body of the jet. Figure 7.1b shows an image obtained by averaging of 48 video fields extracted from
the 24 frame video sequence corresponding to a similar event observed in Puerto
Rico [Pasko et al., 2002]. The image in Figure 7.1b effectively simulates how the
observed event would look if captured on a photograph with an exposure time
exceeding the total duration of the event (∼0.8 s). Figure 7.1b shows a very similar structure to Figure 7.1a in terms of faint streamers diverging at large angles
from the main body of the jet. The original video sequence presented in [Pasko
et al., 2002] indicates that these streamers are formed at the initial stage of the jet
development. Therefore, the streamer structure in Figure 7.1a was likely formed
at the initial stage of that event development, similarly to the event reported in
[Pasko et al., 2002] (Figure 7.1b). Figure 7.1b shows a very bright channel at the
bottom of the image (between altitudes of approximately 16 and 20 km). We interpret the appearance of this bright feature in both Figures 7.1a and 7.1b as the
streamer-to-leader transition involving strong heating and thermalization usually
associated with a leader phenomenon. This interpretation is supported by the original color photograph in [Wescott et al., 2001], in which the lower portion of the
event in Figure 7.1a has a bright white color. Therefore, these events are believed
to be associated with significant heating of the air in the regions of atmosphere
near the cloud tops through which they propagate [Pasko and George, 2002]. The
small-scale filamentary structures in the upper parts of the observed jets, identi-
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cal to those observed in another type of TLEs at higher altitudes called sprites
[e.g., Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2007, and references therein], can be associated with
corona streamers. Such streamer coronas are expected to constitute an essential
part of the streamer zone of the parent lightning leader [e.g., Bazelyan and Raizer ,
1998, pp. 204, 238, and 253] as hypothesized by Petrov and Petrova [1999].
Recently, Krehbiel et al. [2008] discussed the charge imbalances in thunderstorms as a fundamental condition allowing propagation of leaders downward as
cloud-to-ground lightning or upward as jet discharges. This work, reviewed in
Chapter 4, demonstrates that upward discharges are analogous to cloud-to-ground
lightning and provides a unified view on how lightning escapes from a thundercloud. Krehbiel et al. [2008] note that in accordance with existing experimental
evidence, the lightning initiation usually happens between adjacent charge regions
of different polarity where the electric field is the highest. If the negative and positive charge centers are approximately equal in magnitude, then the bidirectional
discharge propagates in the form of positive leaders inside of negative charge region and in the form of negative leaders inside of the positive charge region [e.g.,
Riousset et al., 2007a]. In this situation, the leader system, which is assumed to
be overall equipotential and neutral, remains at nearly zero potential [Riousset
et al., 2007a]. Krehbiel et al. [2008] demonstrate that when the two charges are
not balanced, the leader potential can be significantly shifted in the direction defined by the charge with dominant magnitude, and the propagation of the leader
becomes essentially independent from the weaker charge center, allowing it to penetrate through the weaker charge center and to escape from the thundercloud.
To further support the ideas advanced by Krehbiel et al. [2008], Riousset et al.
[2010a] introduce a two-dimensional axisymmetric model of charge relaxation in
the conducting atmosphere and apply this model in conjunction with the threedimensional lightning model proposed in [Riousset et al., 2007a] to illustrate how
blue and gigantic jet discharges are produced above cloud tops. The results of
Krehbiel et al. [2008] and Riousset et al. [2010a] provide a quantitative picture of
how the lightning leader can escape the cloud upward and serve as the initiation
of blue and gigantic jets. The exact details of the transition from the hot leader
channel near the cloud top to the streamer-dominated forms observed in jets at
high altitude are not understood at present, and one of the goals of the studies of
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Figure 7.1. (a) A black and white image of a 2-min time exposure of a blue jet [Wescott
et al., 2001]. The image is provided through the courtesy of G. Wescott, University of
Alaska. (b) Processed image obtained by averaging of sequence of video fields from observations reported in [Pasko et al., 2002, http://pasko.ee.psu.edu/Nature/]. Reprinted
from [Pasko and George, 2002] with permission from American Geophysical Union.

this chapter and the following one (Chapter 8) is to make a first quantitative step
in understanding the elementary scaling of the heating processes associated with
streamers and leaders as a function of the ambient air density (or equivalently, as
a function of the altitude).
After appropriate scaling with air density, the corona streamers observed in
Figure 7.1 are fully analogous to those that initiate spark discharges in relatively
short (several cm) gaps at near ground pressure [Liu et al., 2009, and references
therein] and that are known to constitute building blocks of streamer zones of conventional lightning leaders and leaders in long gaps in laboratory experiments [e.g.,
Gallimberti , 1979; Bazelyan and Raizer , 1998, pp. 204, 238, and 253; Gallimberti
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et al., 2002]. The scaling of the parameters of streamer discharges as a function of
air density N (e.g., streamer radius rs ∝1/N , streamer electron density ne,s ∝N 2 ,
and dielectric relaxation time in the streamer body τs ∝1/N ) has been discussed for
sprite discharges in the middle atmosphere and can be readily used to establish a
similarity law for the Joule heating timescale (i.e., its scaling with neutral density)
[Pasko et al., 1998]. Indeed, assuming for simplicity of presentation that air density N , streamer electron density ne and the electric field in the streamer channel
E⃗ remain constant, and that all Joule energy is transferred directly to heating of
the gas, one can write an equation for the air temperature Tg in the form:
dN kB Tg
= (γ − 1)J⃗ ⋅ E⃗
dt

(7.1)

⃗ e ne µe E⃗ is the current density, qe is electron charge, γ is the specific heat
where J=q
ratio and µe is the electron mobility. The scaling of streamer electron density with
air density N is defined with respect to ground value N0 as ne =ne,0 N 2 /N02 , where
ne,0 is the streamer electron density at the ground level. Other physical quantities
can be expressed in similar form as µe =µe,0 N0 /N and E=E0 N /N0 [e.g., Pasko et
al., 1998]. Having substituted these expressions in the above equation one can
represent time variation of air temperature Tg in the form:
dTg
(γ − 1)qe
=
ne,0 µe,0 E02
2
2
d (tN /N0 )
kB

(7.2)

that directly indicates that for reduced air density N <N0 it takes a factor of N02 /N 2
longer time to produce the same increment in gas temperature Tg (e.g., 5000 K,
see further discussion below). Therefore, the general scaling of the Joule heating
timescale in the streamer channels as a function of air density is τh ∝1/N 2 [e.g.,
Achat et al., 1992; Tardiveau et al., 2001; Pasko, 2006]. Therefore, it is generally expected that the heating processes and resulting streamer-to-spark transition should
be delayed with a reduction of air pressure (i.e., at higher altitudes in the Earth
atmosphere), and it should be possible to define a set of specific conditions (i.e.,
altitude range, reduced electric field E/N , etc.) in the Earth atmosphere for which
the transition becomes impossible. The heating of the streamer channel depends
not only on the Joule heating but also on the relaxation of vibrationally excited N2
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molecules, on the complicated kinetics of electron detachment from negative ions,
on the gas dynamics expansion of the channel, and on other factors as discussed
in Chapter 8. Consequently, a simple similarity law for heating timescale cannot
be simply deduced from the similarity laws for streamers.
Unlike the neutral gas density N , the pressure p is easily measured, and therefore commonly used for reference in experimental studies on the streamer-to-spark
transition [e.g., Achat et al., 1992; Larsson, 1998]. During the initial stages of the
heating, the gas temperature Tg can be considered as constant so that p becomes
equivalent to N , with their relationship obeying the classical law of perfect gases,
p=N kB Tg , where kB is the Boltzmann constant. When thermal gas expansion
effects are accounted for, it is important to use the reduced electric field E/N ,
instead of E/p [e.g., Tardiveau et al., 2001]. Consequently, in the present work, we
use reduced parameters as functions of the neutral gas density N similar to those
used in other experimental [Tardiveau et al., 2001] and theoretical [e.g., Naidis,
2005; Popov , 2009] works. In this work, we investigate the similarity law of heating timescale in the streamer-to-spark transition, i.e., its scaling with neutral gas
density. The model developed for the studies reported in this chapter builds on
previous theoretical modeling of streamer-to-spark transition, a review of which is
given below. It also complements experimental investigations of the pressure effects on the development of electric discharges in small gaps by Achat et al. [1992]
and Tardiveau et al. [2001].
The earliest qualitative model description of a streamer-to-spark transition
by Marode [1983, and references therein] focuses solely on a thermal transition
(i.e., based on gas dynamics expansion of the channel leading to a reduction in
the gas density and to an increase in E/N ). Later studies either include chemical kinetic processes as an alternative or a companion mechanism to the thermal mechanism.

Mnatsakanyan and Naidis [1991] discuss the foundations of

the chemistry models of electrical discharges. The first comprehensive kinetics
scheme of the non-equilibrium discharge in nitrogen–oxygen mixtures is reported
by Kossyi et al. [1992]. Many subsequent models of streamer breakdown in short
gaps involving chemical kinetics [e.g., Aleksandrov et al., 1997, 1998, 2001; Naidis,
1999, 2005, 2008; Popov , 2001, 2003, 2009; Flitti and Pancheshnyi, 2009] benefit
from the exhaustive list of reactions investigated in this pioneering work.
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The first models of plasma heating by Aleksandrov et al. [1997, 1998] were
developed in the framework of breakdown (by streamer or leader channel, respectively) in long air gaps (>5–10 m). Aleksandrov et al.’s [1997] 0-D model accounts
for the influence of the electric field and gas temperature on the ionization kinetics to study the response time of a leader parameters to a step change in the
gas temperature. It does not account for vibrational–translational relaxation of
vibrational energy of N2 molecules, which was introduced in [Aleksandrov et al.,
1998], following the principles discussed in [e.g., Mnatsakanyan and Naidis, 1985].
Aleksandrov et al.’s [1998] 1.5-D model accounts for the fact that the Joule heating
owing to the current flow in the channel is not solely used to increase the temperature of the background gas. Instead, only a small fraction of the Joule heating
energy, denoted ηT , is used to heat the channel in the so-called “fast heating” process mainly associated with relaxation of electronically excited states of N2 and O2
molecules; a significant fraction ηV of the Joule energy is transferred to and stored
in the vibrational energy levels of the nitrogen molecules. Aleksandrov et al. [1998]
conclude that the rapid gas heating is associated with a conversion of the energy
of the electronically excited molecular states into heat via quenching of the excited
molecules.
Aleksandrov et al. [1998] consider that the effect of hydrodynamic expansion
of the streamer channel on the streamer-to-spark transition is negligible because
of the fairly short time of the channel formation. Naidis [1999] employs a similar model in 0-D involving 14 species including electrons, positive and negative
ions, and excited radicals to propose two possible origins of the increase in plasma
conductivity leading to the spark formation during streamer-to-spark transition
[Naidis, 1999, 2005, and references therein]. The first one is a thermal mechanism,
which leads to lowering of the gas number density N inside the channel due to the
expansion of the heated gas [Marode et al., 1979; Marode, 1983; Bastien and Marode, 1985]. As already noted above, this process leads to the growth of the mean
reduced field E/N and therefore to an increase in the ionization rate. The second
one is a kinetic mechanism related to the accumulation of active particles (radicals
and excited molecules) changing the balance between the rates of generation and
loss of electrons due to the acceleration of the detachment, stepwise and associative
ionization [e.g., Aleksandrov et al., 1998]. Both of these factors act simultaneously,
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but for practical analysis, it is possible to identify different parameter regimes when
only one of these factors dominates. Recent analysis accounting for both of these
factors conducted in [Naidis, 2005] indicates that at relatively high electric field
values EN0 /N >20 kV/cm in the streamer channel during the streamer-to-spark
transition, the kinetic mechanism is dominant, and related problems can be solved
with sufficient accuracy assuming that the gas density N is neutral. At lower electric field values EN0 /N <17 kV/cm, the approximation based on constant pressure
(i.e., allowing the growth of gas temperature and the associated decrease of N )
can be employed [Naidis, 2005].
A model by Flitti and Pancheshnyi [2009] employs 44 species participating in
about 430 reactions to study the gas heating in fast-pulsed discharges in N2 –O2
mixtures. This work pays particular attention to the estimation of the fractions ηT
and ηV , which are obtained with the BOLSIG+ solver of the Boltzmann equation
for electrons in weakly ionized gases [Hagelaar and Pitchford , 2005]. Using this
model, Flitti and Pancheshnyi [2009] show that higher electron density, electric
field or partial pressure of oxygen leads to a faster gas heating, but that the heating
rate associated with excitation of vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom is
almost independent of the value of the applied electric field, in the range of fields
studied. These authors also do not detect significant pressure dependence of the
ηT and ηV parameters, in agreement with the results presented in [Popov , 2001].
The investigation of the effects of the channel expansion discussed by Naidis
[1999] requires suitable modeling of the gas dynamics of the plasma channel, and
so a spatial dimension of the discharge needs to be introduced. Under the assumptions of a constant, uniform field along the channel axis, and of an axial symmetry
of the discharge, one-dimensional time varying simulations of the streamer-to-spark
transition have been shown to adequately model the heating of the channel [e.g.,
Naidis, 2005]. The 1-D axisymmetric, axially invariant model of the streamer-tospark transition by Aleksandrov et al. [2001] adopts a 1-D time dependent hydrodynamic model under the isobaric approximation coupled to a 0-D kinetics scheme.
Aleksandrov et al. [2001] employ a time- and space-dependent heat equation and a
time-dependent homogeneous electron-density balance equation and suggest that
kinetic mechanisms prevail over thermal processes (i.e., processes related to gas
dynamic expansion). Popov [2001] developed a similar model involving a 0-D
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kinetics scheme coupled to 1-D time- and space-dependent system of equations
comprising the equations of conservation of energy and electron number density
(ne ) under the assumption of a constant neutral density. The salient difference
between the equations of balance of electrons as it appears in Naidis’s [1999] and
Popov ’s [2001] model resides in the spatial dependence of ne that is described in
the latter by the ambipolar diffusion equation. The model is used to investigate the
contribution of the vibrational–translational relaxation to the rapid gas heating in
nitrogen–oxygen mixtures and concludes that the contribution of the vibrational–
translational relaxation reactions to the total rate of gas heating should increase
with gas pressure because of the increase in the concentration of O(3 P) atoms
[Popov , 2001].
The assumptions of constant pressure and constant neutral density indeed correspond to two heating regimes of the discharge according to whether the breakdown time τbr , defined as the time to heat the channel from ambient temperature
(∼300 K) to the temperature at which the thermal ionization becomes important
(Tbr ≃5000 K), is more or less than the ratio of the streamer radius rs to the sound
velocity cs . When τbr ≤rs /cs , the role of the channel expansion is small, so that the
assumption of constant neutral density employed in 0-D models [e.g., Naidis, 1999]
and 1-D models [e.g., Popov , 2001] is fully justified. At τbr >rs /cs , the effects related
to the reduction of neutral gas density due to channel expansion become important [Naidis, 1999]. At ground pressure, these conditions correspond to breakdown
times ≳1 µs [e.g., Naidis, 1999], i.e., similar to the gas dynamics timescales on the
order of 0.1–1 µs quoted by Aleksandrov et al. [2001], and long enough for equalization of the pressure on timescales of ∼1 µs as discussed in [Popov , 2003]. This
last regime can be regarded as occurring under isobaric conditions [Naidis, 2005].
Further investigation of the conditions for the appearance of these regimes is
made possible by introducing full one-dimensional gas dynamics, i.e., suppressing
the hypotheses of either constant pressure or density in the channel. In comparison
with the work by Popov [2001], Popov [2003] introduces an advection term in the
time- and space-dependent equation of electron balance, and uses it to further
study the role of each of the two heating regimes described by Naidis [1999] in the
initiation and development of a leader channel in air. It is shown that, during the
initial stage of the channel formation, kinetics effects largely govern the parameters
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of the heating process. In contrast the rapid increase in the electron density near
the axis leads to a decrease in the gas density. As a result, the discharge contracts
toward the channel axis and evolves into a highly conducting thin column [Popov ,
2003].
Naidis [2005] extends the 1-D steady state models previously developed by
Benilov and Naidis [2003, 2005] for investigation of low-current discharges in
atmospheric-pressure air, and discharges in a flow of preheated air. Naidis [2005]
tests the conditions of existence of the heating regimes under the assumption of
constant pressure or constant neutral gas density. This model is employed in
the framework of the study of the dynamics of streamer breakdown of short nonuniform air gap and leads to the conclusion that streamer-to-spark transition at
values of E/N ≳80 Td may be described with sufficient accuracy under the approximation of constant gas density; at E/N ≲70 Td, the transition may be described
under the approximation of constant pressure [Naidis, 2005]. The obtained model
breakdown times are compared with experimental results obtained by Černák et al.
[1995] and Larsson [1998].
Using a model similar to that introduced in [Popov , 2003], Popov [2009] recently suggested that the formation of a leader channel in air, and consequently
the heating of streamer discharges occurs in two stages: one based on the kinetics processes occurring at an essentially constant gas density on timescales much
shorter than the characteristic gas-dynamic time, and another in which gas dynamic rarefaction of the channel becomes dominant. In other words, this work
suggests that the two regimes described by Naidis [2005] would occur successively
rather than simultaneously.
The model developed in this chapter includes all the components previously
incorporated in the model of spark discharges and summarized in the literature review above. Our kinetic approach does not directly adopt the most recent complex
kinetics schemes involving several tens of species and several hundreds of reactions
[e.g., Sentman et al., 2008a, b; Flitti and Pancheshnyi , 2009] but it identifies the
dominant reactions relevant to the problem of air heating in the streamer channel
and investigates their impact on the streamer-to-spark transition dynamics. There
are two principal approaches that are used in the existing literature for modeling studies of air heating effects in streamer discharges. Marode [1983] provides
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an excellent review of related approaches including their relevance to practical
systems and the external circuit considerations driving the discharge. The first
approach postulates either a time-dependent or a stationary current and derives
time dynamics of the electric field, conductivity and other parameters of the channel assuming continuity of the current along the channel [e.g., Aleksandrov et al.,
2001; Benilov and Naidis, 2003; Bazelyan et al., 2007; Popov , 2001, 2003, 2009].
The second approach assumes a constant value of the electric field in the channel and then self-consistently evaluates dynamics of other discharge parameters
(i.e., conductivity, current, gas temperature, etc) [Marode et al., 1979; Bastien and
Marode, 1985; Aleksandrov et al., 1998; Naidis, 1999, 2005]. As is demonstrated
in the above cited literature, the second approach describes very well a situation
after the streamer bridges a relatively short gap with a constant applied voltage,
and there are several related experiments conducted under controlled laboratory
conditions at ground and near ground air pressures in which streamer-to-spark
transition times have been accurately measured [e.g., Černák et al., 1995; Larsson,
1998]. The present study reports results relevant to the second approach. The
related model set up is motivated by the possibility to carefully test the modelcalculated transition times in comparison with experimental data. The goal of the
present investigation is to conduct a systematic study of the gas dynamics and
chemical kinetics of the streamer-to-spark transition at different air densities. The
set up of our model is similar to that reported by Naidis [2005]. We extend this
previous work by studying scaling properties of air heating for a broad range of air
densities corresponding to altitudes of 0–70 km in the Earth atmosphere.

7.2

Formulation of the Model of Streamer-toSpark Transition

The model, which we developed for the studies of the effective time τbr of the
initial stage of air heating in the streamer channel up to temperature Tbr =5000 K,
is one-dimensional (1-D) axisymmetric and axially invariant (i.e., only dependent
on the time t and the radial coordinate r in the cylindrical coordinate system).
The model couples a zero-dimensional kinetics scheme with a fully one-dimensional
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gas dynamics model. It allows the investigation of streamer-to-spark transition at
various air densities, or equivalently at various altitudes in the Earth atmosphere.
At ground pressure (105 Pa), the discharge is modeled in a short air gap of size
d=1 cm with the constant applied voltage U . During most of the heating time,
after the streamer bridged the gap, the applied electric field E in the gap can
be assumed to be uniform along the axis [e.g., Naidis, 1999, 2005] and is given
by E = (U − Uc )/d, where Uc is the voltage drop at the cathode (Uc =0.2 kV).
The channel has a radius rs taken to be equal to 0.2 mm. In addition, the radial
distribution of the electronic conductivity σe and ionic conductivity σi is assumed
0 −r
to be Gaussian: σe,i =σe,i
e

2 /r 2
s

0
, where σe,i
are the values of the electronic and

ionic conductivities on the axis of the channel at r=0 [e.g., Naidis, 1999]. This
approximation differs from that of Popov [2001, 2003], who assumed that the radial
dependence of the electron density (and hence of the conductivity) was governed
by the advection with the ambient air velocity and by the ambipolar diffusion
processes. To model self-similar discharges, such as those in the experimental work
by Tardiveau et al. [2001], it is necessary to scale the parameters of the model
with the neutral density. This scaling is done based on the similarity relations
summarized in [Pasko, 2006]. The scaling of the different parameters of the model
and their scaling properties are given in Table 7.1.
The gas dynamics in the model is governed by the Euler equations [e.g., Marode,
1983, p. 142; Brown, 1991, p. 267; Popov , 2003, 2009] and includes the equations
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy and the equation of balance of
the vibrational energy of N2 (equations (7.3), (7.4), (7.5), and (7.6), respectively):
∂ρ
+ ∇ ⋅ (ρ⃗
v) = 0
∂t

(7.3)

∂
(ρ⃗
v ) + ∇ ⋅ (ρ⃗
v v⃗) = −∇p
∂t

(7.4)

∂ε
+ ∇ ⋅ {(ε + p) v⃗} = ηT Qe + Qi + QVT
∂t
∂εv
+ ∇ ⋅ (εv v⃗) = ηV Qe − QVT
∂t

(7.5)
(7.6)

where ρ, v⃗, p, ε, and εv represent the mass density, velocity, pressure, energy
density, and vibrational energy density of N2 , in the channel, respectively. The
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total Joule energy deposition rate per unit volume Q is divided into its electronic
component Qe =σe E 2 and ionic component Qi =σi E 2 , such that Q=Qe +Qi . The
QVT term in equations (7.5) and (7.6) describes the transfer of energy from the
vibrational energy levels of nitrogen to the translational energy of the gas. The
energy density ε is defined as ε = ρ (⃗
v ⋅ v⃗) /2 + p/ (γ − 1), where γ is the specific
heat ratio, assumed to be constant and equal to 1.4. In fact, the specific heat ratio
depends on the gas composition and varies with temperature, in particular, for
Tg ≳2000 K. But for all the results presented in this work, Tg ≳2000 K means that
Table 7.1. Parameters for the model of streamer-to-spark transition.

Parameter
Domain size
Streamer radius
Space step
Time step
Electron mobilitya
Positive ion mobility
Negative ion mobility
Initial gas temperature
Initial vibrational temperature of N2
Final gas temperature
Fraction of N2 in air
Fraction of O2 in air
Average mass of air particle
Quantum of vibrational
energy
Applied electric field
Initial gas density
Initial pressure
Initial O+2 density
Initial electron density
a The

Symbol

Value at sea level

Lr
rs
δr
δt
µe
µ+
µ−
Tg
Tv

Scaling
property
−1
2 mm
∝(N /N0 )
−1
0.2 mm
∝(N /N0 )
−1
4 µm
∝(N /N0 )
−1
0.1×min(δr/cs , τVTN2 ,O2 , τVTO )∝(N /N0 )
−1
∼5×10−2 V⋅m2 s−1
∝(N /N0 )
−1
2.5×10−4 V⋅m2 s−1
∝(N /N0 )
−1
2.2×10−4 V⋅m2 s−1
∝(N /N0 )
0
300 K
∝(N /N0 )
0
300 K
∝(N /N0 )

Tbr
xN 2
xO2
mg

5000 K
0.79
0.21
4.82×10−26 kg

∝(N /N0 )
0
∝(N /N0 )
0
∝(N /N0 )
0
∝(N /N0 )

∆Ev

0.29 eV

∝(N /N0 )

E
N
p
nO+2
ne

14–24 kV/cm
2.5×1019 cm−3
105 Pa
2×1014 cm−3
2×1014 cm−3

∝(N /N0 )
1
∝(N /N0 )
1
∝(N /N0 )
2
∝(N /N0 )
2
∝(N /N0 )

0

0

1

electron mobility depends on the reduced electric field E/N [e.g., Morrow
and Lowke, 1997].
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the system already enters the phase of exponential increases of the gas temperature
and is close to the spark stage (see discussion in Section 8.1 and Figures 8.3a
and 8.5a). Thus, the change of the specific heat ratio has a small influence on our
results. The quantities ηT and ηV are the fractions of the Joule energy transferred
directly to gas heating (“fast heating”) and to the vibrational energy levels of the
nitrogen molecules, respectively. In our calculations of ηT and ηV , we assume an
air mixture consisting of 78.11% of nitrogen, 20.91% oxygen, and 0.98% argon.
The rates of energy losses by electrons per unit volume (in eV m−3 s−1 ) in the
various collisional processes (see below) are obtained from the BOLSIG+ software
[Hagelaar and Pitchford , 2005]. They include the energy losses in: elastic collisions,
excitation of rotational, vibrational and electronic levels, and ionization of N2
N2
N2
N2
N2
N2
molecules, denoted qela
, qrot
, qvib
, qelec
, and qion
, respectively; elastic collisions,

excitation of rotational, vibrational and electronic levels, and ionization of O2
O2
O2
O2
O2
O2
molecules, denoted qela
, qrot
, qvib
, qelec
, and qion
, respectively; and, elastic collisions,
Ar
Ar
excitation of electronic levels, and ionization of Ar atoms, denoted qela
, qelec
, and
Ar
qion
, respectively. After introducing the fractions ηβα for energy losses for a given

species α in the process β as ηβα = qβα / ∑α,β qβα , the quantities ηT and ηV are given
by the following equations :
N2
O2
N2
O2
O2
N2
O2
Ar
Ar
) + (ηrot
) + ηvib
)
ηT = (ηela
+ ηela
+ ηela
+ ηrot
+ 0.3 × (ηelec
+ ηelec
+ ηelec
N2
ηV = ηvib

(7.7)
(7.8)

In our calculations of ηT represented by (7.7), we assumed that 30% of the energy
expended on the excitation of the electronic degrees of freedom of the molecules is
directly transferred to gas heating [Aleksandrov et al., 1998; Naidis, 1999; Popov ,
2001]. Figure 7.2 shows the values of ηT and ηV for the range of reduced electric
field E/N from 3.72×10−2 Td (1 Td=10−17 V⋅cm2 ) to 3.72×102 Td calculated from
(7.7) and (7.8). We note that in our model E is assumed to be uniform and
constant and N varies with r and t. These variations are reflected in the changes
in ηT and ηV entering in equations (7.5) and (7.6).
The electronic conductivity at r=0 is defined as: σe0 =qe µe ne , where qe , µe , and
ne are the electronic charge, mobility, and number density of electrons obtained
using the kinetics scheme. Similarly, the ionic conductivity at r=0 is defined as:
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Figure 7.2. Fractions of Joule energy spent in fast heating ηT (solid line), and vibrational excitation of N2 molecules ηV (dashed line) as a function of the applied reduced
field E/N in Td. The results are based on BOLSIG+ software calculations [Hagelaar
and Pitchford , 2005].

σi0 =∑α qα µα nα , where α represents the following ions: O+2 , O+4 , O+2 N2 , O− , O−2 , and
O−3 , and where qα , µα and nα are the charge, mobility, and number density of the
species α also obtained using the kinetics scheme (see discussion below in this section). The positive and negative ions mobilities are given by µ+ =2.5×10−4 V⋅m2 s−1
and µ− =2.2×10−4 V⋅m2 s−1 at ground pressure and scale inversely proportionally
with the gas density (∝N0 /N ) [Zhao et al., 1995]. The electronic mobility µe is
calculated as a function of the reduced electric field E/N using the approach specified in [Morrow and Lowke, 1997]. Similarly to the approach used in [Naidis, 2005]
the radial dependence of the electronic and ionic Joule energy deposition rates (Qe
and Qi , respectively) is assumed to be Gaussian along the r-axis, and the related
terms are expressed as Qe =σe0 E 2 e−r

2 /r 2
s

and Qi =σi0 E 2 e−r

2 /r 2
s

, respectively.

The transfer of energy from the vibrational energy levels of molecular nitrogen to translational energy QVT is expressed as QVT =[εv − εv,eq (Tg )] /τVT , where
1/τVT =1/τVTN2 ,O2 +1/τVTO . The quantities Tg , Tv , εv , and εv,eq (Tg ) are the gas
temperature, the vibrational temperature of N2 molecules, vibrational energy per
unit volume of nitrogen molecules at Tv , and the equilibrium value of εv at the
temperature Tv =Tg , respectively [e.g., Naidis, 1999; Popov , 2003]. The timescales
τVTN2 ,O2 and τVTO are the timescales describing the relaxation of the vibrational
energy of the vibrationally excited N2 molecules into the translational energy of
air molecules. We note that our model formulation explicitly includes a term con-
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taining τVTO , which describes the efficient quenching of vibrational excitation of
N2 by atomic oxygen [Aleksandrov et al., 1997, and references therein]. From [e.g.,
Naidis, 2007], we have: εv =nN2 ∆Ev / (e∆Ev /kB Tv − 1), where ∆Ev is the quantum
of vibrational energy of N2 molecules (∆Ev =0.29 eV), and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. The timescale τVTN2 ,O2 is related to the gas temperature and pressure as
1/3

τVTN2 ,O2 =6.5×10−4 e137/Tg [K] /p[Pa] s [e.g., Mnatsakanyan and Naidis, 1985], and
τVTO depends on both the gas temperature Tg and the number density of atomic
1/3

oxygen nO as: τVTO =1/ (nO [cm−3 ] 1.07×10−10 e−69.9/Tg [K] ) s [e.g., Taylor , 1974].
We note that Tv , Tg , and τVTN2 ,O2 radial dependencies can be calculated from ρ,
v⃗, ε, and εv . We use the on-axis value of nO provided by the 0-D kinetics scheme
(see below) to estimate the value of τVTO . The results of the present work are not
sensitive to this approximation.
The system of equations (7.3)–(7.6) is discretized using a finite-difference method
[e.g., Potter , 1973, pp. 15–17] and solved using a second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme
[e.g., Press et al., 1992, p. 844]. The time step δt is related to the space step δr
and to the timescales of the vibrational–translational relaxation through the relationship: δt<min(δr/cs , τVTN2 ,O2 , τVTO ), where cs is the sound velocity in the gas:
√
cs = γp/ρ. This condition satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability criterion
[e.g., Courant et al., 1928; Potter , 1973, p. 63]. At the beginning of each time
step, the gas dynamics model takes for input the values of ρ, v⃗, ε, and εv at the
end of the previous step to calculate the quantities ηT , ηV , QVT , and p. The terms
Qe , Qi , and QVT are obtained from the electron, ion, and atomic oxygen densities
calculated by the 0-D kinetics scheme described hereafter.
The kinetics scheme developed for the studies presented in this work involves
17 species (electrons e; neutral particles N2 , O2 , O, N, NO, O2 (a1 ∆g ), N2 (A3 Σ+u ),
N2 (B3 Πg ), N2 (C3 Πu ), N2 (a′1 Σ−u ); negative ions O− , O−2 , O−3 ; and positive ions
O+2 , O+4 , O+2 N2 ) with 67 reactions summarized in Table 7.2. The model rates are
taken from [Vallance-Jones, 1974; Kossyi et al., 1992; Lowke, 1992; Walter et al.,
1994; Aleksandrov et al., 1995; Morrow and Lowke, 1997; Popov , 2001; Benilov and
Naidis, 2003; Liu and Pasko, 2004]. The model accounts for the effects of gains
in electron energy in collisions with vibrationally excited N2 on the rate constants
of processes involving electron impact collisions (reactions R2–R3 and R28–R30 in
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Figure 7.3. Algorithm for the 1-D axisymmetric, axially invariant model of streamer-to-spark transition. The time notation t
represents the timeline for the gas dynamics model, and t′ denotes that of the kinetics scheme. If ρ, v⃗, ε, εv are known at t(n)
(step (a)), then the model calculates the values of N , Tg , and εv at step (b) and uses them as input values for the kinetics scheme
to derive the densities of each species α in the interval [t′ (0), t′ (n′ )] (step (c)). Then the model calculates the electronic and ionic
conductivities of the plasma σe0 and σi0 and density of atomic oxygen on the axis (r=0) at t(n + 1/2) by averaging the values of σe0 ,
σi0 and nO calculated at t=t′ (0) and t=t′ (n′ ) (step (d)). Afterward, the terms corresponding to the electronic and ionic Joule
energy deposition per unit volume Qe and Qi and energy transfer from the vibrational energy levels of nitrogen to translational
energy QVT per unit volume are calculated at every point r of the simulation domain at t=t(n + 1/2) (step (e)). Finally the values
of ρ, v⃗, ε, εv are calculated at t(n + 1) using the quantities obtained from steps (a) and (e) (step (f)/(a)). The process is repeated
until Tg reaches a breakdown value Tbr =5000 K.

Table 7.2: List of reactions
Reactants
R1

M

→
→O+
2

+e

Products

Rate constant

Units

References

#

Comments

Generation of electrons by direct ionization: Fion
+e

+e

νi

(1/s) [Morrow and Lowke, 1997] (A1/A2) νi =kiz,O2 [O2 ]+kiz,N2 [N2 ];
M=N2 , O2

R2a

NO

+e

R3a

O

+e

R4

→NO+
→O+

N2 (A) + N2
(a′ ) + N

(a′ )
(a′ )

→N+
4
→N+
4

R5

N2

R6

O2

+e

R7

O2

+e

+ M →O−
2

R8

O2

+O

+ e →O

R9

O+
2

+e

R12

O+
2
O+
4
O+
2 N2

R13

O−
2

R10
R11

R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20

O−
2
O−
O−
O−
2
O−
3
O−

O−

2

→O−

Generation of electrons by stepwise and associative ionizations: Fstep
+e

+e

+e

+e

+e

5.0×10−9 exp(−460/(E/N ))F

4.0×10−9 exp(−713/(E/N ))F

5×10−11

2×10−10

+e

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(3)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(4)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi

et al., 1992]

(25)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi

et al., 1992]

(26)

O+ +O2 →O+
2 +O

+
N+
4 +O2 →O2 +N2 +N2

+
N+
4 +O2 →O2 +N2 +N2

Loss of electrons by two and three-body attachment processes: Fa2 + Fa3
+O

ν a2

+M

ν a3

+ O−
2

(1/s) [Morrow and Lowke, 1997] (A3/A4) νa2 =ka2 [O2 ]
(1/s) [Morrow and Lowke, 1997]

10−31

(cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(A5)

νa3 =ka3 [O2 ][M]; M=N2 , O2

(48)

Loss of electrons by electron-ion recombination: Frec

+e

→O
+ M →O2

2×10−7 (300/Te )

+O

6×10−27 (300/T

+M

1.4×10−6 (300/Te )1/2
1.3×10−6 (300/Te )1/2

+e

→O2

+ O2

+e

→O2

+ N2

+ O2 (a)

→O2

+ O2

+e

+ N2 (A)

→O2

+ N2

+e

+ N2

→N2 O

+e

+O

→O2

+e

+O

→O3

+e

+O

→O2

+ O2

+ O2 (a)

→O3

+e

+ N2 (A)

→O

+ N2

R21

O−

+ NO

+e

R22

O−
2

→NO2

+ O2

→O2

+ O2

e)

1.5

2×10−10

+e

(44)

et al., 1992]

(30)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(34)

A=O+
2 ; M=O2 , N2

Generation of electrons by detachment: Fd
(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

2.1×10−9
9×10−13

1.5×10−10

+e

(40)

(cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]
(cm3 /s) [Kossyi

5×10−10
+e

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

3×10−10

3×10−10

2.2×10−9

2.6×10−10
2×10−10 e−0.52/Tef2 1−e
1−e−θ

−4θ

(58)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(60)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(22)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(23)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(25)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(26)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(62)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(64)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(24)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(21)

θ=0.13(1/Tg [eV] − 1/Tef2 )

Tef2 =Tg [eV] + 5.2×10−6 (E/N )2 [eV]
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Table 7.2 – Continued
Reactants

→

Products

Rate constant

Units

References

#

Comments

Electron impact excitation of metastable state: Fex
R23

O2

+e

→O2 (a) + e

νO2 (a)

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(8)

νO2 (a) =kO2 (a) [O2 ]

R24

N2

+e

→N2 (A) + e

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(4)

νm,N2 =kN2 (A) [N2 ]

R25

N2

+e

→N2 (a′ ) + e

νN2 (A)
νN2 (a′ )

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(6)

νN2 ,a =kN2 (a′ ) [N2 ]

R26

N2

+e

→N2 (B) + e

ν1P

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(5)

ν1P =k1P [N2 ]

R27

N2

+e

→N2 (C) + e

ν2P

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(7)

ν2P =k2P [N2 ]

Electron impact dissociation: Fdi
+e

→N

+N

+e

5.0×10−9 exp(−646/(E/N ))F

O2

+e

→O(3 P)

+ O(3 P)

+e

R30a O2

+e

→O(3 P) + O(1 D)

+e

R28a N2
R29a

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(5)

F νO(3 P)

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(10)

F νO(1 D)

(1/s) [Aleksandrov et al., 1995]

(11)

[Benilov and Naidis, 2003, (6)]

Ground states chemistry: Fgd
R31

N

+ NO

→O

+ N2

R32

N

+ O2

→O

+ NO

1.1×10−10 Tg [eV]1/2
1.2×10−10 Tg [eV] exp(−0.27/Tg [eV])

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(15)

(cm3 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(17)

Active states chemistry and collisional and radiative deactivation: F ∗

R33b N2 (B)

→N2 (A) + hν(1PN2 )

1.7×105

(1/s) [Liu and Pasko, 2004]

R34b N2 (C)

→N2 (B) + hν(2PN2 )

2.0×107

(1/s) [Liu and Pasko, 2004]

R35b N2 (B) + N2

→N2

+ N2

R36b N2 (C) + O2

→N2

+ O2

R37

O2 (a) + O2

→O2

+ O2

R38

N2 (A) + O

→NO

+ N (1 D)

R39b N2 (A) + N2 (A)

→N2 (B) + N2

R40b N2 (A) + N2 (A)

→N2 (C) + N2

R41

→N2

R42
R43

N2 (A) + O
N2 (A) + O2

(cm3 /s) [Vallance-Jones, 1974]

2.2×10−18 (Tg /300)0.8

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(123)

7.7×10−11

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(102)

1.6×10−10

(cm3 /s) [Popov , 2001]

(4)

[Kossyi et al., 1992, (104)]

(cm3 /s) [Popov , 2001]

(3)

[Kossyi et al., 1992, (104)]

2.54×10−12

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(100)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(115)

7×10−12

2.1×10−11

N2 (a′ ) + O2

→N2

+O

+O

→N2

+O

+O

A−

→A

+B

→O

+ O2

→O2

+ O2

→O3

+ O2

[Walter et al., 1994]

1.0×10−11

3.0×10−10

+ O (1 S)

[Walter et al., 1994]

(cm3 /s) [Vallance-Jones, 1974]

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

2.8×10−11

Table 4.7
Table 4.7
[Lowke, 1992, (6)]

(108)

Ion-ion recombination: Fii
R44
R45

O−
2
O−
3

+ O+
2

+ O+
2
+ O+
2

Continued on Next Page. . .

2×10−7 (300/Tg )0.5

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(I)

A− =O− ; B+ =O+
2
+
+
A− =O−
2 ; B =O2
+
+
A− =O−
3 ; B =O2
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R46

O−

+ B+

Table 7.2 – Continued
Reactants
A−
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
R53
R54
R55
R56
R57
R58

O−

O−
O−

O−
2
O−
2
O−
2
O−
3
O−
3
O−
3
O+
4

O+
4
O+
2

R63

O+
2 N2
O+
2
O+
4
O+
2 N2
O+
4

R64

O−

R59
R60
R61
R62

R65
R66
R67

O−
2
O−
3
O−

+ BC +

+ O+
2

+ O+
4
+ O+
2 N2
+ O+
2
+ O+
4
+ O+
2 N2
+ O+
2
+ O+
4
+ O+
2 N2
+ O2 (a)
+O
+ O2
+ O2
+ N2
+ N2
+ N2
+ O2

→

+C

→O

+O

+O

→O

+ O2

+ O2

→O

+ O2

+ N2

→O2

+O

+O

→O2

+ O2

+ O2

→O2

+ O2

+ N2

→O3

+O

+O

→O3

+ O2

+ O2

→O3

+ O2

+ N2

+ O2

+ O2 10−10

→O+
2

→O+
2

+ O2 →O+
4

→O+
4
+ N2 →O+
2 N2
→O+
2 N2
→O+
2
→O+
2

+ O2 (a)
+O

→O2

+ O2

Rate constant

→O−
2

+ M →O−
3

+ N2

+
+
A− =O−
2 ; BC =O2 N2
+
+
A− =O−
3 ; BC =O2

+
+
A− =O−
3 ; BC =O4

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(228)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(229)

(cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(167)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(232)

(cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(168)

4.61×10−12 (300/Tg )2.5 exp(−2650/Tg ) (cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

+ N2 1.1×10−6 (300/Tg )5.3 exp(−2357/Tg )

+ N2

+ O2 3.3×10−6 (300/Tg )4 exp(−5030/Tg )

+ O2

+ O−

3.3×10−10

3.2×10−10

+ O2

−1
2.8×10−32 Tef1

+M

[eV] + 6.9×10−6 (E/N )2

(226)

(cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(231)

(cm6 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(227)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(242)

Negative ions chemistry: Fi−

10−10

+O

+
+
A− =O−
3 ; BC =O2 N2

Positive ions chemistry: Fi+

0.9×10−30 (300/Tg )2

+ O2

A− =O− ; BC+ =O+
2

+
+
A− =O−
2 ; BC =O4

10−9

+ N2

Comments

+
+
A− =O−
2 ; BC =O2

2.4×10−30 (300/Tg )3.2

+ O2

#
(II)

A− =O− ; BC+ =O+
2 N2

3×10−10

+ O3

References

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

A− =O− ; BC+ =O+
4

Tef1 =Tg

a

Units

10−7

+B

→O−
2

+O

Products

→A

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(237)

(cm3 /s) [Kossyi et al., 1992]

(247)

(cm6 /s) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]

(27)

M=N2 , O2

[eV]

A correction to account for gains in electron energy in collisions with vibrationally excited nitrogen molecules is introduced by
2

means of the factor: F =eCz/(E/N ) where C=6.5×103 Td2 and z=e−∆Ev /kB Tv [Benilov and Naidis, 2003].
Reactions R32, R33, R34, R35, R38 are used to derive the densities of N2 (B) and N2 (C) in a steady state approximation.
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Table 7.2) [Benilov and Naidis, 2003]. The system of kinetic equations is solved
to describe the time dynamics of the density of each species α on the axis of the
discharge, i.e., using a 0-D approximation [Naidis, 1999, 2005]. In particular, the
general balance equation for the electron number density (α=e) can be written in
the form [Naidis, 1999]:
dne
= (Fion + Fstep + Fd − Fa2 − Fa3 − Frec ) ne
dt

(7.9)

where Fion is the rate of direct ionization of N2 and O2 ; Fstep is the sum of the
rates of ionization of radicals by the electron impact and associative ionization in
collisions of excited N2 ; Fd , Fa2 , Fa3 , and Frec are the rates of detachment, two- and
three-body attachment, and electron-ion recombination, respectively. The source
terms corresponding to associative ionization and detachment are not proportional
to the electron number density ne , but the representation of the corresponding
terms in the form of (7.9) is very convenient for purposes of comparison of different
processes [Naidis, 1999].
In summary, the model employs a fully 1-D axisymmetric, axially invariant
gas dynamics model coupled to a 0-D kinetics scheme according to the algorithm
schematically represented in Figure 7.3. The time integration is ended when the
gas temperature Tg reaches the predefined breakdown temperature Tbr =5000 K.
The laboratory data on timescales of air heating in streamer channels at ground
and near-ground pressures [Larsson, 1998], and related modeling studies [Naidis,
1999, 2005] indicate that the experimentally measured and previously calculated τbr
values are in good agreement with our model results for the range
18<EN0 /N <24 kV/cm (see the results presented in Section 8.1). We emphasize
that the combined action of uncertainties in the initial streamer electron density
(ne ∣t=0 =1–3×1014 cm−3 ), the initial densities of active species in the streamer after the passage of the high electric field pulse associated with the streamer head,
and the cathode voltage drop (Uc ) lead to an estimated combined uncertainty
of a factor of two for the model breakdown times τbr reported in the next section. In this work, we choose the same initial conditions as in [Naidis, 2005]
(ne ∣t=0 =2×1014 cm−3 , Uc =0.2 kV, and zero initial densities of active species) to
demonstrate performance of our model in comparison with results given in [Naidis,
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1999, 2005]. The conclusions derived in the present work on air-density-dependent
scaling of the discharge properties are not sensitive to these assumptions.

7.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, we develop an air-density-dependent model of streamer-to-spark
transition. The model accounts for the effects of the dynamic expansion of the
heated air on the reduced electric field E/N and of the resultant plasma kinetics
in the streamer channel. It also includes the transfer of energy through vibrational–
translational relaxation of N2 molecules, and a realistic partition of input energy
into gas heating and vibrational excitation of N2 molecules during the streamerto-spark transition dynamics. In addition to ionization kinetics, involving the
production and interaction of electrons and different types of positive and negative
ions, the model accounts for self-quenching of N2 (A3 Σ+u ) excited molecules, and
′

associative ionization processes involving N2 (A3 Σ+u ) and N2 (a 1 Σ−u ) species. The
model also accounts for the effects of gains in electron energy in collisions with
vibrationally excited N2 (v) on the rate constants of processes involving electron
impact collisions. The model self-consistently couples a fully 1-D axisymmetric,
axially invariant gas dynamics model to a 0-D kinetics scheme involving 17 species
in more than 60 reactions through the derivation of the Joule heating and of
the related energy participating in the channel. In Chapter 8, we investigate the
mechanisms of air heating in the streamer channel and compare our results with
previously published experimental and modeling results.

Chapter

8

Investigation of Timescales of Air
Heating in Streamer Discharges at
Different Altitudes in the Earth
Atmosphere
In this chapter, we apply the model developed in Chapter 7 to investigate the
streamer-to-spark transition as a function of the air density. The model allows investigation of effective timescales τbr of the initial stage of air heating in streamer
channels up to 5000 K at which the thermal ionization becomes important. This
work constitutes a first step toward the understanding of the conversion of hot
leader channels driven by thermal ionization near cloud tops to non-thermal streamer
forms observed at higher altitudes in blue and gigantic jets (see discussion in Chapters 4 and 6). For the present study, the model conditions are set up to closely
resemble those realized in laboratory experiments in order to carefully test the
model-calculated streamer-to-spark transition times in comparison with the available experimental data at ground and near-ground pressures. We also investigate
the scaling of effective heating times with the air density N .
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8.1

Results of Modeling of the Streamer-to-Spark
Transition

In this section, we present results of simulations of the streamer-to-spark transition at various altitudes, or equivalently air densities. The results are obtained
assuming that the discharge occurs in a domain with radius Lr =2 mm at ground
pressure. Based on their experimental results, Tardiveau et al. [2001] suggested
that in studies of similarity laws, the entire system should be scaled, and consequently Lr is scaled with neutral density (Lr ∝1/N , see Table 7.1). The breakdown
time τbr is always much less than the ratio Lr /cs ≃10 µs at ground pressure, so that
the boundary effects are negligible in the results presented in this work. The scaling
of Lr with altitude ensures that this result holds at any altitude.
The 1-D axisymmetric, axially invariant simulation domain of radius Lr is
then discretized using 500 space steps of length δr, and consequently δr scales
inversely with the neutral density, too (δr∝1/N ). The time step δt used in the
Lax-Wendroff algorithm in the gas dynamics model (see Figure 7.3) is chosen as:
δt=0.1×min(δr/cs , τVTN2 ,O2 , τVTO ) and therefore satisfies the Courant-FriedrichsLewy condition for stability of the finite-difference numerical scheme as already
discussed in Chapter 7. The initial conditions and the other parameters of the
model are summarized in Table 7.1 with their respective scaling properties.
Figure 8.1a displays the breakdown times τbr at normal and reduced pressure as
a function of the applied voltage U . Results are compared with experimental data
obtained by Černák et al. [1995] and Larsson [1998]. The solid lines represent the
model breakdown times under normal pressure (p=105 Pa) and reduced pressure
(p=0.75×105 Pa). The dashed line shows the breakdown time in a constant neutral
gas density channel assuming a constant conductivity of the channel and that all
the power from the system Q is directly used for heating of the plasma. The symbols ‘◽’ show experimental results reported by Černák et al. [1995], and ‘○’ and ‘●’
show the results obtained by Larsson [1998]. The data obtained by Larsson [1998]
are obtained for a 1-cm-long air gap under a constant voltage and are particularly
interesting because they represent the experimental setup closest to the model formulated in Chapter 7. Figure 8.1 shows very good agreement between the model
results and the experimental data. In comparison, the estimates based on pure
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Figure 8.1. (a) Experimental and model streamer-to-spark transition times for various
applied voltages. The solid lines represent the transition times under normal pressure
(p=105 Pa) and reduced pressure (p=0.75×105 Pa). The broken line shows the breakdown
time of a Joule heated channel with constant neutral gas density corresponding to p=
105 Pa and assuming a constant plasma conductivity in the channel. The symbols ‘◽’
show the experimental results obtained by Černák et al. [1995], and ‘○’ and ‘●’ show the
results obtained by Larsson [1998]. The data obtained reduced density are shown with
full circle ‘●’, while data taken at atmospheric pressure are shown with open circles ‘○’.
(b) Same model and experimental data as in panel (a) but using reduced values of the
applied field (EN0 /N ) and of the transition times (τbr N /N0 ).

Joule heating (dashed line) demonstrate a completely different slope of variation
of τbr as a function of the applied voltage and no good quantitative agreement
with the observations. Figure 8.1b presents the same results but scaled with the
neutral density. Both experimental and model transitions times are scaled with
N as τbr N /N0 (which is a good estimate of the scaling factor as is shown below
in Figure 8.9), and the applied electric field is represented in its usual reduced
form as EN0 /N . We note that the model curves and the data points obtained at
two different pressures both form a monotonic continuous set when represented
in the τbr N /N0 versus EN0 /N format. These results indicate that experimentally
measured and modeled transition times agree, and both scale approximately as
1/N .
Figure 8.2 compares the streamer-to-spark transition times obtained using a 0D model under the assumption of constant density N (dashed lines), a 0-D model
under the assumption of a constant pressure p (dot-dashed lines), and the 1-D
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of 0-D models under constant pressure p, constant density N ,
and 1-D model of Chapter 7 at different altitudes and for two different kinetic schemes:
including O+2 only at z=0 km (a) and z=70 km (c); and including O+2 , O+4 , and O+2 N2 at
z=0 km (b) and z=70 km (d).

model described in Chapter 7 (solid lines). The model results are obtained at
different altitudes (0 km in panels (a) and (b)) and 70 km (in panels (c) and (d))
for two kinetic schemes including electrons, neutral species N2 , O2 , O, N, NO,
negative ions O− , O−2 , O−3 , and excited species O2 (a1 ∆g ), N2 (A3 Σ+u ), N2 (B3 Πg ),
N2 (C3 Πu ), N2 (a′1 Σ−u ). The two kinetic schemes differ only through the treatment
of positive ions. Only O+2 ions are included in the cases of Figure 8.2a and 8.2c.
The related chemical kinetics can be considered as similar to that presented in
[Naidis, 1999] where O+2 was observed as the dominant positive ion. The cases of
Figures 8.2b and 8.2d include a more complete set of ions: O+2 , O+4 , and O+2 N2 .
The N+2 ions produced as result of electron impact ionization of the N2 , and the N+4
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ions produced in associative ionization reactions R4 and R5 (Table 7.2) are usually
assumed to readily convert into O+2 ions due to fast-charge-exchange reactions [e.g.,
Aleksandrov and Bazelyan, 1999; Sentman et al., 2008a, b]. This approximation is
fully justified by the timescale of these conversions (∼1 ns at altitude 0 km), which
is much shorter than the timescale of the streamer-to-spark transition. Therefore,
we assume in our model that the electron impact ionization of N2 and the associative ionization reactions directly lead to the production of O+2 ions. Similarly,
we assume that atomic oxygen ions O+ produced in reaction R3 (Table 7.2) very
quickly convert to O+2 ions via a charge exchange reaction O+ +O2 →O+2 +O that has
timescale ∼30 ns at 0 km and ∼0.4 ms at 70 km [Sentman et al., 2008a, b].
The O+2 ions quickly convert into O+4 ions through the reaction R58 (Table 7.2)
and into O+2 N2 ions through the reaction R60 (Table 7.2). The rate of conversion
of O+2 N2 ions into O+4 via the three-body reaction R59 is also very high leading
to the predominance of this ion at high air densities (low altitudes). Figures 8.4
and 8.6 presented below illustrate that the O+4 ion dominates at altitude 0 km,
but O+2 dominates at 70 km. The importance of O+4 ions at high air pressures is
underscored by the fact that these ions have a very high recombination rate with
electrons (R11, Table 7.2) leading to a slower streamer-to-spark transition. This is
confirmed by the direct comparison of the results presented in Figure 8.2a, which
are obtained assuming O+2 ions only, and those presented in Figure 8.2b based on
a complete positive ion chemistry including O+2 , O+4 , and O+2 N2 ions. We note that
although electron impact ionization of NO (R2) is explicitly included in our model,
under the studied conditions NO+ ions do not make any significant contribution
to streamer-to-spark transition dynamics.
Figure 8.2 shows that at any altitude and for both schemes, the 1-D model converges toward the 0-D model under constant density at high-applied electric fields
and toward the 0-D model under constant pressure at lower applied electric field.
A significant difference appears from the comparison of the situations described in
Figure 8.2: although at low pressures (panels (c) and (d)) the differences between
constant density and constant pressure streamer-to-spark transition times do not
exceed ∼25%, the results produced by the different models can differ by as much
as a factor 2 to 3 at ground pressure. In the next section, we discuss the reasons
for those differences.
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Figure 8.3. Time dynamics of the streamer-to-spark transition at altitude 0 km and
EN0 /N =19 kV/cm. (a) Changes in the reduced neutral gas density N /N0 at the axis
of the channel; (b) Variations of the reduced pressure p/p0 at the axis of the channel,
where p0 is the ambient pressure at the altitude considered; (c) evolution of the neutral
gas temperature Tg (solid line) and vibrational temperature Tv of N2 at the axis of the
channel (dashed lined); (d) Electric current flowing along the channel and defined as
I=πrs2 (σe0 +σi0 ) E 2 .

Figures 8.3, 8.4, and 8.7a illustrate the temporal dynamics of the streamerto-spark transition at altitude 0 km (i.e., at ground pressure p=105 Pa) assuming
EN0 /N =19 kV/cm and full O+2 , O+4 , and O+2 N2 ion chemistry kinetics. The time by
which the gas temperature reaches 5000 K is τbr =0.95 µs in this case. Figures 8.3a
and 8.3b represent the evolution of the neutral gas density normalized with the
ambient gas density Namb and of the gas pressure p normalized with the ambient
pressure pamb at the altitude of the simulation (0 km). The ratio N /Namb remains
constant until t=0.2 µs, then drops quickly just before reaching the spark stage.
Conversely, the ratio p/pamb increases slowly until t=0.2 µs, when it reaches a
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Figure 8.4. Time dynamics of the streamer-to-spark transition at altitude 0 km and
EN0 /N=19 kV/cm (cont. from Figure 8.3). (a), (b) densities of charged species (e, O− ,
O−2 , O−3 , O+2 , O+4 , and O+2 N2 ), and densities of neutral species (O, N, NO, O2 (a1 ∆g ),
N2 (A3 Σ+u ), and N2 (a′1 Σ−u )) at the axis of the discharge, respectively. (c) Contributions
from the fast heating (ηT Qe=ηT σe0 E 2 ), ionic Joule heating (Qi=σi0 E 2 ), and vibrational–
translational relaxation energy transfer (QVT ) (in eV m−3 s−1 ) appearing on the right
hand side of the equation for translational energy (7.5). (d) Rates of generation and loss
of electrons as a function of time.

plateau for ∼200 ns, and then increases exponentially. Figure 8.3c shows the time
evolution of the gas temperature Tg (solid line) and of the vibrational temperature
Tv of N2 (dashed line) at the axis of the channel. The temperature Tg increases
almost linearly by a few tens of Kelvins until t∼0.5 µs, when it starts increasing
exponentially. A similar observation can be made about Tv . These dynamics are in
good quantitative agreement with those reported previously in [Naidis, 1999, 2005].
The current flowing in the channel I=πrs2 (σi0 +σe0 ) E 2 is represented in panel (d)
of Figure 8.3.
Figures 8.4a and 8.4b show the evolution of the densities of charged and neu-
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Figure 8.5. Time dynamics of the streamer-to-spark transition at altitude 70 km and
EN0 /N=19 kV/cm. (a)–(d) Same as in Figure 8.3.

tral particles with time. Note that O+4 is the dominant species after 10 ns and
until the end of the simulation (i.e., Tg ≥Tbr ). In panel (c), we illustrate the contributions from the fast heating and the vibrational–translational relaxation to the
increase of energy density (and therefore to the neutral gas temperature). The contribution from the fast heating and ionic Joule heating remains largely dominant
over the energy transfer from vibration–translational relaxation until the time of
the transition. Figure 8.4d shows the electron generation and loss rates during the
transition, and emphasizes the relative importance of the detachment and stepwise
ionization processes in the growth of electron density during the streamer-to-spark
transition. It is believed that the fast release of electrons in detachment collisions
is a critically important process for the fast gas heating in streamer channels [e.g.,
Aleksandrov et al., 1997; Naidis, 1999; Vidal et al., 2002; Comtois et al., 2003].
Figure 8.7a illustrates the contributions of different processes to the total rate of
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Figure 8.6. Time dynamics of the streamer-to-spark transition at altitude 70 km and
EN0 /N=19 kV/cm (cont. from Figure 8.5). (a)–(d) Same as in Figure 8.4.

detachment Fd shown in Figure 8.4d, indicating in particular the dominant role of
O− +N2 , O− +O, and O−3 +O interactions (reactions R15, R16, and R18 in Table 7.2,
respectively) in the rapidly growing detachment rate. These results are in good
agreement with the conclusions reached by Naidis [1999] indicating that the major
cause of spark formation is an increase with time in the electron detachment rate
due to the accumulation of oxygen atoms and other active species.
Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7b provide the same information as Figures 8.3, 8.4,
and 8.7a at EN0 /N =19 kV/cm only for the altitude 70 km (i.e., at pressure
p≃7 Pa). In this case, τbr =43.3 ms. Figures 8.5c reveals that the initial linear
increase in Tg is no longer present, instead, Tg remains constant until the very
last stage of the streamer-to-spark transition; then at t∼30 ms, it increases exponentially. Similarly, the neutral gas density remains constant until the time of
exponential increase of Tg , at which point it decreases rapidly (Figures 8.5a). Inter-
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Figure 8.7. Contributions of all reactions of detachment (R13–R22 in Table 7.2) to the
total detachment rate Fd throughout the duration of the streamer-to-spark transition at
0 km (a), and 70 km (b).

estingly, the behavior of the ratio p/pamb in Figure 8.5b is significantly simpler than
at 0 km, as it presents no variations until t∼30 ms. Although O+4 prevails at 0 km
in Figure 8.4a, Figure 8.6a emphasizes that O+2 remains the dominant positive ion
throughout the entire duration of the streamer-to-spark transition at 70 km because
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Figure 8.8. Distribution of the reduced gas density on the radial coordinate (a) at 0 km
at t=0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 µs, and (b) at 70 km at t=10, 20, 30, and 40 ms.

of the disappearance of three-body interactions leading to more complex ions, as
already noted above. Figure 8.6d emphasizes the disappearance of the three-body
attachment and dramatic reduction in the recombination loss rate of electrons at
low air pressures. We emphasize that the reduction of the recombination rate as
documented in Figure 8.6d at low air density in comparison with ground level results shown in Figure 8.4d is one of the fundamental reasons for acceleration of
heating observed at reduced air densities and reported in this chapter. The recombination process is described in kinetic equations by terms that contain products of
electron and ion densities and therefore these terms can be approximately viewed
as quadratic with respect to streamer electron density. Because electron density
itself scales with air density as ∼N 2 , the contribution of these quadratic terms
quickly becomes negligible in comparison with other processes (i.e., two-body attachment) with reduction of air density N . The two-body attachment process, for
example, enters in electron balance equation (7.9) as −Fa2 ne , where Fa2 =νa2 and
νa2 scales proportionally to N . The recombination term enters in the same equation as −Frec ne , where Frec is itself proportional to ne and therefore scales as N 2 ,
becoming negligible in comparison with two-body processes at low air densities at
high altitudes (see Figure 8.6d). Figure 8.7b shows that the detachment rate Fd at
70 km is almost exclusively governed by the O− +N2 interaction (reaction R15 in
Table 7.2) until the very last stage of the transition, when the O− +O interaction
(reaction R16 in Table 7.2) becomes dominant.
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Figure 8.9. Scaling of the breakdown times as a function of the neutral density for
various applied electric fields and altitudes (0, 30, 50, and 70 km). (a) τbr ∝1/N 1 : the
scaling is the same as that of the vibrational–translational relaxation timescale. (b)
τbr ∝ 1/N 2 : the scaling is the same as that of the Joule heating timescale, assuming
constant air density N and time independent conductivity of the channel.

Figure 8.8 shows the distribution of the reduced gas density N /Namb as a function of the radial coordinate at 0 km at t=0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 µs (panel (a)),
and at 70 km at t=10, 20, 30 and 40 ms (panel (b)). It demonstrates that at
higher altitudes the neutral gas density remains almost constant for most of the
transition (within ∼1% of the initial value until t≳30 ms), and almost no radial
expansion of the channel occurs until the very last stage of the streamer-to-spark
transition (panel (b)). At higher air density at lower altitudes, the gas dynamics
effect becomes pronounced much earlier during the transition (panel (a)).
Figure 8.9 shows τbr at 0, 30, 50 and 70 km altitudes for the reduced field range
16<EN0 /N <24 kV/cm. We emphasize that Figures 8.9a and 8.9b show the same
exact values τbr using different ways of scaling them with N . Figure 8.9a presents
the results assuming that the transition times scale similarly to the vibrational–
translational relaxation time (i.e., ∝1/N ) and Figure 8.9b presents the results
assuming that the breakdown times scale similarly to the Joule heating timescale
(i.e., ∝1/N 2 [e.g., Achat et al., 1992]). The curves shown in Figure 8.9a and
Figure 8.9b would coincide if the heating followed the vibrational–translational
or the Joule heating similarity laws, respectively. Therefore, the results shown in
Figure 8.9b indicate a significant acceleration of the heating with reduction of air
pressure. Figure 8.9a and 8.9b demonstrate that τbr scales closer to 1/N than to
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∝1/N 2 . This result agrees with conclusions reached in [Naidis, 2005, Figure 6].

8.2

Discussion

The model introduced in Chapter 7, whose results are presented in Section 8.1,
allows us to investigate the influence of the treatment of positive ions in the kinetics
scheme on the streamer-to-spark transition. It also permits us to quantitatively
evaluate the scaling properties of the streamer-to-spark transition time. In this
section, we discuss related questions and analyze the sensitivity of the model to
the different employed approximations.

8.2.1

Comparison with experimental data, and approximations of constant pressure and gas density

The timescales of streamer-to-spark transition are compared with the experimental
measurements in Figure 8.1. The model results appear to be in excellent agreement
with the experimental data under both normal and reduced pressure conditions
(105 Pa and 0.75×105 Pa, respectively). In comparison, numerical modeling does
not fit experimental data under the conditions of Joule heating assuming constant
neutral density and constant conductivity of the channel (dashed line in Figure 8.1).
The comparison of theoretical and experimental curves (solid lines and ‘◽’, ‘○’, and
‘●’ marks) with each other and with the results obtained for the Joule heated
channel at constant density and channel conductivity therefore emphasizes the
necessity of including the time-dependent chemical kinetics and partitioning of
energy between fast heating and vibrational excitation in order to reproduce the
experimentally observed results (see Figure 8.1).
At low applied voltage, the gas dynamics, which leads to the expansion of the
channel and to the reduction of the air density N , plays a dominant role. Under
these conditions the pressure p stays approximately constant with the increase in
the gas temperature Tg . Low applied voltages correspond to longer breakdown
times allowing the pressure to be equalized on the timescale of the streamer-tospark transition, i.e., allowing us to make the assumption that the channel remains
under constant pressure. The high-applied voltages lead to very small τbr such that
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τbr ≪rs /cs , allowing us to assume that the neutral density barely varies during the
time of the transition. Therefore, it is expected that the 1-D model (including
the gas dynamics) converges towards the 0-D model under assumption of constant pressure at lower applied voltage, and towards the 0-D model under constant
density for higher applied voltage (Figure 8.2), consistent with previous results
by Naidis [2005]. In the latter case, the transition occurs too fast to allow the
gas dynamics to play any significant role. From this result, it follows that the
effects of the gas dynamics can be neglected at high reduced electric field E/N ,
i.e., when the timescale of the variation of the neutral gas density is too slow to
compete with that of the kinetics effects. When the neutral gas density varies on a
timescale comparable to that of the streamer-to-spark transition, the gas dynamics effects act in parallel with the kinetics mechanisms and increase the ionization
(through an increase of the reduced electric field), resulting in a faster transition.
Consequently, the gas dynamics is able to accelerate the transition to spark at low
applied voltage.
Another interesting fact in Figure 8.2 lies in the differences of the transition
times between 0-D constant density and constant pressure models at 0 and 70 km.
At ground level, they can differ by a factor ∼2 to 3, but at higher altitude, their
difference does not exceed ∼25% as evidenced by Figure 8.2. Figure 8.3c shows
that at high air density, the temperature increases steadily throughout most of
the duration of the transition (until t=0.5 µs) and then increases exponentially.
Therefore the variations of Tg are too large to be negligible in this case, and the
pressure p cannot be assumed to be simply proportional the air density N (p∝N
/ )
(see Figures 8.3a and 8.3b). Hence, the 0-D models under assumptions of constant
pressure or density differ significantly for any applied electric field and for both
kinetic models (Figures 8.2a and 8.2b). At higher altitude (Figures 8.2c and 8.2d),
the gas temperature remains almost constant until the very last stages of the
transition when it rapidly increases exponentially (Figures 8.5c). Hence, both the
pressure and air density remain quasi-constant (see Figures 8.5a and 8.5b) and
such that effectively p∝N most of the time. Consequently there is little difference
between the two 0-D models as observed in Figures 8.2c and 8.2d. It is shown earlier
in this section that our 1-D model is bounded by the two 0-D models; therefore, it
can be stated that at high altitude, the three models are approximately equivalent.
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The fundamental physical reason for this equivalence is that the air temperature
increases very rapidly in comparison with the gas dynamic expansion time (i.e.,
τbr ≤rs /cs ) so no significant changes in air density are observed.
The observed model variations in the dynamics of the gas temperature reveal
the existence of two heating phases: one, a regime of steady, linear increase of the
gas temperature, and another manifested in exponential growth of the temperature.
Figure 8.3c shows that both phases exist at high air density, and Figure 8.5c
emphasizes that only the latter exists at lower air density. This observation is
related to the rate of increase in electron number density that increases by two
orders of magnitude at high air density and by as much as four orders of magnitude
at lower air density, leading to a more sudden transition to spark in the second
case than in the first one.

8.2.2

Role of N2 (B3 Πg ) and N2 (C3 Πu ) excited species

In comparison with [Naidis, 1999, 2005], the present study includes B and C excited states of N2 . Although at ground pressure the effects of these states on
heating timescales are negligible, it is important to consider their quenching altitude, defined as the altitude at which the collisional quenching timescale is equal
to the timescale of de-excitation by radiation. The quenching altitude of the C
state is 30 km and that of the B state is 50 km [e.g., Vallance-Jones, 1974, p. 119].
At low air pressures, we observed a slight acceleration of the heating (increasing
from ∼5 to 10% at 70 km for EN /N0 ranging between 14 and 21 kV/cm) owing
to enhancement of the density of N2 (A3 Σ+u ) species due to the cascade from the
B state (R33 in Table 7.2) (also enhanced by the cascade from C state (R34 in
Table 7.2)).

8.2.3

Role of atomic oxygen in detachment collisions

Figures 8.4d and 8.6d show that the streamer-to-spark transition is accompanied
by an increase in the detachment rate of electrons Fd . At 0 km, this is correlated
with an increase of the detachment of O− ions in collision with atomic oxygen (R16)
(Figure 8.7a), which increases in turn with the concentration of oxygen atoms nO .
The importance of the accumulation of oxygen atoms for the fast transition to
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spark was emphasized by Naidis [1999].

8.2.4

Role of ambient NO, O3 , O, and CO2

For all the simulations presented in this chapter, we assumed zero initial densities
for the active species. In particular, this means that we neglected the ambient
density of O3 and NO in the upper atmosphere. At 70 km, nO3 ≃6×108 cm−3 and
nNO ≃1.2×107 cm−3 [e.g., Sentman et al., 2008a, Table 2]. Whether these initial densities are introduced in the model or not does not produce any noticeable change
in the time of streamer-to-spark transition for applied EN0 /N =14–24 kV/cm, and
altitude range between 0 and 70 km. The initial densities of O3 and NO are
maintained to their initial values until the last stages of the transition, when the
behavior of nO3 and nNO with non-zero initial conditions closely follow the dynamics of these species with zero initial densities. The study of the dynamics of
O3 requires to include reactions of production and destruction of O3 . Based on
the estimations of the timescales of several reactions of production and destruction of O3 , it can be shown that O3 is primarily produced by collisions of atomic
oxygen with O2 in the reaction: O+O2 +O2 →O2 +O3 (with constant of reaction
−1.25

kf =8.6×10−31 Tg [K]

cm6 ⋅s−1 ) and destructed in the reaction O2 +O3 →O+O2 +O2

(with constant of reaction kd =73×10−11 e−11400/Tg [K] cm3 ⋅s−1 ) [Parissi et al., 2000].
Parissi et al. [2000] emphasized that the dependence of kf and kd on the temperature Tg implies that the ozone destruction reaction is favored for high temperature.
Using nO3 ≃6×108 cm−3 [Sentman et al., 2008a] and nO ≃2×1010 cm−3 [e.g., Harlow
and Riehl , 1991] for the initial concentrations in O3 and O at 70 km, our simulation
results demonstrate that destruction of O3 is favored for gas temperature above
∼600 K. If the initial temperature is high enough, then we observe a destruction
of the initially present O3 molecules, in agreement with the above discussion.
Similarly, if the ambient density of atomic oxygen at 70 km is accounted for
(nO ≃2×1010 cm−3 [e.g., Harlow and Riehl , 1991]), then the number density of O
remains close to its initial value until the last stages of the transition, when the
difference between the dynamics of atomic oxygen with and without the initial
ambient density of O is no longer significant. Quantitatively, the addition of the
initial nO density produces a small acceleration of the streamer-to-spark transition
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by decreasing the breakdown times by ≲1% for applied EN /N0 =14–24 kV/cm.
The concentration of CO2 molecules at 70 km in the Earth atmosphere is on the
order of 5×1011 cm−3 [e.g., Sentman et al., 2008a] and non-radiating vibrationally
excited N2 (v) molecules are expected to efficiently transfer their energy to CO2 (ν3 )
vibrational states that then radiate infrared emissions at 4.3 µm [e.g., Kumer , 1977;
Picard et al., 1997, and references therein]. The transfer of vibrational energy from
N2 to CO2 takes from several seconds at 70 km to a minute at 90 km altitude [e.g.,
Picard et al., 1997]. Although the lifetime of CO2 (ν3 ) is very short (∼2 ms), in the
mesosphere the effective lifetime of CO2 (ν3 ) and relaxation time of N2 (v) are both
lengthened considerably by reabsorption of 4.3 µm photons (radiation trapping)
and by the reverse VV process in which the vibrational energy is passed back to
N2 . The effective relaxation times of N2 (v) are in the range of 5–7 min at 70–
90 km altitude [Kumer , 1977; Picard et al., 1997]. These timescales exceed by
several orders of magnitude the heating timescales reported in the present work
and therefore related processes are not included in the present model.

8.2.5

Effects of positive ion chemistry

The comparison of Figures 8.2a and 8.2b emphasizes the effects of different positive
ions included in the model. For the simulation results presented in this work, N+2
and N+4 ions are readily converted into O+2 ions [e.g., Naidis, 1999]. This hypothesis
has been tested and simulation results (not presented here for the sake of brevity)
have shown that nitrogen positive ions remain in negligible quantity at any moment
of the simulation at any altitude. The densities of the positive ions in Figures 8.4a
and 8.6a reveal that O+4 is the dominant ion at low altitude, and O+2 is the main
positive ion at high altitude. The O+4 ion is produced in a three-body process R58
and is lost in two-body processes (R11, R48, R51, R54, R56, R57, R61, and R63).
The O+2 N2 ion is produced in the three-body process R60 and can lead to O+4 ion
via a two-body reaction R59. Therefore, the production of both O+4 and O+2 N2
ions fundamentally occurs in three-body interactions. The O+2 ion is produced in
direct electron impact ionization (R1) and in charge transfer reactions involving
N+2 and N+4 ions [e.g., Sentman et al., 2008a, b] that are two-body processes. The
O+2 ion is lost in both two-body processes (R9, R44–R47, R50, and R53) and
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three-body processes (R10, R58, and R60). The decrease of neutral density with
altitude reduces the importance of three-body processes compared with two-body
processes (as evidenced, in particular, in Figures 8.4d and 8.6d for two- and threebody attachment), and makes O+2 the dominant positive ion at higher altitude
(see Figure 8.6a). Our model results indicate that whether or not positive ions
O+4 and O+2 N2 are explicitly included in the model has direct consequences on
the streamer-to-spark transition time. In particular, as already emphasized in
Section 8.1, at ground conditions the transition into spark is significantly longer
when O+4 and O+2 N2 ions are taken into account (see Figures 8.2a and 8.2b), mainly
due to the fast recombination of electrons with these ions and resultant reduction in
electron conductivity. At higher altitude, there is no noticeable difference between
the kinetics schemes including O+2 only or the full O+2 , O+4 , and O+2 N2 positive
ion chemistry (Figures 8.2c and 8.2d, respectively). Indeed, Figure 8.6a shows
that even when O+4 and O+2 N2 are accounted for in the kinetics scheme, they are
negligible at all times during the transition in comparison with O+2 ions.
The refined treatment of the chemistry of the plasma including O+4 and O+2 N2 is
expected to improve the accuracy of the results, yet it involves reactions of ion–ion
recombinations, whose rates are still poorly known. The works by Kossyi et al.
[1992] and Sentman et al. [2008a, b] provide a significant number of reactions
of ion–ion recombination, but their lists are not exhaustive, as for example the
recombinations of complex ions such as O+4 with O− are not included.
The kinetic scheme presented in Chapter 7 does not include three-body ion–
ion recombination reactions (for example, reactions (V) and (VI) in [Kossyi et al.,
1992]). If three-body ion–ion recombinations were included, then the number of unknown rates of reactions would increase significantly and therefore would introduce
an additional source of uncertainty. We restrain the reactions of ion–ion recombination in the kinetic scheme to well-documented two-body reactions (R44–R55
in Table 7.2). Benilov and Naidis [2003] even further simplified the treatment of
ion–ion interactions in their model by treating all ion–ion recombinations through
a unique reaction denoted X+ +Y− →X+Y, where X+ and Y− represent any positive
and negative ions, respectively.
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8.2.6

Role of associative ionization reactions

Popov [2003] emphasizes the role of the reactions of associative ionization (R4–
R5 in Table 7.2) in the explosive increase in the electron density leading to the
transition to spark. The comparisons of breakdown times τbr produced by our
model for EN0 /N =14–24 kV/cm at 0 and 70 km altitude show that ignoring these
reactions would affect the transition time most significantly at high reduced electric
field E/N . For EN0 /N =14 kV/cm, τbr increases by a few percents (<2%) if R4–
R5 are neglected, because the timescales of the reactions of associative ionization
(τR4−R5 ≳50 µs at 0 km and τR4−R5 ≳10 s at 70 km) are longer than the streamer-tospark transition times (τbr =26.7 µs at 0 km and τbr =0.37 s at 70 km). At higher
reduced fields, for EN0 /N =24 kV/cm, the timescales of the reactions R4 and R5
are on the order of 0.1–1 µs and ≳1 s at 0 and at 70 km altitudes, respectively. These
timescales are comparable with the streamer-to-spark transition time, suggesting
a significant effect of the reactions of associative ionization on the dynamics of
the transition under these conditions. This observation is confirmed by the model
results, which show that in the absence of R4 and R5, the breakdown time is
delayed by up to ∼40% at 0 km altitude for EN0 /N =24 kV/cm, when τR4−R5 ≪τbr .

8.2.7

Scaling of heating time with air density, and thermal
conduction and diffusion losses

The effective timescale of the cooling of the streamer channel due to the thermal
conduction effects scales with ambient air density as 1/N , and previous studies
have established that the effective Joule heating time in streamer channels under
conditions of constant channel conductivity and air density scales as 1/N 2 , therefore leading to a better heat confinement and an easier transition to spark at higher
gas pressures in comparison with low pressures [Achat et al., 1992].
Because the adjusted heating time scaling factor for the breakdown time
(τbr ∝1/N 1.11 ) lies between the scaling factor of the vibrational–translational relaxation (∝1/N ) and that of the Joule heating timescale (∝1/N 2 ), our results and
those in [Naidis, 2005, Figure 6] demonstrate that kinetic effects lead to a significant acceleration of the heating, with effective heating times appearing to scale
closer to 1/N than to 1/N 2 , which is predicted on the basis of simple similarity
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laws for Joule heating [Achat et al., 1992].
These results have significant consequences for the evaluation of the importance
of different processes for gas heating in streamer channels at low gas pressures.
Specifically, they imply that all the processes, which have effective times that scale
proportionally to 1/N and which are determined to be unimportant for streamerto-spark transition at ground pressure, can still be ignored at lower pressures.
These processes include, in particular, the thermal conduction processes, which
lead to the cooling of the streamer channel [Achat et al., 1992; Tardiveau et al.,
2001], the diffusion of charged and neutral species [Naidis, 2005] and losses related
to the radial drift of ions [Naidis, 2005]. In the same vein it is important to
emphasize that the vibrational–translational relaxation time τVT scales as 1/N
and since heating time also scales close to 1/N there is no significant acceleration
of the heating due to transfer of vibrational energy from N2 molecules, as would
be expected if heating time scaled as 1/N 2 .

8.3

Summary of Results

In this chapter, the model developed in Chapter 7 is applied to investigate the
streamer-to-spark transition as a function of the air density. The model results
are successfully compared with experimental data obtained by Černák et al. [1995]
and Larsson [1998] at ground and near-ground pressure. The model results confirm
the previous results by other authors obtained at ground pressure that the fast release of electrons in detachment collisions is a critically important process for fast
gas heating in streamer channels during the streamer-to-spark transition. Classic
0-D models under assumptions of constant gas density or constant pressure, and
the 1-D model are also compared, and it is shown that the three models lead to
similar results at lower air density (i.e., at high altitudes), but differ significantly
at higher air density. The results indicate that at low ambient air densities the
channel conductivity and the air temperature increase very rapidly in comparison
with gas dynamic expansion time (i.e., τbr ≤rs /cs , where rs is the streamer channel
radius and cs is speed of sound) so both constant density and constant pressure
approximations to channel dynamics commonly used in previous studies at ground
pressure lead to nearly identical streamer-to-spark transition times. It is shown
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that at lower applied electric field, the 1-D model (including the gas dynamics)
converges towards the 0-D model under the assumption of constant pressure while
for higher applied electric field it converges towards the 0-D model under constant
density. At ground and near-ground pressure, these results are in excellent agreement with the prior results on this topic reported by Naidis [2005]. The present
work demonstrates that for a broad range of air densities studied (between altitudes 0 and 70 km), the streamer-to-spark transition time scales with neutral
density as: τbr ∝N −1.11 , i.e., faster than the timescale of Joule heating assuming
constant air density and conductivity in the streamer channel (∝N −2 ) but slower
than that of the vibrational–translational relaxation (∝N −1 ). The obtained model
heating times for the altitude range indicate substantial relative (i.e., scaled with
1/N 2 ) acceleration of the air heating, when compared with the ground level. This
acceleration is attributed to strong reduction in electron losses due to three-body
attachment and electron–ion recombination with reduction of air pressure. The
vibrational–translational relaxation time τVT scales as 1/N and since heating time
also scales close to 1/N there is no significant acceleration of the heating due to
transfer of vibrational energy from N2 molecules, as would be expected if heating
time scaled as 1/N 2 .
These results have significant consequences for the evaluation of the importance
of different processes for gas heating in streamer channels at low air densities.
Specifically, all the processes, which are determined to be unimportant for the
streamer-to-spark transition at ground pressure and which have effective times,
which scale proportionally to 1/N , can still be ignored at lower pressures. These
include, in particular, the thermal conduction processes, the diffusion of charged
and neutral species, and losses related to the radial drift of ions. In the same vein
it is important to emphasize that the vibrational–translational relaxation time
τVT scales as 1/N and since heating time also scales close to 1/N there is no
significant acceleration of the heating due to transfer of vibrational energy from
N2 molecules, as would be expected if heating time scaled as 1/N 2 . The results
indicate that at low ambient air densities the channel conductivity and the air
temperature increase very rapidly in comparison with gas dynamic expansion time
(i.e., τbr ≤rs /cs , where rs is the streamer channel radius and cs is speed of sound) so
both constant density and constant pressure approximations to channel dynamics
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commonly used in previous studies at ground pressure lead to nearly identical
streamer-to-spark transition times.

Chapter

9

Conclusions
In this chapter, we summarize the scientific contributions developed throughout
this dissertation, and suggest several possible directions for the continuation to the
studies realized to date.

9.1

Summary of Results

Here we summarize the principal results and contributions, which follow from the
studies presented in this dissertation.

9.1.1

Fractal Modeling of an Intracloud Discharge

In Chapter 2, a new model of intracloud lightning discharge is presented, based
on Kasemir ’s [1960] hypotheses of equipotentiality and neutrality of the channel,
and on the dielectric breakdown model proposed by Niemeyer et al. [1984]. Using
a realistic thundercloud charge distribution in Chapter 3, the model is able to reproduce a realistic pattern of an intracloud discharge (in particular, the altitude of
initiation and the extensive horizontal propagation of leader channels) comparable
to an actual discharge observed over Langmuir Laboratory on July 31, 1999. It is
shown that parameters of the discharge such as the charge carried, dipole moment
and average linear charge density associated with the leader trees, are in good
agreement with previous modeling and related measurements reported in the refereed literature. The model is applied to study the reduction of the electric field in
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the thunderstorm due to the growth of the bipolar structure of leader trees resembling development of an intracloud lightning discharge. This study suggests that
the polarization charges carried by the leader trees could lower the net charge in
the different charge layers of the thundercloud and could decrease the total electric
field significantly below the lightning initiation threshold.

9.1.2

Unified Theory of Lightning and Jet Discharges

In Chapter 4, we develop a self-consistent theory of lightning and jet discharges
based on the concept of bi-directional, overall neutral and equipotential lightning
leaders. The fractal model of Chapter 2 is applied to simulate typical lightning and
jet discharges using realistic cloud configurations emphasizing charge imbalance as
a principal factor allowing the formation of a leader with high enough potential
that enables it to escape from the thundercloud. A new observation of an upward
discharge observed by the lightning mapping array in a STEPS 2000 thunderstorm
[Lang et al., 2004] is also presented and successfully modeled. Finally, we develop
a set of scenarios based on a single unified theory that are able to explain the
development of the classic lightning discharges and jet-type events that have been
observed to date. These scenarios also predict new cases expected to occur in both
normal and inverted polarity thunderstorms. One of these, namely the occurrence
of a positive gigantic jet, has been recently observed by van der Velde et al. [2010],
i.e., after the publication of this work in [Krehbiel et al., 2008].

9.1.3

Self-Consistent Modeling of Thundercloud Screening
Charges: Implications for Blue and Gigantic Jets

In Chapter 5, we introduce a 2-D axisymmetric model of charge relaxation in
the conducting atmosphere. In Chapter 6, the model is applied in conjunction
with Riousset et al.’s [2007a] fractal model of lightning to illustrate how blue and
gigantic jet discharges are produced above cloud tops. Moreover, the role of the
screening charge in the development of each kind of jet discharge is explained
through self-consistent modeling. In particular, we demonstrate how the prior
occurrence of intracloud discharges can prevent the development of a blue jet
until a cloud-to-ground discharge enhances the excess of positive charge in the
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cloud by bringing negative charge to the ground. The screening charge gradually
developing at the cloud top leads to breakdown initiation near the cloud upper
boundary, but is insufficient to contain the lightning leader channel within the
cloud resulting in occurrence of upward propagating blue jet events. Furthermore,
in thunderstorms for which convective overturning near the cloud top is sufficiently
strong, the screening layer that allows for blue jet initiation, gets mixed with
the storm upper positive charge region, reducing the net positive charge in this
region and causing a substantial charge imbalance between the two main layers of
the thundercloud. Quantitative modeling of the resulting discharge reveals that
the leader channels cannot be contained in the volume enclosed within the cloud
boundary and eventually escape upward to form a gigantic jet, consistent with the
ideas first expressed by Krehbiel et al. [2008].

9.1.4

Investigations of the Timescales of Air Heating in
Streamer Discharges at Different Altitudes in the
Earth Atmosphere

In Chapter 7, we introduce an air-density-dependent model of the streamer-tospark transition. It accounts for the effects of gas dynamics, transfer of energy
through vibrational–translational relaxation of N2 molecules, and realistic partition of input energy into gas heating and vibrational excitation of N2 molecules
during the streamer-to-spark transition dynamics. The model self-consistently
couples a fully 1-D axisymmetric, axially invariant gas dynamics model to a 0-D
kinetics scheme involving 17 species in 67 reactions. The model results are presented in Chapter 8 and are successfully compared with experimental data obtained
by Černák et al. [1995] and Larsson [1998] at ground and near-ground pressure.
We also compare classic 0-D models under assumptions of constant gas density
or constant pressure and the 1-D model. We show that the three models lead to
similar results at lower air density (i.e., at high altitudes), but differ significantly
at higher air density. We show that at a lower applied electric field, the 1-D model
(including the gas dynamics) converges towards the 0-D model under assumption
of constant pressure but for a higher applied electric field it converges towards the
0-D model under constant density. At ground and near-ground pressure, these
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results are in excellent agreement with the prior results on this topic reported by
Naidis [2005].
The present work demonstrates that for a broad range of air densities studied
(between altitudes 0 and 70 km), the streamer-to-spark transition time scales with
neutral density as: τbr ∝N −1.11 , i.e., faster than the timescale of Joule heating assuming constant air density and conductivity in the streamer channel (∝N −2 ), but
slower than that of the vibrational–translational relaxation (∝N −1 ). The obtained
model heating times for the altitude range indicate substantial relative (i.e., scaled
with 1/N 2 ) acceleration of the air heating, when compared with ground level. This
acceleration is attributed to strong reduction in electron losses due to three-body
attachment and electron–ion recombination with reduction of air pressure.

9.2

Suggestions for Future Research

The studies summarized in Section 9.1 invite further investigation in the following
areas:

9.2.1

Modeling of the Dynamics of the Thunderstorm

The model of the charge relaxation introduced in Chapter 5 produces 2-D axisymmetric simulations of the dynamics of the electrical structure of the thundercloud.
The so-created 2-D structures are then projected onto a 3-D Cartesian space for
use in the 3-D fractal model of the lightning discharge described in Chapter 2.
This 3-D model allows us to validate a posteriori the correspondence between the
nature of the events predicted to occur in the 2-D model (namely, cloud-to-ground
or intracloud lightning, blue or gigantic jets) with the 3-D discharges produced by
the fractal model of lightning. A 3-D model of charge relaxation in the conducting
atmosphere would allow to implement the 3-D fractal model of lightning directly
into the simulation of the thundercloud dynamics. Therefore, the criteria that
we currently use for establishing whether an intracloud lightning develops into a
gigantic jet or whether a classic cloud-to-ground discharge remains trapped into
the cloud to produce a low intracloud discharge (see Figure 4.4) would no longer
be necessary. These criteria are based on the local charge imbalances between the
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charge layers and also checked a posteriori. They would be replaced by actual
discharges produced by the 3-D fractal model which can provide the exact location of the charge removal, and therefore suppresses the assumption of a uniform
charge reduction in the charge layers to model the bulk effect of a discharge on the
electrical structure of the thundercloud.

9.2.2

Modeling of the Streamer-to-Spark Transition

The model of the streamer-to-spark transition introduced in Chapter 7 couples a
fully 1-D gas dynamics model to a 0-D kinetics scheme. To calculate the electronic
and ionic Joule energies on one hand, and the energy transfer from the vibrational
energy levels of nitrogen to the translational energy of the gas on the other hand,
we need to derive the radial distribution of the densities of electron and atomic
oxygen, respectively. The use of a 0-D chemistry model permits the calculations of
these densities on the axis of the streamer channel. Thus, in the model described
in Chapter 7, the on-axis value of the density of atomic oxygen is used for the
estimation of the energy transfer through vibrational–translation relaxation, and a
Gaussian radial distribution in the case of electron density is assumed to calculate
the electronic and ionic Joule energies. The development of a 1-D chemistry model
would permit direct implementation of the plasma chemistry in the current 1-D
model of gas dynamics. It would also make the previous approximations unnecessary and would eventually allow us a more detailed investigation of the effects of
additional mechanisms, such as diffusion of the species, on the streamer-to-spark
transition time.

Appendix

A

Flowchart Representations of the
Numerical Models
In this appendix, we represent the fractal model of lightning discharge, the model
of Maxwellian charge relaxation, and the model of streamer-to-spark transition,
developed in Chapters 2, 5, and 7, respectively, in the form of flowchart diagrams
(Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3).
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Figure A.1. Algorithm for development of the discharge trees [Riousset et al., 2007a,
and Chapter 2 of this document](based on hypotheses by Kasemir [1960] and Niemeyer
et al. [1984]).
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Figure A.2. Flowchart of the model of Maxwellian relaxation of the atmosphere. The
charge reduction is based on [Krehbiel et al., 2004, 2008].
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Figure A.3. Flowchart of the model of streamer-to-spark transition.

Appendix

B

Supplementary Information for the
Unified Theory of Lightning and Jet
Discharges
The material presented in this appendix has been published as Supplementary
Information in [Krehbiel et al., 2008].

B.1

Lightning mapping and radar observations

The lightning observations of Figure 4.1a and 4.3a were obtained at Langmuir
Laboratory using the New Mexico Tech Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) [Rison
et al., 1999]. The arrival times of impulsive radiation events in the 60–66 MHz VHF
band were measured at six or more ground-based stations and used to determine
the development of individual lightning discharges in three-dimensional space and
time. Differences in the radiation and propagation characteristics of negative and
positive breakdown were used to determine the polarity of the lightning channels
(Figure 4.2a–d and Figure 4.3a) [Rison et al., 1999] and to infer the charge structure
of an example storm (Figure 1a) [Coleman et al., 2003; Rust et al., 2005; Marshall
et al., 2005]. Vertical radar scans from the NCAR S-Pol (10 cm) radar and New
Mexico Tech (3 cm) dual-polarization radar provided the structure of the parent
storm (Figures 4.2a and 4.3a, respectively).
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B.2

Electrodynamic Model

Here we briefly discuss the model developed by Krehbiel et al. [2004]. The electrodynamic model (further detailed in Supplementary Information of [Krehbiel et al.,
2008]) uses the lightning polarity data of Figure 1.2a as input to estimate the location and extent of the storm charge regions. It represents the charge structure
as a vertical sequence of axially aligned, uniformly charged cylindrical disks (Figure 1.2b), for which the electric field and potential profiles are calculated along
the axis. The storm charging currents are represented by two current sources, I1
between the mid-level negative and upper positive storm charges, and I2 between
the negative and lower positive charges, whose values are determined by running
the model in time and matching the average flashing rates of intracloud (IC) and
cloud-to-ground (CG) discharges to the observed flashing rates. An above-cloud,
ohmic screening current Isc is calculated by the model to simulate the formation
of a screening charge at the upper cloud boundary. Lightning is assumed to occur
when the on-axis electric field exceeds a specified altitude-dependent electric field
threshold. Depending on the initiation location, intracloud, cloud-to-ground, or
upward jet discharges occur and the charge content of the appropriate layers is decreased accordingly. The results reveal the role of the screening charge and mixing
currents in the occurrence of upward discharges (see Chapter 4 and Supplementary
Information in [Krehbiel et al., 2008]).

B.3

Jets in Normal and Inverted-Polarity Thunderclouds

We have classified upward discharges into two basic categories or types: ‘blue’ jets
(BJs) and ‘gigantic’ jets (GJs). Heretofore, the two types have been distinguished
primarily in terms of their maximum altitudes, and possibly their polarities, and
blue jets (including blue starters) developing up to lower altitudes than gigantic
jets, and appearing to transport positive charge upward, while gigantic jets appearing to transport negative charge upward. If it is assumed that the two types
are produced by normally electrified storms, as the observational information has
indicated, then the present study indicates that the distinguishing characteristic
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between them is where they are initiated relative to the storm charges. The resulting breakdown scenarios give rise to positive blue jets (+BJs) and negative
gigantic jets (–GJs).
In addition to the above, the observations of Fig. 2 show that negative upward
jets can be produced by inverted polarity storms. We identify this as a negative
blue jet (–BJ) based on where it is initiated relative to the storm charges. By
extension, the inverted-storm analog of a –GJ would be a +GJ, with each polarity
of GJ having as its source the main or mid-level charge of the storm. The four
possible types of upward discharges are summarized in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1. Illustrative lightning simulations for normal- and inverted-polarity storms, showing the four possible types of
upward discharges, classified by initiation mechanism (blue jet and gigantic jet) and upward polarity (+ and −). Blue and red
contours and numbers indicate negative and positive charge regions and charge amounts (in C), respectively, each assumed to
have a Gaussian spatial distribution. Also shown for reference are the common forms of IC and CG flashes in normal and inverted
storms. Blue jets will tend to be initiated by a precursor discharge (either CG or IC) that causes a charge imbalance in the storm
[Krehbiel et al., 2008, Supplementary Information].

Appendix

C

Supplementary Information for the
Maxwellian Charge Relaxation
Model
C.1

Necessity of Charge Compensation in a Conducting Medium

The model proposed in Chapter 5 is based on the Poisson and continuity equations
to simulate the Maxwellian charge relaxation in the conducting atmosphere. In
this section, we show how the source charges ρs dissipate if no compensation is
accounted for. The following derivations are based on [Pasko et al., 1997].
We start with the following system of equations:
⎧
∂ρf + ρs
⎪
⎪
+ ∇ ⋅ (J⃗c + J⃗s ) = 0
⎪
⎪
∂t
⎨
ρf + ρs
⎪
⎪
∇2 φ = −
⎪
⎪
ε0
⎩

(C.1)

where J⃗s is the source current, J⃗c =−σ∇φ the conduction current, and φ the electric
potential. If we recall that:
∂ρs
+ ∇ ⋅ J⃗s = 0
∂t

(C.2)
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then,
⎧
ρf + ρs
∂ρf
⎪
⎪
= 0
⎪
⎪ ∂t − ∇σ ⋅ ∇φ + σ ε0
⎨
ρf + ρs
⎪
⎪
∇2 φ = −
⎪
⎪
ε0
⎩

(C.3)

For testing purposes, we assume ∇σ=0, and then the system becomes:
⎧
ρf + ρs
∂ρf
⎪
⎪
= 0
⎪
⎪ ∂t + σ ε0
⎨
ρf + ρs
⎪
⎪
∇2 φ = −
⎪
⎪
ε0
⎩
If ρs is constant (ρs (t)=ρs (0)), then

(C.4)

ρf +ρs
∂ρf
+σ
=0 can be rewritten as:
∂t
ε0

∂ρf + ρs
ρf + ρs
+σ
= 0
∂t
ε0

(C.5)

and finally the total charge density ρf +ρs decays as:
(ρf + ρs ) (t) = ρs (0)e−t/τf

where τf =

ε0
σ

(C.6)

To maintain the total charge ρs +ρf equal to the charge brought by the source
current J⃗s , we introduce a complementary source current J⃗s′ to compensate the
dissipation of the source charge −∂ρs /∂t, then J⃗s and J⃗s′ are related by the following
relationship:
−

ρs σ
∂ρs
= ∇ ⋅ J⃗s′ = ∇ ⋅ J⃗s +
∂t
ε0

(C.7)

and charge conservation for the source charges is expressed as:
∇ ⋅ J⃗s = −

∂ρs ρs σ
−
∂t
ε0

(C.8)

then, if we plug (C.8) into (C.1), (C.3) becomes:
⎧
∂ρf
ρf
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ ∂t − ∇σ ⋅ ∇φ + σ ε0 = 0
⎨
ρf + ρs
⎪
⎪
∇2 φ = −
⎪
⎪
ε0
⎩

(C.9)
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As previously, if we assume for testing purposes that ∇σ = 0, then, with ρf (0)=0
we have:
∂ρf
ρf
+σ
= 0
∂t
ε0

(C.10)
− τt

⇒ ρf (t) = ρf (0)e

f

=0

(C.11)

If we additionally assume a constant source charge density (ρs (t)=ρs (0)), then
(C.11) yields:
(ρs + ρf ) (t) = ρs (0)

(C.12)

and therefore the total charge density ρf + ρs is maintained constant.

C.2

Performance of the Charge Relaxation Model:
Comparison with the Results of Holzer and
Saxon [1952]

In this section, we provide a demonstration of the performance of the Maxwellian
charge relaxation model developed in Chapter 5. We simulate the electric field
created by a sphere of radius a, uniformly charged with the charge Q, and enclosed in a sphere of radius b and conductivity σ ′ , which is placed in an infinite
medium of conductivity σ (see Figure C.1). We compare our numerical results
with the analytical solution to this problem provided by Holzer and Saxon [1952]
and reproduced hereafter.
For the sake of clarity, we convert the expressions originally given in [Holzer
and Saxon, 1952] in CGS units to SI units used in all the material presented in
this dissertation. We start with the Maxwell–Gauss equation:
⃗ =ρ
∇⋅D

(C.13)
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σ
b

Q

σ’

a

Figure C.1. A spherical charge Q of radius a placed in the center of a sphere of
conductivity σ ′ and radius b embedded in a medium of conductivity σ.

or equivalently in integral form:
⃗ ⋅ dS⃗ = Q
∯s D

(C.14)

In the remainder of this section, we denote r as the radial coordinate in the
cylindrical coordinate system and r as the radial coordinate in the spherical coordi⃗
ˆ, and consequently
nate system. For obvious reasons of symmetry, we have D=D
r r
Dr =

Q
4π r2

at r ≥ a

(C.15)

If we assume that the medium has a permittivity equal to the permittivity of
⃗ ′ E,
⃗ in the medium of conductivity σ ′
free space then, Dr =ε0 Er and because J=σ
we have:
Jr = σ ′

Q
4πε0 a2

at r = a

(C.16)

In steady state, the continuity equation can be simplified as follows:
0
∂ρ
∂ r2 Jr
=0
 + ∇ ⋅ J⃗ = 0 ⇒
∂ r2
∂t

(C.17)
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and therefore:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Jr = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

C1

for a ≤ r ≤ b

r2

C1 , C2 are two constants
C2

for r ≥ b

r2

Recall that because Jr (a)=σ ′
and C2 =σ ′

(C.18)

Q
Q
Q
, then C1 =σ ′
. Subsequently, Jr (b)=σ ′
2
4πε0 a
4πε0
4πε0 b2

Q
as well. Consequently, we have:
4πε0
Q
4πε0 r2

Jr = σ ′

for r ≥ b ≥ a

(C.19)

This results yields the following expression in the media of conductivity σ for the
electric field Er =Jr /σ :
Er =

σ′ Q
σ 4πε0 r2

for r ≥ b

(C.20)

Finally, the total current flowing through the boundary r=b can be expressed as:
I(b) = ∬ J⃗ ⋅ dS⃗
s
π

2π

= ∫ ∫
J⃗ ⋅ rˆ b2 sin(θ) dφ dθ
θ=0 φ=0
Er (b)

³¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ·¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ µ
σ′ Q
= 4π σ
b2
σ 4πε0 b2
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
Jr (b)

⇒ I(b) =

σ′
σ

(Q

σ
)
ε0

(C.21)

Thus, the field intensity and current flow in the medium of conductivity σ can be
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expressed as:
⎧
σ′
⎪
⎪
Q)
(
⎪
⎪
⎪
σ
⎪
⎪
for r ≥ b
E
=
⎪
⎪
⎪ r
4πε0 r2
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
σ′
σ
⎪
⎪
⎪
I(b)
=
(
Q)
⎪
⎪
σ
ε0
⎩

(C.22)

to be compared with the same values if the media of conductivity σ ′ were removed:
⎧
Q
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ Er = 4πε0 r2
⎨
σ
⎪
⎪
I(b)
=
Q
⎪
⎪
ε0
⎩

for r ≥ b

(C.23)

The comparison of (C.22) and (C.23) confirms the results stated by Holzer
and Saxon [1952] that “both the field intensity and current flow in the medium of
conductivity σ are the same as if the medium of conductivity σ ′ were removed and
σ′
the charge Q replaced by Q .”
σ
The last part of this section is devoted to the comparison of the numerical and
analytical solutions of the problem. To avoid numerical instabilities, we introduce
a smooth transition between the two media of conductivity σ and σ ′ , which is
achieved is a way similar to that of Section 5.2:
1 + tanh (
σ(r, z) = σ + (σ − σ )
′

′

r − b

α

)

2
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
transition at r=b

r =

√

r2 + (z − h)2

(C.24)

where h is the position of the sphere along the z-axis and the parameter α determines the thickness of the transition region between the two media of conductivities
σ and σ ′ .
In Figure C.2, we use Q=200 C, a=2 km, b=3 km, α=150 m, σ=5×10−14 S/m,
and σ ′ =0.5×10−14 S/m. The sphere is placed at the center of an axisymmetric
domain with dimension Lr ×Lz =9.7 km×19.5 km, discretized using 98 and 196
points in the r- and z-directions, respectively. Panel (a) shows the total charge
density in the simulation domain ρt =ρs +ρf , where ρs and ρf are the source and
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Figure C.2. Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions to the problem of Fig4
ure C.1 at
√t=2.5×10 s. (a) Total charge density ρt =ρs +ρf . (b) Amplitude of the electric
2
2
field E= Er +Ez , where Er and Ez are the horizontal and vertical component of the
electric field. (c) Source and free induced charge densities (ρs and ρf , respectively) at
r=0 km. (d) Numerical (solid line) and analytical (broken line) solutions for the amplitude of the vertical component of the electric field Ez at r=0 km.

free induced charge densities, respectively. Panel (b) displays the amplitude of the
electric field in the domain. Panel (c) compares the source and free induced charge
density along the axis r=0 km. Panel (d) compares the numerical and analytical
solutions for the electric field along the axis r=0 km.
From Figure C.2, it appears that the analytical and numerical solutions are in
excellent agreement. We verified that the small error is numerical, and decreases
when the resolution is improved. In addition, Figure C.2a shows the formation of
screening charges at the boundary between the domains of conductivity σ and σ ′ .
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A similar result discussed in Chapter 5 leads to the same conclusion. This simple
case study allowed us to verify the validity of our model when applied to problems,
for which an analytical solution is achievable.
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